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Cooperation in one form o:r another is as old as civilization, 
Throughout time, people have found it to the:i.:r advantage to work to= 
gether inasmuch as working together resulted in more benefits to each 
than could be attained by working alone, Because of this realization, 
there arose the guilds of Greece and Norther111 Europe, the Friendly 
Societies of England., a1J,d eventually the Rochdale Pione.ers, These 
orgauizations were fo:re:ru:@m1e:rs of ou:r cooperative movement, The 
principles and objectives of these early, successful coope.ratives we'/ce 
not unlike the principles and objectives of our present day coopera-
ti.ves, 
The first large scale cooperative movement in the United States 
was begun in 1867 by Oliver Hudson Kelley who, in that yearJ organized 
the Grange. The Grange was the first organization in this country to 
definitely stimulate collective pu:rcchasi:ng of farm supplies and selling 
1 of fann products, 
Growth of Cooperatives 
The cooperative movement had its largest growth during the last 
half of the nineteenth century, Five important developments appear to 
have directly influenced the associated efforts of farmers during this 
1Henry H. Bakken and Marvin A, Schaars, The Economics of Coopera= 
tive Marketing, (New York and Lol!'.l!.don, 1937), p, 49. 
period. These were: (1) extensive expansion of agriculture west of the 
Alleghenies; (2) production of surplus agricultural commodities; (3) low 
prices of farm products; (4) resentment against high freight rates and 
wide marketing margins; and (5) organizing activities of general farm 
2 organizations, 
Cooperative grain marketing is largely a result of the grain growersu 
desire to obtain representation on local markets. The development of 
cooperative grain marketing in the United States may be divided logically 
into the following periods: 1857-1875, a time of isolated local efforts; 
1876-1885, a period of decline in number of local cooperative elevators; 
1886-1914, years marked by a revival of interest in this form of coopera-
tion and an increase in the number of cooperative grain elevators; 1915· 
1920, the period of most active growth of farmers 1 cooperative elevators 1 
under the additional stimulus of a rapidly expanding wheat acreage; 1921-
1929, the time of most rapid growth in cooperative terminal sales agencies, 
development of wheat pools 3 and efforts toward establishing a national 
sales agency. Since 1929, a national sales agency has been in operationa 
and there has been a revival of intere.st in the stability of local co-
operative elevators.3 
In 1857, a group of Wisconsin farmers built the first cooperative 
grain elevator at Madison~ Wisconsin. The number of local cooperative 
elevator associations in the United States reached a peak of about 4,000 
2 !E.!!!•, pp. 47-48. 
3ward W. Fetrow, Cooperative Marketing of Agricultural Products, 
Farm Credit Administration, Cooperative Division, Bulletin No. 3 
(Washington, 1936) p. 45, 
3 
i!:l\ 1921, In 1935 there were 3,125 farmer=owrmed elevators in the Ul\1\ited 
StatesJ with a membership of about 580,000J and a busbiess of about 
$315,000JOOO.OO. Of these totals, Oklahoma had 84 fa:rmers 8 elevators, 
20,000 members, and a business of $11,000,000.000 4 
Theory of Cooperative Marketing 
There are three agencies engaged iir~ market:ing farm products. These 
is a proprietary, partmie.rship or corporate busi.rr11ess that has pt"ofits as 
mental agency. This is 1:11.ot a commo1m form of ma:rketil\1!.g in the Un:U:ed 
States, but is widely used iim fo:reigrm coumit:ries, The third agency is the 
cooperative, It has :risem1 to a place of i.mporta1!1lc.e because of its method 
of organization, and its operating policies and principles, It has proven 
itself as an efficient type of business organization for acquiring com= 
modities, providing services, and selling farm products. 
A cooperative association is a non-profit business organization set 
up by members for members, as a group, to receive benefits that they 
would not be able to receive individually, Unlike an ordimi.ary corpora-
tion which operates for profit, the purpose of the cooperative is service 
to members and patrons at cost, A true cooperative association does not 
acquire 11profits 11 for itself because any savings above the cost of 
4·R, H, Elsworth, Sta~cs of Farmers I Cooperative Business Orga@i.-
zations 1920=lm, Fann Credit Administration Cooperative Divisioni 
Bulletin No, 6 (Washington) p, 60, 
4 
operation are eventually returned to the membership. The Rochdale 
Pioneers., in 1844, founded their business on this principle. It was 
based on the simple operation of buying and selling where the gains 
went to the patron-owner of the business rather than to one who was 
strictly an investor. 
There were many differences between the Rochdale organization and 
those that were formed at a later date. Most of the differences existed 
because the cooperatives that followed adopted more liberal credit 
policies. Essentially, however, the governing principles of present-
day cooperatives are the same as the principles adopted by the Rochdale 
Pioneers. Those principles were: 
1. Membership was open to anyone, irrespective of religions 
or political beliefs, race or nationality. 
2, Only one vote was allowed each man. 
3. Dividends on capital stock were not to be more than the 
interest ra~e on money at that particular time. 
4. Earnings or savings were returned to members in proportion 
to the amount of business each furnished - that is, on a 
patronage basis. 
5. A limit was placed on the number of shares of stock each member 
could own. 
6. All business was placed on a cash basis; customers could not 
"charge" items they bought. 
7. Goods were sold at regular retail prices rather than at cost. 
8. Necessary reserves were accumulated. 
9. Education in principles and practices of cooperation was 
promoted.5 
5Harry G. Anderson, Farmers Cooperative Marketing and Purchasing 
Associations, North Dakota Agricultural College, Extension Service, 
Circular No. 191 (Fargo, 1958) p. 13. 
5 
There are three basic principles that distinguish cooperatives from 
other types of businesses. They are: (1) democratic control, (2) 
limited returns to capital, and (3) sharing penefits, savings, and risks 
in direet proportion to the use made of the cooperative. 
There are four main types of farmers' cooperative associations. 
These are: (1) cooperative sales or cooperative marketing associations, 
(2) cooperative purchasing associations , (3) cooperative service associa-
tions, and (4) workers' cooperative associations. This division is based 
on the purpose for which the cooperative was organized. 
A cooperative sales association or marketing association refers to 
farmers cooperative associations that sell farm products which were pro-
duced individually on the farms of the members. Processing, packing, 
storing, financing, bargaining, and other marketing functions are car-
ried on by such associations. 
· A cooperative purchasing association combines the purchasi~g power 
of buyers and aims to provide its members wit h high quality products 
at the lowest possible prices and with services that are essential and 
gratifying. The cooperative ordinarily sells to both members and non-
members. Two subclasses are distinguished within this large group of 
associations: 
1. Agricultural purchasing association whose members are 
farmers and handle or bargain primarily for goods asked 
for in farm production. 
2. Consumers' cooperatives whose members are either fanners 
or city people and handle or bargain for commodities 
needed i-n the home, 
Cooperative service associations provide services only to their 
members, who may be either farmers or cit y dwellers. These services 
fall under two classifications, consumptio~ and production~ and include 
financing, insurance, housing, and utilit y service, 
Workers 0 cooperative associations are organizations that pool the 
labor of their members for joint action. They do not supply their 
members with services or commodities. 6 
Grain Cooperatives in Oklahoma 
Oklahoma. farmers were among the last of the major wheat producers 
to enter into the cooperative grain business. Because of this factor, 
other grain producing states were well ahead of Oklahoma in organizing 
farmers cooperative elevators. Expandiing wheat acreage and favorable 
prices were an added stimulus to the development of farmers 0 coopera~ 
6 
tive elevators in the decade following World war I. About half of the 
active local elevator associations were started duriimg the late 1920°s.7 
The first farmers' cooperative elevator in Oklahoma was organized 
at Alva in 1898. Its business operations were terminated in 1916 
because of instability of the organization. The oldest active farmers' 
cooperative elevator in Oklahoma was organized in 1905 and is located 
at Elk City.8 At present, there are more than one hundred well= 
organized farmers! cooperative elevators operating in Oklahoma. The 
main business of most of these elevators is marketing wheat. Of the 39 
elevators i~cluded in this study, income from wheat was the largest 
single source of income. 
6 Bakken and Schaars, p. 5. 
7Harold Hedges, Operations of Cooperative Grain Elevators in Kansas 
and Oklahoma l93lm32 ~o 1936-37, Farm Credit Administration, Cooperative 
Research and Service Division, Bulletin No. 30, (Washington~ 1939) p. 2, 
8 Ibid., p, 1. 
7 
There are two principle types of fa:rme~ cooperative elevator 
associations in Oklahoma, the single-unit association and the multiple~· 
unit association. A single-unit cooperative association is one that 
operates one or more stations in one local:i,ty P and the administrative 
headquarters are located in that locality. A multiple~unit association 
is an association operating stations in more tham1 one community but 
maintaining administrative headquarters in one community. The coopera-
tives used in this study are all single-urdt type of farmers0 coopera-
tive eleyators. 
Most of the cooperative elevators o:f Oklahoma are affiliated with 
t:he Cooperative Grain Dealeir Os Association, The Cooperative Grai11 
Dealer I s Association was organized in 1916. Its pm:pose is to rel!1lde.r 
service in any way that will make it possible for its member organiza-
tions to serve their local farmer members more profitably and efficient-
ly, Included among the services are: general information; o:rga111,izatio@ 
and capital structure needs, including articles of incorporation an:lld 
by-laws; legal service; auditing and tax services; insurance services; 
collection of loss~in-transit claims; and purchase of coals, office 
supplies, and printing. 
The U10Jion Equity Cooperative Exchaimge,,, haviimg one of the largest 
terminal elevators in the world, was organized in 1929 at Enid, With 
a capacity of over 50 millioim bushels, it is the outlet fo~ the majority 
of the local elevators of Oklahoma, All of the cooperatives used in 
this study are affiliated with the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange. 
8 
Problem and Purpose of Study 
Cooperative associations in Oklahoma are located at scattered points 
throughout the state. Although they may be handling the same commodities, 
providing similar services, and experiencing common problems, in most 
cases they do not .have access to the fiill.ancial records of other coopera-
tive associations. Because of this, there is no way for the managers 
and others concerned with the successful operation of a local cooperative 
association . to compare the efficiency of t.hei.r own individual operatio!!l\ 
with the management and operation of similar cooperative associations, 
If local cooperative managers have some knowledge of the operatio1ms of 
similar cooperative associationsi they may be able to improve the effi-
ciency of their own individual firms. Information in a form which mana-
gers and members of cooperative associations can readily understand and 
which will make possible a comparative analysis of their elevators' 
operation is not available. 
Cooperative associations use different business and operational 
policies, l,The policies used are not only different from those used by 
other types of businesses, but also differ among cooperative associa-
tions. variations in the business policies, practices, and services of 
individual cooperative associations have a direct influence upon their 
income and expenses. By comparing the operation of similar cooperative 
associations, it is possible to delineate the good and bad points of 
each. If such findings are made available to the individual managers, 
they may improve the overall operation of their cooperatives. Any 
improvements in operation are likely to be reflected to farmers through 
relatively higher prices for their products, lower costs for farm 
9 
supplies, and improved serviceso To the extent that these improvements 
lead to greater service to the agricultural community, cooperative 
associations are likely to reap more savings for their patrons. 
This study was undertaken to provide managers and members of 
cooperative associations with (l) information in a fonn that could be 
easily understood, and (2) means of comparing their operations with 
those of similar cooperative associations. 
Method and Scope of Study 
Wheat is an importa~t crop of the United States and it is the most 
important cash crop of Oklahomao A tenth of the total wheat product.ion 
in the United States comes from Oklahoma, the second largest wheat pro-
9 ducing state in the countryo Most of Oklahomaus wheat crop is market-
ed through a large number of local elevators where farmers deliver their 
wheat to be either sold or stored. In addition to facilities for handl-
ing grain many of these elevators provide other services such as clean~ 
ing and grinding, to their memberso 
Wheat accounts for the major part of the business of grain elevators 
in the State, In this study, unless otherwise specified, the term grain 
is used interchangable with wheato Likewise the term elevator has been 
used for cooperative elevator •. All the elevators in this study are 
loc~ted in Oklahoma. 
9 Akhilesh Dubey, Costs and Margi'!.11.s of Oklahoma Cooperative Elevat(!~.!» 
(unpublished M.So Thesis, Oklahoma State University, 1955), p. 5. 
This study is confined to grain cooperativesJ and only those 
cooperatives whose income from wheat was greater than income from any 
other single commodity or service were included, The data for this 
thesis were obtained from audit reports of 39 cooperative elevators 
10 
for the years 1953 through 1955, The audit reports were received from 
the cooperative elevators or, with the consent of the elevator manager, 
from Harold F, Hedges, Public Accountant, Enid, Oklahoma, The major 
portion of the data from the audit reports were taken from balance 
sheets, operating am.d trading statements, arnd details of expense items, 
Insofar as possible the balance sheets, operating statements J a.1md 
details of expel11lses were edited for ul11liformity, Frequemitly, different 
terms were used to mean the same thing because there was not standardi= 
zation of terminology, All of the expense and income items that were 
common to a majority of the audits were listed as major items omi the 
consolidated accounting statements, The author used his discretion as 
to where to place those items of income and expense that were not com~ 
mon to the majority of the audit reports. 
In the bala!il!ce sheet and operating statement sections a.mi effort 
was made to analyze the finamicial conditions and ope:ratiomi:s of the 
cooperatives under study, The data for analyzing the financial con= 
ditions and operations were obtained by averaging the aE1ll()Jual balance 
sheets, operating statements, and detail of expenses of the associa= 
tions for the three-year period from 1953 through 1955. A comparative-
percentage analysis was used, The items of the balance sheet were com-
pared to total assets, total liabilities, and total net worth. The 
items of the operating statement were compared to total sales, 
11 
In the section on ratio analysis, an attempt was made to compare 
the financial structure and business operations of similar elevators. 
The three-year average of the various items included in the ratios 
served as a base for computing the ratios. The averages were obtained 
from the three annual '7alues of the items taken from the ar111mual audits 
of the elevators. Although definite assumptions cannot be made, a ratio 
analysis of this type does serve as an indicator of the strength or 
weakness of the financial structure and business operations of the 
elevators. 
Many factors affected the financial condition and operations of the 
elevators. The last section shows the relationship of various factors to 
margins, manageri salaries, capital turnover, number of departments, 
inventory turnover, and labor expense. The comparison was based on the 
three annual values of the items taken from the annual audits of the 
elevators. 
Location of Elevators Studied 
The greater part of the elevators included in this study were lo-
cated in the north central and northwestern parts of the State. These 
are the main wheat growing areas of Oklahoma. The yields are rather 
stable in the north central section, but vary greatly in the ~orthwestern 
area. Of the 39 elevators studied, 26 are located in these two areas. 
One third of the elevators included in this study were located in two 
counties, eight in Garfield county and five in Alfalfa county. Two 
elevators were located in each of the following counties: Tulsa, Noble, 
Grant, Logan, Kingfisher, and Washita. The remaining elevators were 
located in Ottawa, Washington, Pawnee, Woods, Beaver, Woodward, Ellis, 
Dewey, Custer, Canadian, Caddo, Kiowa, Tillman, and Cotton counties 
(Figure l). 
Grain elevators face the problem of overlapping of market areas. 
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The elevators in Garfield and Alfalfa counties are especially close 
together. To a lesser extent, the same is also true of the other parts 
of the state. The cooperative elevators compete not only with each 
other, but also with independent grain buyers and elevator operators. 
this keeps the cooperatives on guard and serves as a stimulus for them 
to improve both their efficiency of operation and the amount of ser-
vices rendered. 
All of the elevators were served by at least one railroad. The 
Chicago-Rock Island and Pacific, St. Louis-San Francisco, and Atchison-
'l'opeka and Santa Fe railroads provide direct connecti.ons between Enid 
and most of the elevators included in this study. National and state 
highways provide other means of transportation to all points. Highways 
facilitate the movement of ~rain to local markets, while terminal mar-
kets receive the greater part of their grain by railroad. 





























FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF COOPERATIVES 
A cooperative association may be organized according to cooperative 
principles, have good membership contracts, responsible personnel on its 
board of directors, well written articles of incorporation, a sound con-
stitution and by-laws, an adequate physical plant, and still not succeed. 
These things are important, but should be combined with other factors 
to assure success. Cooperative associations are businesses, and like 
other businesses their success or failure depends upon proven, sound 
business practices and principles. Success does not come automatically 
to cooperative associations. careful plannimi.g, hard work, good manage-
ment, and sound business practices are basic to their success. 
One of the main factors contributing to the 1ucceas of a coopera• 
tive association is that it must be born of necessity. A cooperative 
association should be formed only after a survey has been made to de= 
termine if it is needed. If local businesses are already meeting the 
needs of the farmer, and a cooperative association cannot do the job 
better, then there is no need for formillllg a cooperative. If it can be 
determined that the local.businesses are exploiting the fa!'lller in a 
measurable amount, a cooperative association could be formed to help 
remedy the situation. 
Some of the essential operating practices for success of a coopera-
tive association are: (1) the cooperative must be efficiently managed; 
(2) the cooperative must have a sufficient volume of business for 
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economical operati.orm; (3) the cooperative. must have the loyal support: of 
its membership; (4) the cooperative must be soumidly fiiruaimced., aimd (5) 
~h t' ' d l c--. e coopera :i.ve must serve an ecoll1!.om1c. lffiee , 
In order to have ef:f:i.cient malffiagement., the manager must be well 
qualified, in sympathy with the cooperative movement, honest, and 
likeable, The manager should be well paid fo:i:· his service.s, and the 
board of directors should coope.:rate with armd assi.st him in every way 
possible, It should be realized that the maimager is mot the ouwhole 
show, 11 In order to be successful, the co1D>perat:tve association should 
also have a capable board of directors a))'.ll,d a go'1:i1d plan of ope.ratiorm, 
A cooperative must have suf fici.e.tit volume of business for ecormomical 
operatiof.lls, One of the maJ,iID.l reasomis for a cooperative is to lower the 
cost o:f marketiimgJ all:td :i.f the volume of busim1ess is insufficient this 
cal.lUllot be accomplished to a1!1.ly great degree. 
In order to succeed., a cooperative must have the loyal support of 
its members, A cooperative depe1Tods upon its members for business, Im1 
this respect it is different from a private business, Loyal members 
support their cooperative not oimly by their patronage, but by encou:rag= 
ing others to patronize the cooperative, Loyal members will attend 
meeti~gs and at election time will do their utmost to elect good 
directors, Without loyal support from its members, the cooperative 
association is doomed to eve1rntual failure. 
A cooperative association should be soundly financed, The job of 
finami.cing is up to the members, '.!L'he.y should provide at least 50 pe~cem1t 
13akken and Schaars » pp. 198-199 , 
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of the initial capital, Each member should have an investment :i.n the 
cooperative. If the cooperative association has inadequate capital, 
the se.rvices it can render are too limited. It takes different amounts of 
capital to start, but all cooperatives should be adequately financed for 
their actual needs. Investment in the association by members is an 
evidence of their faith in the cooperative and wi.11 help insure their 
patronage. 
The cooperative must serve a need that cannot otherwise be met, 
Its members should be able to achieve more satisfactory results from 
collective efforts than each could receive through individual effort. 
The greater the need and the more satisfactory the services perfo~med, 
the better the chance for the cooperative to succeed, 
There are many other factors that contribute to the success of a 
· i t' 2 cooperative assoc a ion, Byer, Wood, and Abshier list ten guideposts 
for profitable elevator management, they are: 
l, Keep volume up - net income increases with volume--fixed 
expenses are about as much for low volume as for high 
volume. 
2, Utilize labor efficiently--labor is largest item of ex-
pense-~idle labor is still costing money - plan productive 
work to keep labor busy, 
3. Watch gross margins closely. Selling price should cover 
cost plus .expenses plus profit. Some items are more ex-
pensive to handle than others. 
2For other factors see: Bakken and Schaars, pp. 199-202; C. c, 
Garner, Making Coops Succeed, University System of Georgia, Georgia 
Agricultural Extension Service, Bulletin No, 498, (Athens, Revised, 
1950), pp. 4-16; and George o. Gatlin, Factors in the Organization of 
Cooperative Associations., Oregon State Agricultural College, Extension 
. Bulletin No. 406, (Corvallis, 1928), pp. 8-14. 
4, Keep good records==know whe:re you a:r.e=~know what part 
of your bu.si1rness is making money,~-and what part is 
losing. Lean1ing next yea:r. that your business lost 
money this year is too late, 
5, Supply enough capital to provide the facilities 
necessary for most efficient operation, 
6, Utilize. capital fully, Excessive unused capital in 
buildi.ngs, equipment, or inventory is costly, 
7, Keep your inventory turning, Ke.ep your money invested 
in fast moving items, Too large stocks of slow moving 
items may be costly:,, through obselescence., damage or 
decay:, taki,ng up space without p:roviding income, usi.ng 
interest without returns., or decreased value by price 
~hanges, 
8" Watch inventories closely in ti.me.s of fluctuating prices" 
Whe.m\ prices aire going down, keep i.ITT:vent.o:r.ies down, Whet!. 
prices are going up, keep inventories up, 
9, Remember that the employees are an important part of 
you:rr. organizatioro1, In most case.s., they a:re your best 
salesmen, Treat. them as human beings and fellowmen, 
but keep the reins of control in the hands of manage-
ment, 
10, Remember your purpose-=to serve your customers. You 
are in business to serve them, Be fair, honest.., and 
courteous, You may expect compensation in direct pro-
portion to the servi.ce you give,3 
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A number of reasons have been given as the. cause of failure of co= 
operatives. The United States Depart.memit of Agriculture. made a study 
of 1,500 cooperative associations that failed or ceased operations, 
The causes of failure give,11 by the associations were.: inefficient 
management 72 percent; i:,ru.sufficient: workiirng; capital 24 percent; volullli-
tary dissolution 12 percent; and dishonest management, acts of pi:ovi-
4 dence, unfair competiti\orn1., and miscellaneous causes 24 percent. 
----------· 
3E, G. Byer, ((L B, Wood, and GL S, Absh:i.er, ~ Financial and Busipie!!!_ 
A_~al;ysis of Irndiana GFai.n Elevators,, Purdue University Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulleti1rn. No, 547., (Lafayette., 1950), p, 3, 
4R, H, ElsworthJ ~r,icultural Coo2e.rative Associations, Marketin~ 
and Purchasing 2 _ 192,2ft United States Department of Agriculture, 'Iechni-
cal Bulletin No, 40, (Washington, 1928), pp, 65,-66, 
Many associations gave several reasons for their cessation which ex-
plains why the percentages exceed a total of 100 percent. 
The negative way of pointing out the road to success is to point 
out the causes of failure.5 Gatlin prepared a list of factors which, 
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in his opinion, contribute to the failure of cooperative associations. 
They were: 
l, An organization should not admit as members men with con~ 
flicting business interests. It is difficult to maintain 
harmony and singleness of purpo$e when non-producers, buy~ 
ers, and men of c.ontrary or conflic.ti~.1g interests are 
grouped with bona .. fide producers of identical interests. 
2. An organizat:i.orm should no'I!: colli\ceal from its members facts 
regard:1.rmg its operatio1rns. Mislea.ding statements, jugglirig 
funds, secret contracts, and similar practices undermine 
confidence, The organizat:1..on belongs to the membership, 
not the officials and employees, There cannot be proper 
cooperation where there is suspicion. 
3. An organization should ~ot permit the engineering of 
elections and the appointment of officers by a self· 
perpetuating group. Democratic control must be more 
than a promise, Those elected to represent the members 
must represent them in fact, if the association is to be 
cooperative. 
4. An organization should not rely upon force to maintain 
member cooperation, Threats, lawsuits, and coercion 
break down rather than build up the support of the grow-
ers. Coercion is the opposite of cooperation. 
5. An organization should not sacrifice cooperative princi-
ples to obtain volume of business. Encouraging its members 
to purchase products for delivery, admitting buyers to 
membership, selling for non-members, and buying for its 
own account to increase volume tend to eliminate or 
minimize cooperative features. 
6. An organization should not maintain an overhead expense 
out of proportion with the services required. Salaries 
should be commensurate with service rendered. Jobs 
5For causes of failure see: :Bakken and Sc.haars, pp. 202-203; 
and Garner, pp, 16-18. 
should not be provided. as ir:ewa:rrd~ to org;ani.zers or 
bribes to commercial interests. 
7. An organization should not attempt arbitrary price-
fixing based on monopoly control, A price that does 
not reflect supply and demand conditions brings about 
an economic readjustment that reacts upon the organiza-
tion, No cooperative association can "fix prices" 
successfully over a period g£ years unless the price 
fixed is the ''right price 91 , 
Importance of Good Records 
The primary purpose of record keeping is to obtain information 
and report it in an understandable manner. Summarized statementsJ to 
be used as a basis for management decisions for future operations, 
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should be prepared f:rom the detailed daily accounts. The most. freque'il:llt~· 
ly used summary statements are the balance sheet and operating state-
mento These statements should be prepared at the end of each month and. 
the end of each year. They i.ndicate the progress of the cooperative 
association. 
The successful operation of a cooperative association depends 
greatly upon good management, and good management may be enhanced by 
accurate accounting records, The manager who makes money without ac-
curate records probably could make more money if he would keep accurate 
records of his business operations, Records provide the manager with 
definite and accurate information of the operations and financial con-
dition of his business. This information may not always agree with 
his impressions, but financial :records provide the most accurate info:rma-
tion. Savings or losses at the end of the year are the net results of 
6aeorge 0, Gatlin, Element~ of Cooperative Marketi~g, Oregon State 
Agricultural College, Exte!i'.11,sion Bulletin No, 4:29., (Corvallis, J.930), p, 3. 
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a series of financial transactiom1~ taking place during the yea:r. Accu.:rate 
records reveal sources of possible losses caused by inefficiencies, and 
show strong points that tend to create efficiency. A study of the records 
will reveal these sources while there is still time to do something about 
. them. 
Accurate records serve as a check on the honesty and efficiency of 
employees. Through the use of records, management can pinpoint in-
efficiencies and dishonest practices. Records protect the honest and 
efficient employees from unjust criticism., They also protect their jobs 
in the case of a 11cut back" in personnel. 
Savings at the end of each year are allocated to patrons accord= 
ing to the volume of business done. In order to do this correctly, the 
business firm must keep accurate records of each purchase or sale, Distri-
bution of savings cannot be justly made unless accurate accounts are kept 
for all patrons. 
Records are also important if a cooperative is to be exempt from 
income taxes. According to th~ Internal Revenue Code, a cooperative 
association which is to be exempt from income taxes must maintain per-
manent records covering all of its business with all of its patrons. 
Unlike the small business enterprise, the cooperative association 
represents the interests of a large number of people, These interests 
are often involved and difficult to determine. ~he management is a hired 
agent of the cooperative and is answerable to the members. Since the 
management is handling funds belonging to others, these involved interests 
I . 
should not be left to memory. Accurate records are the best known way 
of avoiding injustice, 
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Where the method of retaining patronage refunds is used to build 
up capital, accurate accounts are very importanto Each patron should 
know the amount credited to himo this is possible only if permanent, 
accurate records are kept, 
The records should be simple but adequate and easily understood 
by the members. Accou1:1.ts should be such that the membership can be 
kept well illllformed 01l1l. problems confrol!l1ting the cooperative. A report 
on the financial status of the cooperative should be made available 
at least once each year to the memberso the directors should receive 
a r.eport each month, 
A good accounting system will provide information for compa.ll:'il!Jlg 
the financial data of one period with similar financial data of other 
periods. These comparisons are valuable i~ pointing out favorable and 
unfavorable trends of a cooperaUve association, Immediate action calPl 
be taken to remedy the cause of unsatisfactory trends and to take ad-
vantage of favorable trends. The comparisons also aid management in 
evaluating past operations and formulating policies for the future. 
Separate records should be kept for each department of the bll.lld1me.ss o 
All purchases, sales, inventories, and,transfers among departments should 
be recorded, In a study made of Indiana grain elevators, Byer, Wood, and 
Abshier found that several managers felt that gross margin information by 
commodities and departments would be of little help to management. How~ 
ever, despite the opinion of these managers, the study revealed that the 
most profitable elevators were those which had this i:nformaticn:a so that 
the managers might ktllow the gross proHt or loss by departments,7 
7 Byer, Wood, and Abahiex-, p. 170 
Balance Sheet 
The balance sheet portrays the financial picture of the business 
at a particular date. Essentially, it is a statement listing all 
property owned by the business and all claims against the business, 
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The balance sheet is sometimes referred to as 11 the financial statement.,'' 
"statement of assets and liabilities:," al!lld nstatement of resources and 
liabilities." In this study it is referred to as the balance sheet. 
The balance sheet is divided into three sections: (1) assets» 
(2) liabilities, and (3) net worth, The name, itself, implies that 
there is a balance, If properly prepared., the assets are always equal 
to the liabilities plus the net worth. 
Property owned by the business is called assets and represent those 
things which can be converted into money for paying claims of creditors 
and, in event of liquidation, paying claims of the owners of the busi~ 
ness. All the assets listed on the balance sheet are for a particular 
time. Any succeeding fiX'llancial transactions will change the amount of 
property owned by the business, thus changing its assets. 
The assets are divided into current, permanent, and other assets. 
Current assets are those assets that can be converted into cash in a 
short period of time. Examples are cash on hand, inventories, and ac-
counts receivable. Fixed assets are those assets used i.n business opera-
tions which remain in the business for a relatively long period of time. 
They are not immediately turned into cash in the normal operations of 
the business, Examples of fixed assets are buildings, machinery and 
equipment, trucks, and similar i,tems. Other assets include all the 
other items not included in the above classifications; examples are 
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such items as investments, prepaid insurance, and stock. 
The second part of the balance sheet is called the liabilities. 
Liabilities represent debts or obligations of the organization. The 
liabilities are divided into current liabilities, accruals and reserves, 
.and mortgages payable. Those debts or obligations which will mature 
during the year 0s operation of the business are considered current 
liabilities. These include accounts payable, interest on stock·payable, 
outstanding checks payable, and other items. Accrued liabilities are 
those expenses not yet due and payable but actually chargeable to the 
current period of operation. the funds that are set aside to pay ac-
crued liabilities are referred to as reserves. Examples of accruals and 
reserves are accrued sales tax, accrued F.I.C.A. tax, and reserve for 
federal and state withholding tax. These expenses are paid only once 
or twice a year, but should have part of the expense charged to each 
month's operation if the balance sheet is to present a true picture of 
the financial condition of the organization at a parti.cular time. Mort-
gages payable are the long-term obligations that are not due for a year 
·or more. 
The.third part of the balance sheet is the net worth sectiorn. This 
section is sometimes called "members equity, 88 but it is :referred to in 
this thesis as ne.t worth, It represents members n investme1mts or claims 
by the owners on the assets of the business. It is equal to the excess 
of assets over liabilities. Net worth includes patronage refunds payable, 
members equity credits, capital stock, and surplus reserve fund. Unless 
assets exceed liabilities there is no net worth or owners' equity in the 
organization because it would take all the assets to pay creditor claims 
against the business, 
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Operating Statement 
The amount of savings or losses may be determined from the balance 
sheet; however an operating statement is required to determine the nature 
of the savings or losses. The operating statement gives a picture of the 
business operations through a given period of time, If properly prepared, 
it will indicate efficiencies and ineffic:ill;l'iffitCies of the business. 
The items of the operating statement are divided into several groups. 
The principle ones are gross earnings, operating expenses, other addi-
tions, other deductions, and net earnings. 
An operating statement should be prepared. for each department of 
the busiro1ess because it is usually only through detailed analysis that 
weaknesses and inefficiencies can be discovered, The sooner these are 
discovered the more quickly steps c.a1!1\ be takerm to overcome them. If 
the "leaks" are allowed to go unchecked, they may drain the savbl\gS of 
efficie1!1\t operations of other departments. 
Both the balance sheet and the operating statement are needed to 
determine how successfully a business is beiing operated. Information 
is needed from both to measure efficiel!lcy. This information can be ob-
tained from the balance sheet and operating statements through a few 
simple calculations, These calculations should be made from statements 
which cover busb11.ess operatioll'lls for a period of years. For purposes of 
financial analysis, these measures are especially valuable to a given 




For analysis, the elevators were divided into 3 groups based on 
total sales. This division was to enable managers to compare the opera= 
tion of their individual elevators with the operations of similar ele= 
vators. The groups were designated Group I, Group II, and Group III. 
Group I consisted of 10 elevators whose total sales ranged from $107,695.20 
to $250,000.00. The average total sales of this group was $196,183.97. 
Group II included 19 elevators whose total sales, ranged from $250,001.00 
to $450,000.00. The average total sales of this group was $336,160.82. 
Group III, which consisted of 10 elevators, had the highest total sales 
of any of the groups. The range of this group was from $450,001.00 to 
$784,906.10; the average was $589,375.97. 
The analysis of the elevators included in this study was based on 
information obtained from the annual balance sheets and operating state= 
ments of the elevators. Each elevator was assigned a code number which 
it retained throughout the report. For example, if elevator 11A" was 
assigned code number nine (9), any information concerning elevator 11A11 
for any of the years (1953, 1954, and 1955) would be found by checking 
under code number nine (9). 
The analysis is presented in two major parts. The first part is an 
analysis of the annual balance sheets and the second part is an analysis 




BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS 
A balance sheet is a statement showing the financial position of 
a busi~ess at the end of the accounting period. It consists of two main 
sections, the assets and the liabilities. In this study the assets, which 
represent the property owined by or owed to the elevators, were classified 
as current assets, other assets, and permanent assets. The liabilities, 
which are claims against the elevators, were sub=divided into current 
liabilities, accruals and reserves, mortgages payable, member equities, 
and capital. Current liabilities, accruals and reserves, and mortgages 
payable represent claims by creditors against the elevator. Net worth, 




Current assets are those assets which can be converted into cash 
during a year's operation. The major current assets were cash, receivables, 
and inventory. All items not listed under the above headings, were listed 
under the general heading "other current assets". 
Q.!!!:!. Cash is c01Dlllposed of bank deposits and cash on hand. For th~ 
3-year period, 1953=1955, cash averaged 32.3 percent of total current 
assets» and 8.5 percent of total assets. Cash accoul!Tlted for 31.9 percent 
of the current assets in 1955 and 8.2 percent of total assets in 1954. 
As a percentage of current assets, cash was at a high of 32.6 percent in 
1954 and as a percentage of total assets it was at a high of 8.8 in 1953. 
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The 3Qyear aver~ge percent~ge of ca~h t@ current ~sset$ w~s 32.47 
percent and the percentage of c~sh to tot~l ~$S®t$ was 7.94 percent for 
Group I (Table 1). The elev~t©r$ ~f Group II h~d a 3=year ~verage per= 
centage of cash to current asset$ of 28.73 percent and a percentage of 
cash to total assets of 7.06 percent {T~ble 2). Group III had the highest 
average percentages of cash to current ~esets and c~sh to total assets 
with 37.40 percent ~nd 11.35 percent~ re~pectively (Table 3;. 
Inventory. Inventory is the ;/3JXIJl\ount of stock @n h®ncl at the date of 
the balance sheet. The inventory contains only those items purchased by 
the elevator for resale at a later date. It is an ®arning a~set and is 
Hlf=liquidatill'llg. For the period under cionsidler&ilti©n~ the r~nge of itt».Q 
ventory to total assets, for Gro~p I~ was 3.23 percent for th~ elevator 
with the lroweist. perc@ntage to 22.94 percent for the ielevator with the 
highest percentage. The average wa~ 5.60 perce@t. The range of inventory 
to current assets was 12.51 percent for the elevator with the lowest per= 
centage t~ 48.68 percent for the elevator with the highest percentage. 
The average for this group was 22.91 percent (Table 2). 
In Group II, the elevator with the l<0west percentage of inventory 
to total assets stood at 1.56 percent. The highest percentage of inventory 
to total assets was 22.31 per~e~t and the average was 7.06 perc®nt. InQ 
V®ntory ais a perc®ntage of current a~sets ranged from 5.JJ perc®nt to 
64.38 with ~n average of 28.69 percent (Table 2). 
In Group IIIj the perce~tage of i~vent©ry to total as$et~ ranged 
from a low of 1.49 percent tl!j) a high of 38.43; the aven.ge wars 9. 75 per= 
cent. Inventory ais a percentag® of current ass®ts ranged from a low of 
7.48 percent to a high of 56.84j with an average of 32.14 percent 
















AVERAGE CURRENT ASSETS, GROUP I, GRAIN ELEVATORS., OKLAHOMA, 1953, 19-54, AND 1955 
-,..,_. 
Total 
Inventory Inventory Current 
cash as a cash as as a·Per- as a Per- Total Assets as a 
Percent of a Percent cent of cent of Current Percent of 
cash Current of Total Inventory Cu+rent Total Asset-s Total ,-.,,_ 
{Dollars~ Assets Assets - (Dollarsl Assets Assets (Dollars} Assets 
29,355,53 51,47 18 .13 12,994.63 2fL79 8.02 57,031.30 35.21 
11,224.41 36.23 9.06 7,901.78 25.50 6 . .38 30,982.53 25.00 
14,685.91 27.05 5,14 13,396.87 24.67 4.69 "54.1296,14 19 .oo 
1,699.87 9.23 4.35 8,805,48 48.68 22.94 18,087.79 47.12 
4,041.91 21.12 6.51 8,700.04 45,47 14.02 19,135 ,35 30. 84 
4,511.58 37,99 7,74 3,997.92 J'.3.67 6.85 11J874,31 20.36 
13,924.18 31.24 6.31 6,679.91 14.97 3.03 44,611.37 20.21 
20,.389,79 48.81 12. 77 9.,201,72 22.03 5o76 41~ 77-0. 00 26, 17 
7,743.94 11.70 3.02 8,281.02 12.51 3.23 66,186.99 25.78 
13,204,79 47,37 8,57 5,233:98 18.78 3.40 27,873.44 18.10 
12,075019 32.47 7,94 8,519 0 34 22.91 5.60 37,184.92 24.44 
Ii\) 
co 
TABLE 2. AVERAGE CURRENT ASSETS., GROUP II, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.A:HOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Total Inventory Inventory C t urren as a Per- as a Per-cash as a cash as a t f · t f Total Assets as cen o cen o Percent of Percent of c· . t T. t 1 Current a Percent ur:ren o a · 




































































































































































































AVERAGE CURRENT ASSETS, GROUP III, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
-
Total 
Inventory Inventory Current 
Cash as a cash as a as a Per- as a Per- Total Assets as 
Percent of Percent of cent of cent of Current a Percent 
cash Current Total Inventory Current Total Assets of Total 
{Dollars} Assets Assets iDollarsl Assets Assets {Dollars} Assets 
4,596.20 9 .14 6.18 28,571.95 56.84 38,43 50,262.97 67.61 
8,967.68 13.29 3.50 13,034.78 19 . .32 5.08 67,457.90 26 . .31 
10,574,52 21.82 4.29 23,780.00 49.07 9.66 48,466.09 19 .68 
51,691.86 45.48 18.84 39:.157.3.10 34.82 14.42 113,656.98 41.41 
18,799 ,53 32. 78 6,55 4,287.83 7.48 1.49 57,346.16 19. 98 
70,478.04 63,20 19. 98 30,481.39 27.34 8.65 111,518.05 31.62 
36,645,77 42,58 9.67 21,607.95 25.11 5.70 86,062.91 22.71 
20,719.07 40.97 16.69 26,447.33 52.30 21,30 50,567.05 40.,72 
33,057.78 27.98 8.51 59 .,981.26 50.77 15,44 118,141.42 30.41 
70,634.82 41.90 14.37 32,500.57 19 .28 6.61 168,590 . .39 34.29 




of current assets for all elevators ranged from 18.5 percent in 1953 to 
30.8 in 1954 with an average of 29.1 percent. This ccmpares with a 
Georgia study of 13 cooperatives for the years 1944Ql947 which showed 
1 
the average inventory to current assets to be 42 percent. Inventory as 
a percentage of total assets ranged from 5.0 percent in 1953 to 7.7 in 
Indiana of 119 cooperatives showed the value of inventory to be 30.4 per= 
2 
cent of total assets~ and a Michigan study of 246 cooperatives the 
3 
average inventory was 21.3 percent of total assets. The inventolt')Y to 
asset percentages revealed by this 1tudy are much smaller than the find0 
ings of these reports. 
Inventories should receive close obseinration and careful consider0 
might seriously impair the financial status of the elevator. Of the 
three group studies» Group III had the highest percentage of invent~ry 
to total assets and Group I had the lowest. Thus 9 the data indicated 
that percentage of inventory to t~tal assets varied concurrently with 
gross sales. Although the size of the inventory is usually left t@ the 
discretion of the manag®11lllent 9 it should be governed by the dem®nd and 
price l!:>utlook. 
1N. M. Penny» The Financial Status of 13 Farmers' Cooperatives in 
North Georgia 9 University System of Georgia Experiment Station» Mimo 
Series 4 (Experiment, 1949) 9 p. 3 • 
. 2 . . ' , ....... ,;·, . 
T. L. CanadoS! .. in@LE •.. Ji, •. ,.M~~?,:en» An Economic Study of the History 9 
Status and Operation of Agrfoui"tural Cooperatives in Indiana 9 Purdue 
University Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 518 (Lafaye~te 9 
1946), pp. 15, 17. 
3a. E. Larzelere, Financial Management Analysis of Farmers' Coopers• 
tives in Michigan, Michigan State College Agricultural Rxperiment Station 
Special Bulletin N«>. 315 (East Lansing, 1942), p,. 40. .• · .. · 
Total curr@nt assets increased with total $SSets. In 1955 total 
current assets of all elevators were 26.7 percent of total assets 9 
3l2 
while in 1953 they were 27.l percent of total assets. Although current 
assets and total assets increased concurrently, this decrease in percent 0 
age is an indication that total assets increased at a more rapid rate. 
During the 3°year period 9 1953°55, t@;al current assets averaged 26.J 
percent of total assets for all elev$t©rs. The ~ver$ge percentage of 
total current assets to total assets f~r the s~e period was 24.44 per= 
cent for Group I (Table 1), 24.57 percent for Gr@up II (Table 2) 9 and 
30.34 percent for Group III (Table 3). The range ~f each· group was: 
Group I, a low cf 22.91 percent in 1955 to a high of 25.92 percent in 
1954; Group II~ a low of 23.07 percent in 1954 to a high of 25.85 per~ 
cent in '1953; and Group III, a low cf 28.85 percent ilill. 1954 te .m high 
of 32.0 percent in 1955. 
The rate of total current assets to total assets increased as sales 
increased. This was the case because as sales increased there was a 
greater need for ready cash and other fonJls of securities that could be 
readily turned into cash. 
Perm.6\nent Assets 
Permanent assets 9 or fixed assets as they are sometimes called 9 are 
those assets that are used in the not'llll\al operations of the elevator over 
long periods of time and cannot be easily converted into cash. The major 
items Usted in the audits SJ.S permanent assets were land, buildings» 
elevator buildings and equipment, furniture and fixtyres, and deU.very 
equipment. For this report~ all pet'llll\anent assets not listed under these 
headings were covered under the general heading "other pennmnent 1.e1ets". 
Investment in land wa@ the sm~ll®st @f th® p®nm@n®nt ~s@®ts and 
investment in elev&tor buildings an~ equipment w~s the largest for each 
of the three groups. The av®r~ge percentage of land to permanent assets 
was 1.34 percent for all elevators. Group I was lowest with 1.08 percent 
and Group II was th® highest with 1.15 percent. The average percentage 
of elevator buildings ~nd equipment to permanent assets was 71.82 per= 
cent for all elevators. The l@west percentage~ 68.39 percent~ was found 
in Group II ~nd the highest per~entag®» 1~.28 p®r~entv in Group I. 
The average percent@g® of pe11.'llllllanent ~ssets to total assets for all 
elevators was 52.99 p®r~®nt. Th® r~ng® was from 51.22 per~@nt in 1953 
to 54.33 per~ent in 1954. The av®rag® rate of p®l'1llll\an@nt ~ssets t© t©tal 
assets for Group I was 54.32 perc®nt with a range of 53.0 p®r~ent in 
1953 to 55.41 p®r~ent in 1955. The aver~g® of Group II was 56.27 p®rc@nt 
with a low of 55.26 percent in 1953 and a high of 56.91 p@r~®nt in 1955. 
Group III had an average of 46.34 perc@nt and a range ~f 44.28 per~ent in 
1953 to 50 .09 p@rc.ent in 1954. 
Other Assets 
Other &ssets ar® those items that cannot bie prop®rly classified as ~ur= 
rent or peirm~nent assets. The prin~ip~l items listed under ©th®r as®®t@ 
were prepaid insurance pr®miums 9 security depositsv investments 9 and 
stock. Th® items n©t covered by th® above headings were listed under th® 
general heading "miscelh!.nerousi ai.Hets". 
Investment$. The lai.rgest item under other assets w~s investments 
by the elevators in other organizations. Th® m&jority of these inv®~t-
ments were in central or tenmin®l ©rgai.nizations which s®rv® as a source 
of purch&se or as a sales outl®t for ~o!lllmodities handled by member el@Q 
vators. The principal organizations in which investments wer® made were 
the Union Equity C@op®r~tiv® Exch~ng® ®nd th® C@n~um®r~ C@@p®r®tiv® A1w@©i®Q 
tion. In Group I~ the aver®ge percent®g® @f investments t~ ©ther ~S$@t1 
for the 3°ye~r peri©d w~$ 85.86 per~®nt ~nd r~nged from 56.73 percent to 
94.31 percent (Table 4). The aver®ge per©ent®ge of investment to total 
assets for this group ~as 18.21 percent &nd the r~nge w~s fr©m 3.25 per0 
cent to 25.99 percent. 
In Group II the rate® of inwestmenti t© other ~s1ets ®ver~ged 86.73 
c®se of investments to tot~l ~1seti 9 this group ~v®r~ged 16.62 p@rc®nt ®nd 
r~ng@d from 3.91 percent to 26.00 percent. 
In Gr@up III the r®te of investments t@ @th@r ®S®®ts ~w®~2g®d 89.15 
perc®nt and rang®d from 44.52 t® ~9.91 per~@nt {tabl® 6). F@r th® ®@Jrll!l® 
group» the r2t® @f investm®nts to total ®S®®ts ~v®r~g®d 20.92 ~®rc®nt ®nd 
r~nged from 4.91 t@ 31.09 percent. Th® d®t® indic~t®d that~ as gr@$$ $~1®® 
incr®as®d 9 investm®nts also increas®d. F@r th® ®l@vators in ®11 groupi~ 
th® av®r2g® of inv®®tm®nt to other a®s®ti w@s 87.61 p®rc®nt and th® av@rag® 
of investm®nt to t@t®l assets was 18.16 percent. 
Stock. St@ck was th® second largest single item listed und®r @ther 
assets. Mi$C®ll@n®@us ®S$®ts w@r® l®rg®r th~n st@cki but th®y w®r® ~n 
2ssemblag® of a numb®r ©f items. M@st @f th® st@ck w2s with th® Wi~hit® 
Bank of Cooperatives. The av®r®g® percentage of st@ck t@ oth®r as®®t® for 
all elevators during the 3-year period w®s 4.41 perc@nt while th® ~w®r~g® 
of $tock to tot~l ®S®®ti w~s only .91 p®rcent. For Group I~ th® ~ver$g® 
perc®ntage of stock t© other ~s®®ts w®s 6.54 p@rcent ®nd r®ng®d frli:.mll 35.35 
p@rcent to ®n @lev~t@r whi©h did not h@ld any stock (T~ble 4). Group II 
had an aver~ge rat® of stock to other ~$$®ts of 4.98 per©®nt. Thi® group 
















AVERAGE OTHER ASSETS, GROUP I, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLA.HOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
--,j Investment I!Oivestment Stock as Stock as Total 
as a Per·- as a Per- a Percent a Percent Other 
Investment cent of Other cent of Total Stock of Other of Total Assets 
(Dollars) Assets Assets (Dollars) Assets Assets (Dollars) 
5,266.07 56.73 3.25 3,300.00 35.55 2.04 9,282.24 
22,880.45 91.42 l,8.47 1,666.67 '6~6 1.35 25,027.61 
49,552.13 78.16 17.34 3,766.66 5.94 1.32 63,399.02 
3,012.01 60.30 7,85 800.00 16.01 2.08 4,994.72 
16, 121,98 94.31 25.99 - - - - - - 17,094.21 
7,019.00 78.38 12.03 1,400.00 15 .63 2.40 8,955.17 
56,483.97 92.63 25.59 3,033.34 4.97 1.37 60,977.62 
35,189,76 88J)6'- 22.05 1,533.34 3,84 .96 39,959.07 
43,851, 93 83.56 17.08 3,454.68 6.58 1.35 52,479.71 
37,72,5 .92 92.95 24.49 2,167.49 5.34 1.41 40,586.76 



















TABLE 5. AVERAGE OlHER ASSETS, GROUP II, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKIAH01'1A, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Investment Investment Stock as Stock as Total Other 
as a Per- as a Per- a Percent a Percent Other Assets as 
Elevator Investment cent of cent of ". SJ;o_sJ ... of Other of Total Assets a Percent 
Code No. (Dollars) Other Tot.al:"/-··- (Dollars) Assets Assets (Dollars) of Total 
_;'"--_· ~~: . .:., 
Assets Assets Assets 
11 46,869.48 97 .84 17.10 533.33 1.11 .19 47,903.45 17.48 
12 5,052.15 92.52 4.95 - - - = - - 5,460.57 5,35 
13 82,428.14 89.41 13.06 7.,100.00 7,70 1.13 92,187.96 14.61 
14 70,600.18 90.02 24.70 - - ~ - ~ - 78,430.29 27 .44 
15 67,536.06 95.98 18.45 l,4'°0\00 ·· J:;"9'"-" .38 70,365.41 19.23 
16 5,111.14 45.38 3. 91 2.,500.00 22.20 1. 91 11,262.98 8.61 
17 16,993.87 79 .14 8.56 4,000.00 18,63 2.02 21,474.35 10,82 
18 59,388.04 86.93 21. 76 3,935.14 5.76 1.44 68,314.48 25,03 
19 60,043.25 92.06 17.61 4,466.67 6.85 1. 31 65,221,85 19 .13 
20 56,819 ,02 93.81 16.19 2,233.34 3.69 .64 60,571.29 17.26 
21 59,054,07 93.55 26.00 433.33 . 69 .19 63,126.67 27. 79 
22 50,340,50 96.02 19. 71 833.33 1.59 ,33 52,427.60 20.53 
2.3 58,582.46 57.07 19 .15 2,728.09 2.66 ,89 102, 64-3. 27 33,56 
24 47,715.42 89.04 17.08 4,228.41 7,89 1.51 53,590.44 19. 18 
25 36,886.14 90.41 15.60 2,866.66 7,0.3 1.21 40,798.09 17.25 
26 27,932 ,02 89.46 13.63 1,633,33 5,23 ,80 31,223,51 15.24 
27 35,659.15 85.88 18.37 1,266.67 3,05 .65 41,521, 73 21.39 
28 40~905.15 88,16 16.07 3,800,00 8, 19 1,49 46,401.32 18.23 
29 34,612.60 83,28 12.37 5,533.33 13.31 1,98 41,560.13 14.86 
w 
Group O'\ 
Average 45,396.26 86.73 16,62 2,604,83 4.98 ,95 .. 52, 341. 34 19 .16 
TABLE 6 
AVERAGE OTHER ASSETS, GROUP III, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1?54, A~ 1955 
Investment Investment Stock as Stock as Total 
as a Per- as a Per- a Percent a Percent Other 
Elevator Investment ceimt of cent of Stock of Other of Total Assets 
Code No.-_:_:" (Dollars) Other Total (Dollars) Assets Assets (Dollars) 
• 1'. I 
Assets Assets 
30 3,646.97 76.10 4.91 4.33.33 9.04 ,58 4,792.16 
.31 79,725.84 92.56 31.09 2,137.48 2.48 .83 86,136.60 
32 49,798.70 91.26 20.22 3,033.33 5.56 1.23 54,570.38 
33 17,029.14 44.52 6.20 - - - - - - 38,249.40 
34 70,219.50 89.20 24.46 7,562.26 9.61 2.6.3 7s;721. 02 
35 108,830.60 99 .91 30.85 100.00 .09 .03 108,930.60 
36 85,277.77 91. 74 22.51 233.33 .25 .06 92,958.05 
37 9,203.95 59014 7.41 1,400.00 9.00 1.13 15,562.95 
38 69,430.56 96. 17 17.87 1,366.67 1.89 .35 72,195.86 
39 108,089.14 91. 73 21.99 766.67 .65 .16 117,836.00 
Group 




















its "other assets" in stock (T.ei.ble 5) • The avel!'sg® percentai.g® of stock 
to other assets for Group III was 2.54 percent (Tsble 6). 
The average rate of c:>ther assets to totsl ,assets for Group I was 
21.21 percent and ranged from 27.62 to 5.73 percent (Table 4). Group II 
averaged 19.16 percent .a1nd r.a1nged from:5.35 t<0 33.56 percent (Table 5). 
In the case of Group III the average was 23.31 percent and the range was 
from 6.45 to 33.59 percent (Table 6). Considering the 39 elevators as .a1 
single group» the percentaige. ~f (!:rther ai~l®~s t\Ol tiotd suets w®.si 20. 73 
percent. 
During the 3 .. year peri(l)d 9 1953".'55 9 the incr1esi.se in tot,j.l asiHts 
for all elevators was 17.25 percent. Current sssets increased 15.60 
percent, other assets incressed 8.57 percent 9 snd penul~nt assets in-
creased 21.81 percent during the smrne period. In the case of all assets 9 
the increases. were continuous throughout the 3•year period. 
The total assets of the elevators in Group I increased 37.29 
percent over the 3=year period. Current assets increased 28.08 percent» 
other assets increased 32.41 percent» and permanent assets increased 43.63 
percent. In 1954, current assets increased over 1953 but in 1955 they 
decreased below 1954; however, the 1955 sverage was not below the 1953 
average. Total assets, permanent assets, and other assets showed a con-
tinuous increase throughout the 3-year period. 
Group II showed an increase of 22.29 percent in total assets for 
the period studied. Current assets increased 18.13 percent, other assets 
increased 17.39 percent, and permanent assets increased 25.92 percent. 
Other assets increased in 1954 over 1953 but decreased in 1955 below 1954, 
however, they did n~t decresse below their 1953 level. Tot~l assets, 
current assets, and pelt'l.1!1lanent assets increased regularly each year. 
Th® total ~$®®t$ of the @lev~tors in Gr©up III incr@~$ed 1.22 per= 
c@nt during the 3=y®~r p®ri©d. Curr®nt $$S®ts incre~sed 8.02 percent 
and p®rmanent assets incr®~sed 3.13 p®rc®nt but ©th®r a$s®ts d@cre~s®d 
nearly 10 percent. Total ®ssets d@cr@ased in 1954 below 1953 9 but in= 
creased in 1955 above th® 1953 ~v®r~ge. Thee~® increase ~nd decr®~se 
occurr@d with current ~S$ets. Oth®r 2seets d@cre~sed in 1954 and in= 
creas@d in 1955 9 but not abov® the 1953 av®r~ge. PelI.11lllanent or fixed 
assets increased regul~rly ®®ch y@~r during the 3°ye~r period 9 1953~55. 
Current Liabiliti®s 
Current liabilities are considered as those oblig®tions due within 
one yealt' from the date of their incepti©n. The current li~biliti®~ w@r@ 
listed as $ccounts p$y$1ole-=trade 9 ~nd int®r@st on stock payable. All 
items not included under th®s® two headings were listed under th® general 
he<1llding "iother «;;urrent liabilities." Accruals amid! reserve~ are cult'r®@t 
liabiliti®s~ but sine@ they were listed separately on th@ $udits this 
report will treat them as separate items. 
Current li$biliti®s were @early 3 percent of total liabilities and 
net worth (which <1llr® equ<1lll to t@t®l ®ssets) for all 39 @levat©r~ included 
in the study. Current liabilities were 13.61 percent of total li~bili 0 
ties. Current liabilities of elevators in Group I during the Y®®rs 
1953=55 were 2.31 percent of tot.1l\l assets. They ranged from <1ll low of 
0.24 to a high of 24.31 percent (Ta~le 7). The average percentag~ ©f 
current liabilities to total liabilities (not including net worth) w<1ll~ 
8.86 percent, and th® range was fr©m a low of .78 percent to a high of 
75 percent. Group II showed an average of 2.77 percent f©r current 
TABLE 7 
AVERAGE LlABILJJ:TIES,p GROUP I, @RAIN ELEVATORS, OKIAHOMA.y 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Current Cu:rre@t Acciruals Accruals Mort-;,. Mort= Total 
Cur- Liabili= LiabUi= ar.rud Re= ar,rnd Re- gages as gages as Lia= 
rellilt ties as ties as Ac= serves as serves as a Pe:rcellilt a Percent bili= 
Ele- Lia- a Percent a Percent cruals a Perce1.rut a Percent of Total of Total Total ties 
vator bili= of Total of Total and Re- of Total of Total Mort- Liabili- Assets Liabil- as a 
Code ties Liabili- Assets serves Liabili= Assets gages ties ities Percelffit 
No, (Dollars) ties (Dollan) ties (Dollars) (Dollars) of T©tal 
Assets 
l 6,546,78 24, 12 4,04 l, 10:2 0 75 4,06 ,68 19,491.72 71,82 12,04 27, 141,25 16,76 
:2 2,469.88 6.26 ;99 1,865, 77 4,73 L51 35,145 Ji?9 89,01 28 ,.36 39,480.94 .31.86 
3 -'-~,;~~:3 ,; 59 5,50 ,77 3,292, 91 8.21 1',15 "<'34", 600 0 33 86,29 12, 11 40j096,8.3 14,03 
4 _+9>n1':-6s- 50,22 24,31 927,54 4,99 2,42 8,.322,5.3 44,79 21,68 18,581.75 48,41 
5 4,029.45 75,03 6,50 1,340.96 24,97 2, 16 = - - = = = = 5 » 370 ,41 8,66 
6 862,75 3,.39 1.48 440,02 1. 73 ,75 24,138,15 94.88 41,39 25;440,92 43,62 
7 2J854,25 l~ ,53 -1,29 3,756,55 5,96 1. 71 56»400,00 89,51 25,55 63,010,80 28,55 
8 4,001,90 7,45 2,51 2,522.27 4,69 L58 47 ,210,09 87,86 29,58 53,734)26 3.3,67 
9 618 0 19 0 78 2,403,54 3,05 ,94 75 i9J3.67 96,17 29,58 78!)955,40 30,76 
10 2Jl74,42 4,92 L41 1J026, 18 2,32 ,67 40,997.22 92.76 26,62 443197,82 28,70 
i(j!COUp 
Ave:r:= 
age 3,509 )29 8,86 2,31 1,867.85 4o?fJ; ~.23 34/223,90 86.42 22.49 39,601, 04 26,03 




li~bilities ~s a p@rc®nt®g® of tot®l ®S~®ts {T@bl@ 8). Th® high W®$ 11.23 
perc@nt ®nd the low w®s 0.22 perc®nt. Th® ®V®r®g® p®r©@nt®g® @f ©urr@nt 
liabiliti®s t© tot®l li®biliti®s W®$ 12.65 p®r©®nt r®nging fr<OOll 0.80 ~®r= 
cent to 64.66 percent. Th® ®V®~®g® p@rc@nt®g@ of ©urr®nt li®biliti®~ t@ 
tot~l ®SS®t~ for Group III w~s 3.05 p®r©®nt (T®bl® ~). In this inst@n©® 
@ne ®l®v®tor did n©t li@t ®ny current li®biliti®s. Th@ ®V@r®g® p®r©®nt= 
®g® of c~rr@nt li®biliti®s to tot®l li®biliti®s w&~ slightly @b@v~ 2@ p®~= 
cent. Th® r®ng® W®$ friom ® high of 77 p@rc@nt f@r @n® @l®v®t@r t@ ~~@th@r 
@l®w®t@r with@~t &ny current li@biliti@® (T®bl® 9). 
Th® r@l®tiv® $i~® @f curr®nt li®biliti®~ ~$ c©llllllp~r®d ~ith t©t~l li@= 
biliti®s ~nd n®t worth i~ ®n indic~tion @f th® fin~nci®l ~@undn@~~ @r 
W®$kn®~s of® busin@$S. F@r fin$nci®l s@undn@~~ 9 th® 1m@ll@r thi® p@r-
c®nt~g® th® b@tt®r. If thi1 p@rc®nt®g® incr@®$®$ @b@v® JO p®r©@nt 9 it m$y 
indic$1t:® 1& fin1&nci1&l w@1&kn®H. With &in ®W®r1&g® ©f 2. 791 p@rc@Ei\t for dl 
®l®v~tor1 9 th® gr@~t®r p®rt of th® @l®v®t@r1 w@r® fin®~Ci®lly $@undo In 
s®v®r1&l in$t~nc®$ 1&cc~unt$ p®y®bl® w@r® r@l®tiv@ly l®rg® ®nd thu1 ©urr@nt 
lh.bilitiH wre h.rg®. This would indic®t® th1&t thH@ d@v®t@r$ 'i!li'®i'® 
1hort of ~p®r®ting c®pit®l ®nd were not p~ying C&$h f@r purch®$@S ~nd 9 
th@r@f@r® 9 not t®king ®dv®nt®g® of p©$iibl@ C®~h di~©@unt~. 
Accru®ls ®nd R@$®rv®~ 
Accru@d li®biliti®s r®plr®$@nt th®t p®rt @f ®n @xp@n$® ~hi©h i~ n@t 
y@t du® ®nd p~y&bl@ 9 but which is @ctu®lly ch@rg@®bl@ t@ th® cur~@nt 
p@riod @f @p@r~tion. R@s@rv@@ ®r® th@®® fu~d~ ®®t ®.®i~® t@ ®®ti~fy th@ 
®ccru®l$. Ac©ru~ls @nd r@~@tv®$ ®~® li@biliti®@ ®.nd ~h@uld b@ ~h@\W'iTh @n 
th® b®l®nc® .'llh@@t to pr@®®rmt ~ tro@ pkt11.m~ @f th@ fim:.@fill.(!;:;i®.1 c@;m,illU:i@n 
of th@ @~g®ni~®ti@n ~t@ p&~ticul®r timm@. Th@ listing, und@~ ®©©rllll®l~ 












a~d Re- and Re-
Mort- Mort-
gages as gages as 
serves as serves as a Perceimt a Perceimt 
a Perce!illt a Perce:mt cruals a Percent a· Percent of .. Total of- Tot al Total 






' Code ties Liab:Ui= Assets serves Liab:Ui- . Assets gages t'ies ities Assets 
No. (Dollars) ties {Dollars) ties (Doll~rs) (Doll~rs) 
11 9,729 .50 24 ,17 3.55 2,843.83 7 . 06 1. 04 27,683 ,33 68.77 10.10 40,256,67 14 .69 
12 ll,457.00 50.,93 11 .23 1,637,06 7.28 1,60 9,400 , 00 41.79 9 ,22 22,494 .06 22.05 
13 2,907.82 2 ,93 .46 13,826.92 13.92 2.19 82,566 .28 83,15 13,08 99 ,301.02 15.73 
14 9,476.26 11 .35 3,.32 20,761.52 24.87 7 ,26 53,233 ,33 63,78 18 .62 83,471 .11 29 ,20 
15 1,201.44 3.63 .33 6,028.31 18 .21 1.65 25,867 .33 78 , 16 7, 07 33,097 .08 9.05 
16 13,252,78 23,59 10,13 2,638 .47 4.70 2, 02 40,292 .89 71.71 30.81 56,184 . 14 42 ,96 
17 5,535.24 6.43 2 .79 3,523.12 4.09 1.77 77,075 .66 89 .48 38 .82 86,134 . 02 43,38 
18 613,36 .80 ,22 1.797.~ 2.33 .66 74,596.23 96 .87 27.33 77, 006.61 28 ,21 
19 21,706 .74 24.16 6.37 4,737 ,55 5,27 1.39 63,412.89 70 .57 18 .60 89 , 857.18 26 . 36 
20 11,814.24 24.04 3,37 1,516.11 3,08 ,43 35,827.87 '72 .88 10 ,21 49,158 ,22 14.01 
21 4,302,76 ~.48 l,89 2,582.64 37,50 1,14 1. 00 .02 , 00 6,886 .40 3. 03 
22 4, 077 ,93 6. 99 1.60 6,413.95 10.99 2.51 47,863 .67 82 . 02 18.74 58,.355 ,55 22 ,85 
~3 2,377. 08 3,90 .78 2,292.13 3,76 .75 56,350 . 70 92. 34 18.42 6~,019 .92 19,95 
24 3,248.02 3.02 1.16 4,626 .94 4.30 1.66 99,797,75 92.68 35 ,72 1079672. 71 38.54 
25 4,717, 39 12. ~ 1.99 2,587.88 6 .76 1. 10 30,976.79 80.92 13 . 10 38,282. 06 16 . 19 
~6 21, 779 . 04 64.66 10.63 628, 09 1.86 .31 11,276 .67 .33 ,48 5.50 33,683.80 16 .44 
27 4, 822. 10 ~7.~s 2 .48 4,653.51 26 . .33 2 .40 8,200.67 46.39 4 .22 17,676.28 9 . 10 
28 3i783,56 4 .59 1.49 2,415,97 ~. 93 ,95 76,262 ,33 92 ,48 29 .95 82,461.86 32 .39 
29 6, 727. 09 7,33 2.41 4,667.82 5.09 1.67 80,378 .99 . 87 . 58 28 .74 91,773.90 .32 .82 
Gr oup 
Aver: -
age 7, 554.18 12 .65 2 .77 4,746.26 7.95 l ,74 47,424.44 79 .40 17.36 59,724 ,88 21.86 
~ 
TABLE 9 
AVERAGE LIABILITIES,. GROUP Il!, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
cur~eru;t Cu.rrermt Accruals Accruals Mort- Mort- - -- Total Lia= 
Cu1f- I.iabili- Liabili= a.ltd Re= and Re- gages as gages as bilities 
:rent ties as ties as Ac- sereves as serves as a Pe:rce~t a Percent as a Per-
Ele- Lia- a Perceimt a'Percelffit c:ruals a Percent a Perceimt of Total of Total Total cent of 
vato:r bili= of Total of Total aiiild Re- of To'tal of Total Mort- Liab:Ui- Assets Liabil- Total 
Code ties Liab:Ui- Assets serves LiabUi= Assets gages ties ities Assets 
No, {Do 1 Lars l ties (Dolla:!:s) ties {Dollarsl (Dollarsl 
30 11,333.95 77,58 15.24 927.21 6 • .35 1.25 2,347.53 16.07 3,16 -14,608.69 19 ,65 
31 13,778,50 .38.49 5.37 5,120. L~ 14.30 2,00 16.9896.04 47.21 6.59 35,794.66 - 13.96 
32 10)234.91 13.05 4.16 3,243.68 4.13 1 • .32 64,967.88 82,82 26.39 78,446.47 31,87 
.33 2,864.47 ;g0,66 1.04 2,459.22 17.73 ,90 8,544.03 61.61 3.11 13,867.72 5.05 
34 = - - = = = = 4,459.24 3.90 1.55 109,738.81 96. 10 38 .23 114,198.05 .39 0 78 
35 lj208,33 10. 10 .34 10,755.58. 89.89 3,05 1.00 .01 ,00 11,964.91 3.39 
- -
36 8,9008,24 35,67 2.12 5,111.43 2a.76 1.35 9 ,334.3.3 41.57 2.46 22,454,00 5,93 
37 11,589.94 28.2ia 9.33 1,166.72 ~L84 .94 28,jl309.99 68.94 2~L80 41,066.65 33,07 
38 11,564.29 16.03 2.98 2,859,58 3.97 ,74 57,700.67 80.00 14.85 72, 124,54 18.57 
39 16,985.19 67.04 3.45 8,348J~9 ~.95 1.70 l.00 ,01 .oo 25,334.48 5,15 
@:,coup 
Aver= 




IB!.fil.d ll."®$®ll:"W@I W®ll."® IB!.©11:.16\lll®<dl FICA t&J.x O'@d®l6,d ln$\\lll6®.'.ffi©@ C®lll!.tirilb\lllU@lTul Act)» 
@C©l6\lll®d $®.l@~ t®.Xg ®.C!Cll."\lll®<dl int®ll."®®t p&y®.lbl@v ll."®®®"® f@ll." with~@l@i!O!.gt®Xg 
ll."®®®ll."V® f©ll." f@d®ll."~1 i1Tu!C@m\@ t&Xv ®rm@ ll."®®®16V® f©ll." @t&t® illl!.©©llllil® t®.~. Th@ 
it@m$ n@t C@W®ll."®@ \lll!!i!.<dl®ll." th@@® h@®.ding® W®1'6® li®t®<dl \\ll!!i!.@®ll." th@ g@n®ll."@l 
h@®<dling "@th®&" ®C©ll."\lll®h @::m<d\ r@®®"®® •11 
F©E" @11 @l@V/B!.t@ll."~ ©©!O!.C®ll."!!i!.®d f©ll." th® ) 0 y®®ll." p@16i©d» ~C!Cll."\lll®.l@ ~<d\ 
ll."®®®"®® W®ll."® 1.60 p@ll."11:.®lll!.t @f t@td ®.l.\l®®t® ®.m<dl 7/ .8? Jpl®16©®lll!.t @f it;(@:!:®l 
li@~iliti@I. I@ th@ C®®® @f Gll."©\lllp I @l@V®.t©ll."$ 9 ®.11:.Cll."\lll@l® ®.lll!.d ll."®®®16V®I 
\lil'®ll."® 1. 23) p®ll."©®il'il.t ©f tll>t,d ®H®t® &!\lIMll 4. i/2 p@ll."©®lll!.t @f t@t®.1 U®lbUiU@® 
(T@bl@ 1). F@ll." th@s~ @l@v~t@r@ ~V@ll."®g® in Gll."@\lllp II» ®.11:.©ll."\lll@li @n<dl ll."@= 
S®ll:"W®I @W®ll."®.g@d 1.7/4 p@ll."C®!O!.t of t@t@l li®lbiliti®S (T~lbll® 3). Tlm® ®W®'ir@g® 
p@ir©@imt~g® of ~C!Cll."\lll®le ~l!ild ir@s®irw®s to t@t®.l @®~®ti W~$ 1.55 f@r Gll:'@\lllp 
III. Ac©lr\lll@li ®~idl ll:'@1®16V®i f@ir this $®!llilll® gir@\lllp W®ll:'® @lightly &J.lbl@W® 10 
P®ll."@®nt @f th® t@t@l li1&1bliliti@w (T®.bl® ~). 
Mortg@g®s 
1'hh e®ctiroim ®if th® b,d.ilrmc® l'!llm®®t C(O)lll!.t®int!l1 th® fiX®idl U@lbliliti1H. 
Sine® mw®t @f th® m@irtg@g®i 'ilil'®~® with th® Wichit@ B@~k f@lb C@@p®ir®tiw®®» 
th® h@&1<d.li1mg® \lllliildt@ir thh l®©ti©tm \lil'®ll."® lht@d i&® "m@ll."tglii'.g® p®.y@lbllL@=Wi@hU:@ 
Bok f@rc C@@p®ll."@tiW®®." AU m©ll:'tg@g®® @tlm@ir th1&1m th®~® Wll."® li®t@«.il \\lllTh"" 
©1®16 th@ g®n®ll."&J.l h@@«!ing iu@tl'm®lf mm©ll."tg@g®®." Modg®.)g®® p@y@lbJl@ @16® dmmi .. 
l®ll." t@ illi@t®$ p®y~lbl@ @\lllt ®ll."® :lfoir l©rP1g®'&'' t®m~""=\lll®\lll@Uy f@l'b mm@ll."® th®.il11 
@ill!.® Y®®~ ®.nd in m®.ny in®t®liil©®(!l1 f@16 ®®W®lb@l y®~rc@. 
Moll."tg@g®i @©C@\\llnt@d f@ll." 16 p®ll:'©@nt @f th@ t@t®l ®@®®t@ ®~d 18 p®16"" 
c@nt @f th® t©t®l li®biliti®s ©f @11 @l®w®t@ll:'~. In G~@\\llp ID m@~tg@g®® 
w@r® ®b@\\llt 22.50 p®ir11:.@nt @f t@t@l ®®®®t® @nd 86 p@ll:'c@nt @f t@t®.lL li@= 
1b>iliti®$ (T$l.bl@ 7). In Gl!:'@'lilp IID. m@ll."tg@g®® W®ll:'® 11 p®ll."©®nt @f t@t~lL @s= 
s@t$ ®nrdl llil®&>lll:'ly 80 p®ll."©@mt <oif t©trd li®biU.U@® (T®bl® 8). Mortg®g®@ 
of total liabilities of the G:ro11Jp UI elevat.o:rs (Table 9), 
The average percei:mtage of total liabilities to t<0tal aaiiseta.9 fo:r ~11 
ship of total liabilities to total assets for the elevators 1~ the 3 
the elevator, Net wort1m items we:re listed i·<e11 t.!me aud\!Jt;1 as members 0 
e~uity a~d capital, 
Member Equity 
able amid member el!lJuity c.:redits, Those i.tems 1ml())t coveire.d by tl'mese head= 
tlme pat:rorris umitil a la.tell: date., 
but 1mot yet ir:eceivecL Co111vdderi1Tu.g all eleva.to:rrs ,, members O elIJluity was 
Capital 
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were listed u;mder the gem.eral lmeaditmg "other caJPrit:~L 0' 
Capital for all elevators studied averaged 42.66 percermt of total 
assets and 53.62 percermt of total net wort~. Tfme rate of capital to 
net worth ranged from a hig!m of 72 perce1mt :bii 1955 to a low of 63 per-
cent in 1954. Capital compared with total assets ranged frlOOl 49 to 59 
percermt. Group I had arm average percermtage of capital to net wortlm of 
71.29 percent, and arm average percentage of capital to total assets of 
53,03 percent. Capital for Group II was 64,19 percent of net wort~ 
armd 50,16 percell'ilt of total assets, I~ the case of the elevators irm 
Group 1:n, capital accourmted fo'/f.' 68 ,69 percem.t of !ffiet woirtfm all'ild 58 .42 
pe:rcemit of total assets. 
The average percentage of net worth to total assets for all eleva-
tors was about 80 percent. With net worth co1lilstituti!ffig sucfm a large 
percemi.t.age of the total assets)) it appeared that time elevators as a 
whole were illil a soull'td. fi:maIDJ.cial coll'ilditio:m, this reveals t!mat. tfuleire is 
a growillilg te1Tude1lilcy for the members of cooperative elevators to ow~ allp 
or most of their business. 
tlhle data il'lildicated that l!llet worth it.rc,cireased as giro:s:s i!ilales i:i1.clt'eased. 
For example, net worth accouimted for 75 perce:mt. of t,;::,e total ai:iset.s ©f 
the elevators bu Group l,1 78 percelffit i!ffi @r@up U, armd 85 percemit imi 
!Group Ill. An il!il.crease imi. giross sales aloID1,~ would l.l".\Ot rmeceHair:Uy bri.::i,g 
ahout an increase in tlme e~uities of membeirs. T~e c~~cuirire~t i~cre~se 
of Kllet worth a'ilild total sales was du.e largely to tlme fact tlluat tfoie gire~\1;;= 
er part of the busill'iless tra1Tusacted by .the elevators was with members 
amid not with individuals outside the cooperatives, Such trJrtUHil.ctiic;,cts 
irmcrease patromiage refum.ds payable al!lld allow mo:re capital to be ~e~ aside 
for reserves; hence the increase in llllet wa~t~. 
PART II 
OPEBATING STATEMENT ANALYSIS 
The second important report of the elevators 9 business affairs is 
the operating statememt. The operating statemeli!\t :Ls a reco;d of the i'fil\= 
come and expenditures over a given period of time and shows the saviimgs 
realized or the losses sustained. As such, the operating statement is 
a picture revealing the results of the. elevator Os act.ivities during 
the designated time. 
The most importarmt operating statement items listed iim the audits 
were: sales, cost of sales, gross earnings on commodities, other opera-
ting income, total gross earnings, expenses, operating eat'liilings, other 
del'utfi.~s,, other additions, patronage refund, a1I11d 1I11et earnings or 
. . \··¥: .. · 
losses·. 
Sales 
Sales are a .fundamental measure of the size of an elevator. Sales 
represent an elevator's total receipts for commodities handled and ser-
vices rendered duriimg a giveim credit period. In an attempt to lower 
costs per unit of commodities handled aimd to improve their·competitive 
position, cooperatives strive to eimlarge their volume of sales al!Mi 
to increase their services. 
Average sales of all elevators included in the study were highest 
ili'!. 1954 and lowest in 1953. Average sales decreased in 1955 
1
bei.ow the 
1954 average, but.not below the average for 1953. Sales were 12.30 
percent greater in 1954 than in 1953, but in 1955 they were o~ly 4.20 
percent greater tham in 195.3. The average sales for all 39 elevators 
for the 3-year period was $365,196.28. 
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Sales for Group I were highest in 1954 a~d lowest imi 1955. For 
t!iis group, sales were 8 percemit greater ilill 1954 thami. in 1955, but. in 
1953 were only 3. 78 perceimt greater thaim 1955. Average sales for i1r1.di-
vidual elevators in t!mis group ranged from $238,878.65 to $107,695.20 
during the 3-year period, 1953-55, The average for the group was 
$196,183.97, Sales for Group II were highest in 1955 and lowest imi 
1953, In 1955, sales were 10.65 perce~t greater than in_ 1953, but in 
1954 they were only 7,62 percent. great.er than 1953. The average sales 
·-". 
for Group II for the 3-year period was $.336,160,82 and the ra!Olge was 
from $426,918.38 to $257,191,52, Sales for Group Ill were highest. in 
1954 and lowest in 1955, Average sales for this group were signifi-
ca!Oltly greater than average sales for the other groups, Duri~g the 
3-year period, 1953-55, average sales f~r this group were $589,.375,97» 
~amiging from $784,906.10 to $473,712,24. 
Cost of Goods Sold and Gross Earmi.irmgs on Commodities 
Gross eax:ni~gs om. commodities is tfule difference betweem: gross sales 
and cost of goods sold. Aim elevator buys produce fE'om its patrorms o.m 
the bas is of the termi1ma l or market price less tbe margb~ f Qlr expem.se.s 
and earnings. The net price to the patrons, however, must be~high 
ermough to meet the competU:.ion of alternative maI'keti:mg outlets or the 
producer will be umiwillirmg to sell his produce to the elevatoir. Mam.age-
mermt is always confronted with the problem of mai~taini1lllg a desirable· 
margilffi. A large margin may cost the elevatcni: some of its patt'om\age;i a1llld 
a slightly lower margin may cause a rmet loss fo:r the yeargs operatioKt.s. 
Colisidex-iimg all elevators.I> the cost of goods sold durimig t!ffie. 3= 
year period was 91,0 percent of gt'oss sales. The cost of goods sold 
im1cireased wit1,t gross sales, 'Jrlme aveir:age ciOJ&,t ,of [,ales was 92 percew~t 
of gross sales for Group I» 94 percemit fot' Gr0c;Jp IlI» am:.d 90 perce1itt 
fc»r G\roup HI, 
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The average of gross ear~ings o~ cow.mOJdities for all elevators 
du:ri~g t@e 3-year period was 7,18 perce~t of gross sales, Average gross 
eartmil:r.1.gs Ofili. commodities bucir.eased ead~ yeair, TI1\e average gr10Jss ealt1;Li,\llgs 
OJri'il commodities was 7, 79 pejrcce:r~t of gross sales f,1Jil' Group I, 5, 13 for 
(G\lroup II» a1md 9 ,~O percem.t for Group IJ.rn, «]:ross ear,TI:.iID;gs oi:r:il commodi-
ties i~mc,reased. widi\ t'.he t1Wm:1be1r of departmc-:imY,::::s, ElevatrOJ:n:'S t~nat fui.a:1t.diled 
\QllD,ly wt'1!eat 1\tad leH grti:ss eari:miililgs o~'il comm.od.it:!Les t1ma,m tlltose wt1l:idi 
ttamidled. a miumber of sid.eli:mei;i, 
Otl'mer Ope.ratiilli.g JJ:m1,come 
Otfme:r operatimig fav::rQ!me represellllts :retuit:mi to t:ffie ele:v,atol.' fcnr (Q)p,1rn:a.-
tit01;ms otlmer t!mam:. t.~e usual ma:rketimig aired pmrclh.1al'3:i.;mg operati1DJ::m:s, 'Jr~11e:se 
IQJpeiratiorms iirncluded: sto1rage». ~~am1dli1mg,! clea::tim,g.;i gd.,mii~mg, a@d treat~· 
i:i.ig, Ope:ratioires 1i:tot c,,ve1c:edl by t~ese Tme.a«ili'::t11gs wel'Ce listed u·Jr.der tLte 
gelfteral heading 11ml1.scella.;meous r0Jpe1ratil[J)lffi :it;:u:.~om.e. 11 
Otlme:r ope:rati,mg b:.come for all elevato:rr:s diud@g the 3=yea:r period; 
1953-55 y averaged 11 perce:l\i:t of g:rn:»S5: sal@s, I·:.1. 1954, w:nvar:::t g:r(Js>,@ s.al.<ae 
weire at tlhleilr lhli;~~st peak3 od'ileib ope:rcati'.itg i!ii'.,:-:Qim1a wats 1.2 peJtiee:mt 01f 
g:rnss sales, I~m 1953 wfffi~llt gross sale;s wez,e at t:t1Jei:,r ll.owe~t leve:l,? 
operati::.lji,g imlcrOJme was o,idy 9, 71 percer~2.t aif glc'oss sales, The ave1ra,ge Qf 
other ope:ratin:ug :ltmcome to giross sales» by g:rcoups » was: G:rc,.:rnip JI, 10, 55 
pe:rrcerret; Group II» 14, 68 pe.:rcerrtt; a,md G:t'Gup Jl::if'.X, 1 o 18 pelfc,a.@t o 
Total Gross Earm1i::mgs 
Total gll.'.oss ear-Liji,i,t1.gs are foui:md by adldi1mg gin)s:s ea:r1Tui:mgs IDJ'Ji, cc:»mmodi-
ties am,.d gross ear·@iir~gs firrom rOJtfuler ope:ratiQ;::.t@, 'I:lb.iis 21111ou;?.t :rep:resem:tr;ai 
the total ear~irmgs received by ami elevator for which actual operati~g 
expenses were involved. 
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The average total gross earniL'l'.gS for all elevators during the 3 year 
period was 18.19 percemit of gross sales. Total gross ear~ings varied di-
rectly with gross sales. In 1954 when gross sales were Tmighest, total 
gross eamimigs were 18 .13 perce1mt of gross sales. Im. 1953 wTmerru gross 
sales well:'e lowest, total gross earr.mirmgs we:rce 15. 91 percem.t of grou 
sales. 
Expenmses 
Expel!llses i,mc lude \l:'.:mose cos ts irsicurred by ami elevator d11.ind,lli1,g iU 
noifmal a~~ual operations. Expemises were listed as salariesp overheadp 
taxes amid license, all'Cd dep:reciatiorm. T~'ile :relatio:ms!hd!.JP exbtim1g betweem. 
ICl)perati::mg expermsea amid sales measures to some degiree tlite ope:rat:t.rog ef= 
ficie~cy of the elevator, 
Salairies, the aveirage salaries fo:r tJlt,e 3~yea:rr: pairiod for all .ele= 
vators were 4,63 perce~t of gross sales, Salaries were the greatest 
sim.gle item of expem1se. '.!r".hle average salairy expem.se was 4.92 peirce::..tt 
of gt'oss sales for @roup I, 5. 12 perceEtt fore Group II, a\llld 3. 54 pe:rceri:tt 
f~r Group Ill, (See tables 10, 111 a~d 12,) 
overhead. Overhead expe,:reses irrr.creased each year for all elevato~s. 
Tlhle average oveduead expem:se was 2. 40 pe1".ce::o:t of gross sales, (G,rol\11.p :n: 
elevators had arit averr:age ove,rlmead expe~.se CJf 3.06 pe,rce,:ret Olf g,rosl!ll 
sales, Group lI elevato!!:'s ave1raged 2.73 arrr.d (G:r.(Qlup Ill elevators ave,raged 
1.82 percemit. 
Taxes amid Licel!llses. Altlmough the ave1r:'age expeli'llse iztcurlt'ed fo>E t.axes 
a1md liceimses was very small, it im.creased each yea:!!:' foir aU elevators. 
















AVERAtGE EXPE!\lSESp GRO'liJP !» ELEVATORS,, OKLAHOMA,, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
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Overhead 'raxes Taxes ar,1,d Depreciatiorm 
a@ a P~:r= a1iid, Lice:tLSes Depreci= as a Percellt.t 
.ceitt of LiCenses as a Per= atiom:. of Sales 
s~leB (Dollars) cent of (Dollars) 
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2p694 .61 1. 31 
8:25 .40 ,47 
674.94 ,31 
4,18,25 .39 





























'!'ABLE 11. AVERA@E EXPENSES, @ROUP UJ @RAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA? 1953J 1954, AND 1955 
overhead Taxe§l Taxes amid 
Salaries as a~ a Pe~= atmd Liceilll~es as Depreci- Depree ia t im.t 
Elevator Salaxries a Pe:rcem,t Overhead ceut of Lice11.ses a PeEce1Gs1t: atimi as a Percent 
Code No, {Dollairs;t of Sales (Dolla&'s) Sal@s {Dollar1'Ll of Sales {Dollars~ of Sales 
11 l0,58.'.:L08 3,68 6,,512.56 ~.26 1J407 ,80 .49 3,676,82 ':"'l,28 
12 25/1-35,08 9.84 101 784' 18 t+, 17 2Jo57.2s .80 4. 3 666, 51 L81 
13 27,195 ,38 6.66 14,093, 09 3,45 5J585.97 1.37 13.,776.01 3,38 
14 8, 54.2 .68 2,45 6 .,s.:37. 94 1,96 1,449.10 ,4fl 1,546.27 ,44 
15 16)867,28 4.49 8J509 ,47 2o26 4,155,49 1.11 6.,23L24 1.66 
16 21,658 0 98 5 ,:23 6,884,27 L66 2, 17.:L 72 ,53 3A03, 15 ,82 
17 14., 199. 73 4.34 5,323,.37 1.62 ly 773, 19 ,54 4J 386, 96 L34 
18 14 ,,813, 95 5,76 7,54.3,00 2o93 1,842.55 .72 5$129.18 1. 99 
19 21J892,55 5,74 8.11137,30 2, 14 2,481.82 ,65 4,484,92 1, 18 
20 171015,87 5.69 10 2859-.57 3.63 4;1769,66 1.60 6,454,07 2, 16 
21 7:764,80 2.40 5,599 ,4,2 1,73 l,, 190,67 , 37 4j)521,57 1.40 
22 111658,91 3J:?7 10J244.23 n 87 c;; o 1»880,30 .53 4,424.17 1.24 
23 25 J 1112: 0 17 9,48 14,276,35 5,39 2;1544,01 , 96 8,764.68 3,30 
24 16 ;i470 ,25 4.37 ll,489 0 92 3,05 2;1937 ,82 078 4,555,39 1,21 
2i::: jJ 20,, 178 ,81'.~ 5.°37 9,033,50 ~.40 2,439 0 34 ,65 3,209,25 ,85 
26 16j~0.94 3,89 8»981.66 2010 1,835 0 09 ,44 5»265,23 1.23 
27 10,187, 11 .3,69 8,389.67 3,04 12641, 10 ,60 4»667,44 1.69 
28 12J587,98 .'.3,92 6»125,89 1, 91 1,695,20 c::·; 0 ,J""' 4y285,76 1.33 
29 28J278,17 9,20 14»936,67 4.86 4., 06.3, 35 1 . .3.3 6,,365,91 2,07 
(G}~i:oup 

















AVERAGE EXPENSES, GROUP III, GRAIN' ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Overhead Taxes Taxes and 
Salaries as as a Per- and Licenses as Depreci-
Salaries a Percent Overhead cent of Licenses a Percent ation 
(Dollars) of Sales (Dollars) Sales (Dollars) of Sales (Dollars) 
18,272.29 2.37 6,942.67 .90 1,276.49 .17 2,148.57 
19,504,31 4.02 9,878.21 2.04 2,392.70 .49 5,174.34 
30,012.50 3.82 13,792.03 1.76 5,400.08 .69 5,426.09 
27,289.70 5.60 20,637,38 4.23 4,561.83 .96 13,777.51 
13,704,71 l.97 8,501.42 1.22 2,858,21 .41 .3,464.15 
22,998,74 3.63 11,062.70 1.75 4,228.78 .67 8,336.57 
17,778,47 3.49 10,438.82 2.05 4,221.26 .83 6,798.01 
12,100.68 2.56 5,526.44 1.16 562.29 .12 3,431.66 
22,576.86 4.29 10,235,73 1.95 2,718.20 ,52 5,910.01 
24,110,72 4.57 10,530.90 2,00 4,480.42 .85 9,166.94 
20,834.91 3.54 10, 754,63 1.82 3,270.02 ,55 6,363.38 
Depreciation 
















of one percent of g:r.oss sales, 'This expe1mse was O. 69 percent of gt'oss 
sales for Group I elevat((;l~i\l'.S O. 75 percent for Group II, aimd O. 55 pe:rcemit. 
for Group III. 
Depreciatioim. The average depreciatioim expense for all elevators, 
which was 1.38 percent of gross sales for the 3-year period, increased 
each year, Depreciation expense as a perce@tage of gross sales was 1.60 
percent for elevators in Group I, 1.56 percent for Group II, and 1.08 
perce!Tht for Group IU elevators, 'rhe average total operating expense 
fo:r all elevators increased each year. This came about largely because 
of continued increases iim overhead, taxes and licenses, and depreciation 
expenses, 
Operating Earnings 
Operati@g earlll\ings are the difference between total g:ross eax·rrui@gs 
and total operating expenses, They give a picture of the net earnings 
from operatio@s after allowa@ce has beeim made for all imicomes and all 
expenses directly connected with the usual operation of the business. 
The average operating earnings of all elevators increased with gross 
Sales, In 1954 whelll\ average gross sales were highest for all elevators$ 
the average percentage of operating earnings to gross sales was 9,55 
percent. In 1953 when average gross sales for all elevators were low~ 
est, average operating earnings we:re 7, V'.i. percent of gross sales, The 
3-year average percentage of operating earnings to gross sales for all 
elevators was 9,31 percent. The average percentage of operating earn~ 
ings to gross sales for G:roup I was 7 ,98 percent, rangimi.g from 6.05 pe:r,~ 
cent in 1953 to 9.17 perce1rut i1ru 1954, Group II had an average of 9,65 
percent wbiclhl raimged from 8,20 percent irm 1953 to 1L45 percelffit in 1954, 
The average for Group III was 9.39 percent, rangi@g from 6,37 iim 1953 
to 14.29 percent in 1955. 
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Other Deductions 
Other deductions from income include that group of expenses that 
are not derived from the actual operation of the elevator as a business 
unit. These deductions were listed as interest expense, donations, and 
directors fees. All items not covered under these headings were listed 
under the general heading ''miscellaneous deductions.'' Interest expense 
was the most important item under other deductions, accounting for more 
than 50 percent of all expenses included iil'<~is category,,. 
The average total of other deductions increased concurrently with 
gross sales for all elevators during the 3 year period, 1953-55. As 
a perc,entage of gross sales, total other deductions were 0.86 percent 
f~r Group I, 0.74 for Group II, and 0.32 percent for Group III. 
Other Additions 
Other additions to income include that portion of income arising 
from sources other than actual business operations of the elevator. 
The items listed under other additions were commission on sales tax, 
cash long, and interest received. All _items not covered by these head~ 
ings were listed uimder the general headiimg "miscellaneous additions. 11 
Although the greater part of other additions to income appeared under 
this heading, it included several items. Interest received was the 
largest si-le item of other additions to income. 
The other additions to income increased each year, averaging 0.15 
percent of gross sales for all elevators over the 3-year period, 1953-55. 
The relationship of other additions as a percentage of gross sales was: 
Group I, 0,15 percent; Group II, 0.13 percent; and Group III, 0,17 per-
cent. 
Patronage Refu!ll.d 
Patronage refunds from the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange and 
from the Consumers' Cooperative Association were the two major sources 
of refunds for the elevators. All other sources of patronage refu!ll.ds 
were insignificant, 
The Union Equity Cooperative Exchange was responsible for 96.28 
percent of the total patronage refund received 'sl-,,all elevators during 
the 3-year period, The Consumers' Cooperative Association was respon-
sible for 1,73 percent; all other orgaimizat:i.ons contributed only 1.99 
percent of the total. TheUriion Equity Cooperative Exchange was :r.e-
spo!ll.sible for 96.73 percent of the total patronage refund received by 
Elevators of Group I (Table 13), 97.41 percent for Group II (Table 14), 
and 94.43 percent for Group III (Table 15). In the case of a few 
elevators, payments from the Union Equity Cooperative Exchange accounted 
for all the patronage refunds received. During the 3-year period, patro!ll.-
age refunds averaged 4.13 percent of the gross sales of all elevators. 
In 1954 they were 4.32 percent of gross sales, but in 1955 they amounted 
to only 3,75 percent. 
Patronage refu!ll.ds accounted for nearly 58 percent of total net earl!llg 
ings for Group I (Table 13), 44 percent for Group II (Table 14), and 38 
percent for Group III (Table 15). In some insta~ces, wltibut pat~onage 
refunds elevators would not have been able to show any net earnings. The 
tendency was for patronage refunds to increase as gross sales increased. 
Group I showed the least amount of patro'!Ol.8ge refunds and.G~oup III the 
greatest amount dollarwise. The reason for this was that as elevators 
increased their volume they also increased their trade. with the regiomi.a:1 
organizations. This increase in patronage to the regional organizations 
















AVERAGE PATRONAGE REFUND, GROUP I, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKIAHOMA, 1953, 1954, .$.ND 1955 
Consumer's 
Union Equity Union Equity Consumer's Cooperative Total Total 
Cooperative as a Percent Cooperative Association Total Patronage Patronage 
Exchange of Total Association as a P~rcent Patronage as a Per- as a Per-
(Dollars) Patronage (Dollars) of To,:al (Dollars) c1ant of cent of Net 
Patronase Sales Earninss 
4,127.75 98,85 48.19 1.15 4.,175.94 1.75 21. 78 
·-- .. 
14,007.29 99.98 2.79 . o:;r _ - ,_-=-- 14.,010.08 5.86 58.65 
10.,411.91 99.54 48_.54 .46 10.,460.45 5.07 22.46 
- - - = 235,35 56.2.3 418 .59 .24 19 .06 
14,721.27 100.00 - - - - 14,721.27 6.84 10.3.05 
6,438.57 97.67 15.3.32 2.33 6,591.89 6.12 121. 54 
16,945.94 99.50 84.50 ,50 17,030.44 7.23 75.43 
l.3,083 • .37 99.83 22.40 .17 13,105.77 8.48 74.76 
9,367.70 98 • .38 107.02 1.12 9,522.44 4.60 45.28 
11,173.50 81.96 64.04 .47 l.3,63L87 . 7,47 216.95 
10,027.72 96.73 76.62 .74 10,366.97 5.28 57 .93 
, .,. ,{'.,,. ... ·' 
VI 
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TABLE 14. .AVERAGE PATRON.A.GE REFUND, GROUP .II, GRAIN ELEV.A.TORS, OKI.AROMA., 1953, 1954, .A.ND 1955 
Consumer's 
Union Equity Union Equity COD.31.1@~,.~i .. Cooperative Total Total 
Cooperative as a Percent Coope:Catlve .Association Total Patronage Patronage 
Elevator Exchange of Total .Association as a Percent Patronage as a Per- as a Per-
Code No. (Dollars) Patronage (Dollars) of Total (Dollars) cent of cent of Net 
Patronase Sales Earnin~s 
11 21, 169'.45 99.32 144.96 .68 21,314.41 7.41 50.03 
12 - ~ - - 128.21 97,08 1.32.06 .05 1.96 
13 26,263.71 98.12 503.04 1.88 26,766.75 6.56 24.73 
14 23,710.95 99.95 10.77 .05 23,721.72 6,81 49,59 
15 23,04,3.89 99,55 104.07 .45 23,147.96 6.16 45.20 
16 - - - = 127,59 24,39 523, 19 .1.3 7. 93 
17 10,042.69 95,95 423.96 4.05 10,466.65 3,20 .32,95 
18 10,700.01 95,42 482.21 4.30 11,213,93 4,36 61. 77 
19 12, 1.32.42 99,54 55.64 .46 12,188.06 3,20 41. 64 
20 19,469.19 99,57 84.93 .43 19,554.12 6.54 32.59 
21 16,748.91 99.29 118.98 .71 16,867.89 5Jn 41.23 
22 17,090.12 99.73 45.96 .27 17,136.08 4.80 50.84 
23 19,225.44 88,77 22.88 .11 21,657.24 8.17 119. 98 
24 16,172.32 95.97 339.48 2,01 16,851,87 4,47 82.10 
25 13,013.94 99 .62 49.49 .38 13,063.43 3.47 42.05 
26 10,605.74 97.04 294.33 2,69 10,928.87 2.56 108.85 
27 14,541.07 100,00 - - - - 14,541.07 5.27 44.86 
28 16,438.60 99,56 '72,63 .44 16,511.23 5.14 53.12 
29 7,.334.20 86.42 1, 15~L 75 13.58 8,486.95 2. 76 32,51 
\J1 
Group . Q:) 
















AVERAGE rATRONAGE REFUND, GROUP III, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKIAHOMA, 195.3, 1954, AND 1955 
Consumer's 
·Consumer Is . Union Equity UniOJ!l_Equity Cooperative Total Total 
:·;Cooperative as a Percent Cooperative ·Association .Total Patronage Patronage 
. ·Exchange of Total Association as a Percent.· Patronage as a Per• as a Per-
(Dollars Patronage (Dollars) of Total (Dollars) cent of cent.of Net 
Patronase Sales Earn.inss 
- .. - - 755.81 53.65 1,408.84 .18 6.51 
19 ,9.30 .55 95.75 883.70 4.25 20,814.25 4.29 .36. 70 
23,692.66 96.81 780.51 .3.19 24,473.17 3.12 77.02 
9,232.54 64.03 664.08 4.61 14,418.47 2.96 32.99 
26,708.00 100.00 - - - - 26,708.00 3.84 74. 71 
38,056.60 99.85 55.62 .15 38;112.22 6.01 50.15· 
24,275.83 97.76 555.73 2,24 24,831.56 4.88 34.15 
4,279.47 88.92 359.49 7.47 4,812.65 L02 31.50 
23,097.03 96.54 352.34 1.47 23,924.28 4.55 40.16 
18,467.73 95.60 849.82 4~40 19,317.55 3.66 18.52 





The total of operating earnings, other additions, and patronage re-
funds, minus other deductions is net earnings before income taxes. Total 
net earnings are obtained by deducting income taxes from this amoa~t. 
Income tax payments were greatest in 1954 when they were equal to .72 per-
cent of gross sales, and they were smallest in 1953 when they were ,59 
percent of gross sales for all elevators during the 3-year period, In-
come taxes for the same period were .68 percent of gross sales for Group 
I, .82 percent in the case of Group II, and ,52 percent for Group III, 
As might be expected, income taxes increased with volume of sales. Group 
I had the lowest income taxes and Group III had the highest income taxes. 
Total net earnings for all elevators were highest in 1954 when they 
were 10.98 percent of gross sales, and lowest in 1955 when they were 
7.83 percent of gross sales. The average percentage of total net earn-
ings to gross sales was 8.8 percent for Group I, 10.6 percent for Group 
II, and 9.9 percent for Group III. 
Total net earnings tended to increase ,;a,a.,~,gross sales increased. 
This trend was influenced most by patronage refunds, which.were second 
only to operating income as a source of income to the elevators. Since 
patronage refunds increased with sales, and since total net earnings 
increased with patronage refund~ total net earnings also increased with 
sales. In 1955, two elevators showed a net loss instead of a net gain. 
Both of these elevators had operating expenses which were very high com-
pared with their operating income, In both cases, had it not been for 
patronage refund the losses would have been much greater. 
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Detail of Expenses 
In order to determine the source of an increase in operating expense, 
an analysis of the items constituting total operating expense is necessary. 
This analysis may be made from that section of the audit entitled "detail 
of expenses.u Such an analysis will give a picture of how each item of 
expense is related to the total operating expenses. 
Salaries. The study disclosed that salaries made up the largest 
part of total operating expenses, and that managers 0 salaries made up 
the larger part of salaries. Considering all elevators, salaries account-
ed for slightly over 50 percent of the totar· operating expenses; dollar-
wise, managers' salaries amounted to nearly 14 percent of this total. 
The study showed that as gross sales increased total salaries a101d.managers 0 
s~laries also increased, but managers' salaries as a percent of total opera-
ting expense decreased. 
Overhead. The second section of the detail of expenses sheet is over-
head expense. Since they vary with the volume of operations, overhead 
expenses may be considered as variable costs to the elevators. Th.e variable 
costs were listed as a multitude of general items. The most important of 
these were insurance and bonds, utilities, repairs, supplies, truck expense, 
and telephOIDLe and telegraph expense. Considering all elevators, variable 
costs accounted for 27 percent of.the total_op~rating exp(;anstas. In Group 
I',· variable costs we;a:,e nearly 30 percent of total operating expense; in 
. ., '.' ,,.,' 
Group II they were appr~ximately 27 percent;. and in Group III they ·were 26 
•, 
percent of the total operating expense. In all instances, insurance and 
bonds were the largest expense items. 
The third and fourth parts of the detail of expenses sheet were 
respectively, taxes and licenses, and depreciation. These expenses 
remat.m.. relatively constant over long periods of time, and may be consider-
ed the fixed costs of the elevators. 
Taxes and Licenses, Taxes and licenses increased each year for all 
elevators, averaging 7,40 percent of total operating expenses, Taxes 
' ,, 
included advalorem, employee, franchise, and sales taxes. State and 
federal Unemployment Insurance taxes were i'li!Lcluded·in the employee taxes, 
Corporation taxes, licenses, and connnissions made up franchise taxes. 
Licenses included filing fee, annual license fee, grain and feed license, 
and.automobile license. 
Depreciation. Depreciation is computed by dividing the cost of 
each asset by its estimated years of life, and apportioning that share 
to the annual expenses, Depreciation is considered as an annual opera-
ting expense because eventually the fixed facilities must be replaced, 
Si~ce depreciation costs tend to remain constant, in years of price 
decreases, these costs will tend to make up a larger share of total 
costs, and in years of price imcfttilfl' thl:ey telOl.d to constitute a smalm 
ler share of the total costs. Average depreciatio10J. increased each year 
for all-e~evators during the 3-year period, averaging 15 percent of the 
total operating expense. Elevator, machinery, and equipment deprecia-
tion accounted for tb.e greater part of the total depreciation e.xpense. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARATIVE RATIOS 
The relative financial co~dition and operating efficiency of co-
operative elevator associations may be judged by the use of business 
ratios for comparing their financial statements. Although a complete 
analysis cannot be made by examining and comparing particular ratios, 
a check of the relationships which exist between the basic elements and 
functions of the business, through use of business-ratio analysis, may 
reveal underlying bases for financial difficulties and indicate where 
specific problem areas lie. Definite conclusions, however, cannot be 
drawn from financial ratios alone. 
A ratio shows the relationship between two quantities and is de-
rived by dividing one of the quantities by the other. The divisor is 
considered as the base and is usually stated as unit one or one hundred. 
For example, if the relationship is as three is to one, it would be 
shown mathematically as a ratio of 3:1. 
Ratio analysis, as used in this thesis, is the· cS:le1J.,lation of nu-
merical relationships between items on the balance sheet, items on the 
operating statement, and between items of the two statements. These 
ratios are then compared to ratios of like businesses or to certain 
standards. Since business management is a dynamic sc;ence it is al-
most impossible to state exa~tly what the numerical value of a given 
ratio should be for any one organization. In order to have a standard 
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to which the management of individual elevators may make comparisons, 
averages for each ratio for each group were computed. This average 
represents a stan~ard which local management may use to compare their 
individual operations with the operations of similar elevators. 
Ratios were used because a comparison of the absolute figures from 
the financial reports would not give a true financial picture of the 
organizations if they were handling different volumes of business. 
This is also true in comparing a single elevator's financial reports 
over a period of years. In all probability an elevator's volume of 
business and plant facilities will not be the ,same over an extended 
time, consequently the use of ratio analysis will permit a more 
logical comparison of financial statements than could be otherwise 
obtained. Thirteen ratios were selecte~J8~yzing and comparing 
the business and operating efficiency of the elevators in this study. 
PART I 
BAIANCE SHEET RATIOS 
Balance sheet ratios, also referred to as financial ratios, give 
an indication of the financial position of a business at a given time, 
These ratios are useful tools since they reveal certain strong and weak 
points in the financial structure of a business. The following balance 
sheet ratios were computed for the 39 elevators. 
1 •. current ratio (current assets to current liabilities). 
2, Acid-test ratio (current assets minus inventory to current 
liabilities), 
3. Net worth to total assets. 
4 •. Net worth· to fixed assets. 
5. Net worth to total liabilities. 
6. Accounts receivable to current assets. 
Current Ratio 
For a ~:1;~e the current ratio has been the banker 1s rule-of-
thumb test. A banker likes to see a business statement that shows two 
dollars of current assets for each dollar of current liabilities. 1 With 
a current ratio of 2 to 1, current atff~ts ·can shrink 50 percent and st.ill 
current liabilities can be met and the solvency of the business maintain-
ed. Current ratio is simply a measure of the ability of the elevator 
to meet current obligations. It is calculated as follows: 
Current Assets = Current Ratio, ·current Liabilities 
Group I. The curren.t ratio was favorable for all elevators in 
Group I. Each elevator was above the recommended ratio of 2 to l; the 
highest current ratio was 76.61 to l (Table 16). This ratio was high 
because elevator u9n had a small amoun~ of current liabilities compared 
with its current assets, and had no current liabilities in 1953. Ele• 
vator "4" with 2.04 to 1 ,had the lowest current ratio of the group. 
This was because curreimt liabilities were large in comparison with 
current assets. 
Group II4 All elevators of Group ~I had favorable current ratios. 
The current ratio of elevator "18", 81,70 to 1, was high because of small 
current .liabilities {Table 17). In 1955, this elevator had no curre'll!lt 
liabilities. Elevator ''16" had the lowest current ratio because of its 
large current liabilities compared with its small current assets. 
l . 
R. M. Green and Vance M. Rucker, Marketing Problems of Farmer Coop-
eratives in Kansa-s, Kansas State College Extension Service Circular No. 
106 (Manhattan, 1934), pp. 10-11. 
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TABLE 16 
RELATIONSHIP OF CURREN!' ASSETS TO CURRENT LIABILITIES, 
GROUP I, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 
1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
l 10. 58: l 8.33:l 7.69:l 8.87:l 
2 8.78:l 20,91: l 10,79:l 13.49: l 
3 9 .14: l 25.45:l 44.76:l 26.45:l 
4 2.59:l l.87:1 1.66:1 2.04:l 
5 2.98:1 10.99: l 4.30:l 6.09:l 
6 4.81:l 4.81:1 
7 31,70:l 16.42: l 10.30:l 19.47:l 
8 7.17:l 23.01:1 6.05:l 12.08:1 
9 102.62: 1 50.60:1 76.61:l 
10 7.84:l 28.59:l 4.08:l 13.50:l 
Group 
Average 10.10: 1 24.30:l 15.58:l 18.34:1 
TABLE 17 
RElATIONSRlP OF CURRENT ASSETS TO CURRENT LIABILITIES 
GROUP II, GRAIN. ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, 
AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 ·Average 
11 14. 35: 1 2,55:l 9,17:l 8.69:1 
12 2.96:l 12 .10: l 4,75:l 6.60:1 
13 20,73:1 78. 34: 1 141. 93: 1 80.33:1 
14 2 .18: 1 20.54:1 23.60:l 15.44:1 
15 17 .18: 1 17 .18: 1 
16 2.36:1 3.81:1 4.39:l 3.52:1 
17 20.85:1 22.54:1 3.45:l 15.61:1 
18 45,89:1 117,50:1 81. 70: 1 
19 4.09:1 4.94:1 11.29: 1 6.77:1 
20 9.54:1 11.66:1 3.93:1 8,38:1 
21 24.09:1 16.17:1 8,70:l 16,32: 1 
22 13.47:1 20.24:1 16.39:1 16.70:1 
2.3 17,87:l 21.28: 1 90.12:1 4.3:09:l 
24 27 .52: 1 25.21:1 15.95:l 22.89:1 
25 29:81:1 20,06:1 7,9.3:l 19 .27: 1 
26 2 .14: 1 3.1.3:1 10.66: l 5.31:1 
27 7.53:1 9.54:1 8,59:1 8.55:1 
28 11.99 :1 11.43: 1 23.1.3:1 15,52:1 
29 8.88:1 8. 78: 1 10,83:1 9,50:l 
Group 
Average 29,58:1 42. 70.: 1 49 ,35: 1 40.14:1 
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Group III. All elevators of Group III had a favorable current ratio. 
The high ratio of elevator "33" was a result of low current liabilities 
compared with current assets, and the low ratio of elevator "32" was 
caused by large current liabilities compared with current assets, 
(Table 18.) 
The current ratio averaged 18.50 to 1 for all elevators during the 
3-year period.2 The average ratio was 13.06 to 1 in 1953, 21.23 to l 
in 1954, and 18.28 to 1 in 1955, Not one elevator fell below the recom• 
mended 2 to 1 ratio. There were only 9 elevators, or 24.32 percent, with 
average ratios above the average ratio for all elevators. Three of these 
elevators were in Group I, 5 from Group II, and one from Group III. 
Current ratios of the elevators under study increased with gross 
sales until sales amounted to approximately $4501 000,00, Beyond this 
point, there was a tendency for the current ratio to decre~se as gross 
sales increased. This happemi.ed' because as gross sales increased up to 
$450,000, current liabilities and assets also increased, but current as-
sets increased at a faster rate, Beyond gross sales of $450,000 current 
liabilities increased at a faster rate.· than current assets, The higher 
this ratio, the better the financial condition of the elevator, 
Current ratio can be over-emphasized and there are some dangers in 
relying on its use alone. Excessively high ratios may not always be in-
d:Lcative of good business practices. If current assets, for example, 
cons:i.'s"t'lliii":f:a'?'gely of cash on hand and in the bank, boards of directors may 
be tempted to invest in luxury items or to declare unwarranted dividends. 
2 
Because two elevators reported no current liabilities, only 37 
elevators were used in computing this average. 
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TABLE 18 
REIATIONSHIP OF CUR.RENT ASSETS TO Clim.RENT LIABILITIES, 
. GROUP II~, G~IN ·ELEVATORS,' OKLAHOMA·., 1953, ·1954, 
AND 1955 '· 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 1.95:l 6.65:l 9.17:l 5.92:l 
31 9.16:1 4.49:1 3.82:1 5.82:1 
32 4.70:1 5,03:l 4.51:1 4,75:l 
33 45.53:1 36.21:1 37,83:1 .39.86:1 
34 
35 
36 9.13:1 14,51: l 7.69:1 10.44: l 
37 10.73:1 24.23:l 2.36:l 12.44:l 
38 7,35:l 11.26: l 12.47:l 10 . .36:l 
39 8,35:l 13,00:1 8.68:1 10.01:l 
Group 
Average 12.11: l i4.42 :1 10.82 :1 12.45;1 
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The ratio may be excessively large merely because there are few current 
liabilities, or because of no current liabilities at all as was the case 
with a few of the elevators in this study. In these cases, current 
.ratio has limited value as an analytical factor. 
The composition of current assets has a beari'lt'll.g upon the use of 
this ratio for analysis purposes. When current assets are made up largely 
of inventory and accounts receivable, they are good only to the degree to 
which these items can be turned into their cash value. The inventory 
turnover, as will be discussed later, gives an indication of how reliable 
current assets are and whether the curretnlt ratio is suitable for use in 
analyzing the financial condition of an elevator. 
Acid-Test. Ratio 
This ratio also measures the ability of a business to meet short-
term debt. In determining the acid-test ratio, consideration is given 
only to those assets which could be easily co10LVerted into cash if the 
need should arise. These assets include cash, receivables, and market• 
able securities. Converti'lt'll.g an inventory into cash is sometimes a long-
time process; therefore, it is subtracted from current assets in comput-
ing the acid-test ratio. A ratio of l to l, or 100 percent, is usually 
deemed favorable.3 The acid-test ratio is calculated as follows: 
Current Assets minus Inventory 
Current Liabilities = Acid-Test Rat.io 
Group I. All elevators of Group I had ratios above the recommended 
acid-test ratio of 1 to l (Table 19). Elevator "9", because of its low 
\oward S. Noble, Accounting Principle·s, (Cincinnati, 1945), p. 634. 
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TABLE 19 
REIATIONSHIP OF CURRENT ASSETS MINUS INVENTORY TO CURRENT 
LIABILITl:ES, GROUP I, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 
1954, AND .1955 
Elevator three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 8.43:1 6.54:1 5.63:l 6,87:l 
2 7 ,22: 1 13.25:l 8.7.3:l 9,73:l 
3 6.14: 1 19. 52: l 34,27:1 19 .98: l 
4 1.55:l ,90: 1 , 79: 1 1.08: 1 
5 1. 18: 1 6.94: 1 2,58:1 3,57:1 
6 .3,76:l 3,76:l 
7 27 .20: 1 13,94: 1 8,70:1 16.61:1 
8 5,85:1 20.16:1 3.28:l 9.76:1 
9 92.56:l 43,21:1 67.88: l 
10 6.31:1 24.30:1 3.22: 1 11.28: 1 
Group 
Average 7,98:1 20.19: 1 12.27: 1 15.05:1 
current liabilities (it did not have any current liabilities in 1953) had 
the high~st ratio. Because of its high current liabilities, elevator "4" 
i 
had the lowest ratio. These two elevators also had the highest and 
lowest current ratios, respectively, of Group I elevators. 
Group II. Elevators "18" and 11 16;1 respectively, had the highest and 
lowest acid-test ratios (Table 20). Elevator "18n had low curre1mt lia.-
bilities with no current liabilities listed for 1955, a11!!.d elevator "16" 
had high current liabilities compared to its current assets. These two 
elevators also had the highest and lowest current ratios of the eleva-
tors in Group II. 
Group III. Elevator "33" had the high_est acid-test ratio (Table 21) 
bt!·cause of its low current liabilities compared with its current assets. 
Because of its high current liabilities, elevator 1132 11 had the lowest 
ratio. These two elevators had the highest and lowest current ratios 
of any of the elevators in this group. 
The acid-test ratio averaged 13.52 to 1 for all elevators duril!llg 
4 the 3-year period. The average ratio was 9 .66 to 1 in 1953'} i-~-~.10 to 1 
. ·~ .. · .. r.1~ ... ., __ 
in 1954, and 12.60 to 1 in 1955. Only 10 elevators, or 27.03 percent., 
had average ratios above the average ratio for all elevators of the 
study. Three of these were from Group I, 6 from Group II, and 1 from 
Group III. 
All the elevators of this study had ratios above the recommended 
l to 1 ratio. As might be expected, the acid-test ratio varied con-
currently with the current ratio. In each group, the same elevators 
had the highest and the lowest ratios for both the acid-test ratio and 
4 Because two elevators reported no current liabilities, only 37 
elevators were used in computing this average. 
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TABLE 20 
REIATIONSHIP OF CURRENT ASSETS MINUS INVENTORY TO CURRENT 
LIABILITIES, GROUP II, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953., 
1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 -·'""'''·"'·'1954 1955 Average -
11 14.04: 1 2.21:l 7.69:1 7. 98: 1 
12 .· .. -1.a.o :-1 7.63:1 2.66:l 4.03:1 
13 12.49: 1 55.57:l 74.02: 1 47.36:1 
14 2.03:1 18. 71: 1 20.91:1 13,88:1 
15 13.32:1 13,32:1 
16 1.04:l 1.65:l 1.10:l 1.26: 1 
17 15.03:l 12.47:l 1. 59: l 6.70:1 
18 31.13:1 · 9!t~ .. 99,,:.l 65 .11: 1 
19 2.8.3:1 2.61:l 5.45:l .3.6.3:1 
20 7.73:1 9.28:1 3,65:1 6.89:1 
21 23.31:l 15,30:l 7. 92: l 15.51:1 
22 8.71:1 14.02:l 11.44: l 11 • .39: 1 
2.3 15,01:l 17 .19: l 76.07:l .36. 09: l 
24 21,03:l 17.67:l 10.8.3:l 16.51:l 
25 21.44: 1 11.38:1 4,56:1 12.46: 1 
26 1.82:l 2.04: l 5,96:l .3,27:1 
27 7.05:1 8.82:l 6.69: l 7.52:1 
28 9.46:l 7.69:l 16.13:l 7.85:l 
29 6 • .39:l 6.07:1 8.02:l 6 .8.3: l 
Group 
Average 22.48:l .32.27:l 3.3.09:l 28.76:1 
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RELATIONSHIP OF CURRENT ASSETS MINUS. INVENTORY TO CURRE.NT 
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the current ratio. This relationship is understandable since, basically, 
the same items are used in computing both ratios, Care should be used in 
making decisions based upon this ratio since it is dependent upon a num-
ber of variables, Two of these variables are: (l) whether the notes pay-
able must be paid in the near future or whether they can be renewed, and 
(2) the time required to realize on receivables. 
Net Worth to Total Assets 
The ratio of net worth to total assets expressed the relationship 
between the capital furnished by the members and the total of all capital 
used by the business. This ratio is sometimes referred to as the patron ' s 
equity ratio and gives an indication of the elevator's ability to meet 
its long-term obligations. A ratio of 50 to 100 is recommended for co-
operatives with a l~rge amount of fixed assets, and a ratio of 70 to 100 
for cooperatives with little or no fixed assets.5 Because of their large 
fixed assets, most elevators should have a ratio of 50 to 100. However, 
the members should strive for 100 percent asset ownership. This ratio 
is calculated as follows: 
Net Worth = Ratio of Net Worth to Total Assets . Total Assets 
Group I. All the elevators were in a favorable position so far as 
the relationship of net worth to total assets was concerned. Elevator 
"5" had the most favorable ratio, net worth was 90 percent of total as-
sets (Table 22). This means that the members financed 90 percent of 
5Clifford Alston, Agricultural Cooperatives - Analyses of Finan-
cial Statements, University of Arkansas Agricultural Extension Service 
Circular No. 471 (Little Rock, 1951), p. 11. 
TABLE 22 
RElATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL ,A.SSETS, GROUP I, GRAIN 
·· ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year. 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 78: 100 89:100 83:100 83:100 
2 53:100 69:100 78:100 67:100 
3 98: 100 73:100 91: 100 87:100 
4 53:100 51: 100 51:100 52: 100 
5 84:100 94:100 93: 100 90: 100 
6 58:100 59:100 53:100 57: 100 
7 9ij:100 56:100 73: 100 74: 100 
8 91: 100 75:100 49: 100 72: 100 
9 65: 100 64: 100 80: 100 70:100 
10 .96: 100 70:100 61: 100 76: 100 
Group 
Average 77:100 70:100 71: 100 73: 100 
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the total assets. Elevator "4" had the least favorable ratio because the 
, patrons financed little more than 50. percent of the total assets, In the 
case of elevator "5" liabilities were very small, and for elevator "4" 
liabilities were high compared to net worth, 
Group II. In Group II, elevator "21" had the most favorable ratio. 
Only 3 percent of its total assets were financed by creditors (Table 23). 
This ratio was high mainly because mortgages amounted to only one dol-
lar, The least favorable ratios were those of elevators 11 1611 and 11 1711 • 
The large amounts for mortgages are the principle reason for these ratios 
being so low; however, in the case of elevator 11 1611 a large amount of cur-
rent liabilities was an important factor, 
Group III. Of the ten elevators in Group III, elevator "35" had 
the most favorable net worth to total assets relationship because it had 
only one dollar of mortgages and its other liabilities were small (Table 
24). The lowest ratio was for elevator "34". This ratio was low be-
cause of the high amount of mortgage indebtedness. 
The ratio of net worth to total assets averaged 77 to 100 for all 
39 elevators during this period, The average ratio was 78 to 100 in 1953, 
75 to 100 in 1954, and 80 to 100 in 1955, Twenty or 51,3 percent of the 
elevators had average ratios above the average ratio for all elevators. 
Of the 20, three were from Group I, 10 from Group II, and 7 from Group 
III. 
All the elevators of this study had average ratios above the recom-
mended 50 to 100 for the ratio . of net worth to total assets. The study 
revealed that this ratio increased with gross sales. As gross sales in-
creased, more patronage refunds. !ere due members. Because of the business 
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TABLE 2.3 
REIATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL ASSETS, GROUP II, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 97:100 75 :100 88:100 87:100 
12 70:100 84:100 80:100 78:100 
13 75: 100 83: 100 94:100 84: 100 
14 59:100 63:100 93: 100 72: 100 
15 7$:100 97: 100 99: 1.00 91: 100 
16 55:100 57: 100 59: 100 57: 100 
17 46:100 69: 100 56:100 57:100 
18 83: 100 64: 100 72:100 73:100 
19 86:100 63: 100 76:100 75: 100 · 
20 85; 100 82: 100 91: 100 86;;100 
21 97:100 96:100 98:100 97: 100 
22 91: 100 . 67: 100 79: 100 79: 100 
23 98:100 85:.100 65: 100 61':lOO 
24 60:100 59:100 65:100 61: 100 
25 98:100 74:100 85 :100 86: 100 
26 71:100 85:100 98:100 85:100 
27 82: 100 95:100 96: 100 91: 100 
28 79 :100 59: 100 67: 100 68:100 
29 81: 100 58:100 68: 100 69;100 
Group 
Average 78: 100 74: 100 80:100 77:100 
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TABLE 24 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL ASSETS, GROUP III, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 56:100 87:100 91: 100 78:100 
31 74:100 92:100 91: 100 86:100 
32 74: 100 56: 100 77: 100 69: 100 
33 92:100 95:100 98: 100 95:100 
34 44: 100 61: 100 79; 100 61: 100 
35 96:100 96: 100 99:100 97: 100 
36 97:100 93:100 93:100 94:100 
37 70:100 68:100 63:100 67: 100 
38 84:100 85:100 77:100 82: 100 
39 92: 100 95:100 95:100 94: 100 
Group 
Average 78: 100 83:100 86:100 82: 100 
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practice of the elevators to hold patronage refunds for a few years, mem-
b_ers' equities were increased from year to year. Members were able to 
buy more stock in the elevator and the surplus reserves were increased, 
Net Worth to Fixed Assets 
This ratio indicates the relationship between the capital invested 
in the elevator by its members and the permanent investment .of the ele-
vator in facilities and equipment. It is considered a sound principle 
of finance for the members (owners) of an elevator to supply all the 
funds invested in fixed assets, and, in addition, part of _the working 
capital. A ratio of 1,5 to 1 is considered standard. 6 A ratio of 1 to 
1 is sufficient to cover fixed assets, but as stated previously, good 
financing requires a part of the working capital to be furnished by mem-
bers. A ratio larger than 1 to 1 indicates that the owners have pro-
vided capital in excess of fixed assets for other capital needs. The 
higher this ratio, the greater the amount of capital furnished by the 
stock-holders. Because of differences in policies as to rates of de -
preciation and the capitalization of expenditures for maintenance, re-
placement, and repairs, caution should be observed in using this rati o 
for comparison of one elevator with another. This ratio is ca l culated 
as follows: 
Net Worth = Ratio of Net Worth to Fixed Assets. Fixed Assets 
Group I. Elevator "5" had the highest ratio because of the small 
investment in fixed assets compared to patrons' inv~stments (Table 25), 
6 -















· TABLE 25 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO FIXED ASSETS., GROUP I., 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AHO)f!, 1953,· 1954, ANn.1955 
Three )!'ear 
1953 1954 1955 Average 
1.29: 1 1,52:1 . 1.42: 1 1.41:l 
.81:1 1. 31:1 1.63: 1 :1.g5:1 
1.51:1 1.20: l 1.73:1 . 1.48: l 
1.26: 1 1.26: 1 1 • .37:1 1,30:l 
2 .18: 1 2.30:l 
: 
2.10: l 2 .19: l 
.88: 1 .96: 1 .82 :1 ,89:l 
· l, 99: l . 98: 1 1.4.3: l 1,47: l 
. 2.49:l 2.59:l .74:l l. 94: l 
1.22:l 1.19: l 1.48:1 1.30: 1 
3.43:1 1.11:1 1.02: 1 1.65 :,1 
1. 71: 1 1.44:l 1,.37: l 1.51:l 
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Elevator 11611 had the least favorable ratio because of the large invest-
ment in fixed assets compared to net worth. Investments in fixed as-
sets were greater than investments of members in the business, 
Group II. Because of its large amount of net worth compared to 
its investment in fixed assets, elevator "21" had the most favorable 
ratio (Table 26), · With its fixed assets larger than net worth, elevator 
"17" had the lowest ratio, 
Group III. The ratio of elevator "35" was high because investments 
by patrons more than doubled investments in fixed assets, The least 
favorable ratio was that of elevator "32" (Table 27), Even though this 
ratio was the lowest, it still was above the recommended ratio of 1 to 
land therefore considered favorable, 
The ratio of net worth to fixed assets averaged l.60 to l for all 
elevators for the 3-year period, In 1953 the average ratio was 1.63 to 
l; in 1954, 1.53 to l; in 1955, l,65 to 1. The average ratio for all 
39 elevators was 1.60 to 1. Fourteen or 35,9 percent of the elevators 
had ratios above the average ratio for all elevators of the group and 
one equaled the average ratio. Group I had 3 elevators above the aver-
age, Group .II had 5, and 6 were from Group III , 
Twenty elevators, a little over 50 percent, had average ratios be-
low the recOtIDDended 1,50 to 1. Of this number, 7 were in Group I, 10 
in Group II, and 3 in Group III. During the period, 1953-55, only 
--Be~~ f~ll below the required l to 1 ratio necessary to cover 
fixed assets. ·This is an indication that fixed assets increased faster 
than member equity and capital, 
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TABLE 26 · 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO FIXED ASSETS, GROUPII, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLA.HOMA, 1953, 1954, AND. 1955 
Elevator. Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 l.83: l 1.09:l 1. 39: l l.44: l 
12 l.59:l 1. 78: l 2.04:l l,80:l 
13 l.13:l 1.39 :l 1.47:l l, 33: l 
14 .99:l 1.41:l 2,22:l . l,54: l 
15 l,10:1 1.49: l l,61:1 1.40:l 
16 , 91: l ,95:l 1.16:l l.01:l 
17 .68:l 1.05:1 .78:l .84: l 
18 l,80: l 1.23: l 1.44:l 1.49: l 
19 2.70:1 l.20:l 1.49: l l,80: l 
20 l,.35:1 l ,44: l 1,52:l 1.44:l 
a1 2.21:l 2,45:l 2.09:l 2.25:l 
22 2.01:l 1.16: 1 1.44:l 1.54:1 
23 2.41:1 2.04:l 1.25: l 1.90:l 
24 1.04:l l,0.3:1 1.25:l 1.11:l 
25 2.29:1 1.17:1 l,54:1 1.67: 1 
26 1.42:l 1.56:l 1.66:l l,55:l 
27 1 . .36: l 1,69 :l l. 71: l l,59: l 
28 1.;37:1 .91 :1 1.23: l l,17:l 
29 l,53:l ,87: l l,08:l 1.16: l 
Group 
1,56:l 1 • .36:l Average 1.49: l. 1.48: l 
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TABLE 27 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO FIXED ASSETS, GROUP III, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 2,01:l 2,73:l 4.44:l 3,06:l 
31 1,73:l 2.26:l 2,47:l 2 .15: l 
32 1.,34:l ,90:l 1.38:l l,21:l 
33 1.98: l 2.00;1 2,44:l · 2.14:l 
34 .69: l 1 • .34:1 1.64:l 1.22:1 
35 2,47:1 2,59:l 2,70:l 2,59:l 
36 l.60:l 2.01:1 l,75:l l,79:l 
37 l,.34:l l.,36:l l.60:l 1.43:l 
38 1,53: l 1.69:1 1.57:1 l,60:1 
39 2,06:l 2,5.3:l 2 .19: 1 2.26:l 
Group 
Average 1.68:l l. 94: 1 2.22:l l. 94: l 
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Net Worth to Total Liabilities 
This ratio, sometimes called the worth-debt ratio, measures the 
relation of members' equities in the elevators to creditors' claims 
against the assets of the elevator. A high ratio is an indication of a 
strong financial st~ucture. The total net worth should equal, but 
preferably should exceed, total liabilities. This indicates that there 
is more owner than creditor capital in the business. The recommended 
ratio is 1.50 to 1.7 This ratio is calculated as follows: 
Net Worth • Ratio of Net worth to Total Liabilities. Total Liabilit.ies 
Group I. Elevator "3" had the highest ratio (Table 28). Its net 
worth was twice as large as any other elevator of the group, while its 
total liabilities were just a little more than the average for the 
group. The mortgage indebtedness of this elevator also influenced the 
ratio. Elevator "3", which had only one dollar of mortgage indebted-
ness in 1953, borrowed more than 80 thousand dollars in 1954 but by 
1955 had repaid more than two-thirds of the total loan. Elevator "4" 
had the least favorable ratio, principally because it had the lowest 
net worth and the highest current liabilities of all elevators in its 
group. 
Group II. Elevator "15" (Table 29) had the highest ratio because 
it had no current liabilities in 1953 and 1955. It also had the high-
est amount of net worth. Elevator 11 1611 had the lowest ratio because it 
had the least amount of net worth. This elevator's to~al liabilities 
were high principally because of its high current liabilities. 
7 . 
Ibid., p .19. 
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TABLE 28 
REIATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL LIABILITJES, GROUP I, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKlAHOMA, 195.3, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year· 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 3,50:1 7,98: l 4.86:l 5,45:1 
2 1.14:1 2.28:l 3.60:l 2,34:l 
3 46.47:1 2,69:1 9,85:1 19. 67: 1 
4 1.16: 1 1.04:l 1,05:1 1.08:1 
5 5.37:1 16.95: l 1.36:1 7,89 :l 
6 1,37:1 1.42: 1 1.14: 1 l. 31: l 
7 11.20: 1 1.28 ;l 2,67:l 5,05:l 
8 .3,52:1 3,22: l ,97: 1 2,57:l 
9 1.86:1 1. 75: 1 4.10:1 2,57:1 
10 25.05:1 2,30:1 1.58: 1 9.64:1 
Group 
Average 10.06:1 4.09:1 3,12:1 5.76:l 
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TABLE 29 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL LIABILITIES, GROUP II, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 195,3, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 34.37;1 3.04:1 7,31:l 14. 91: 1 
12 2,37:l 6.44:1 4.00:1 4.27:1 
1.3 .3,05:1 4.84:l 16.9,3:l 8.27:1 
14 1.43:l 1.71:1 1.28:l 1.47:l ·,:r ·. 
15 ,3.62:1 27 ,,9: l 99.34:1 4.3,52:l 
16 1.23: 1 1.,31:l 1.44: l l, .3.3: l 
17 ,85:1 2.20:l 1,25:1 1.4.3:l 
18 4.91: l l,77:l 2,63:l . ,3.10: l 
19 6.40:l 1.68: l 3.21: l ,3.76:l 
20 5,51:l 4.69:l 9 .• 87:l 6.69:l 
21 .37 .52: 1 24.56:l 4.04:1 22.04:l 
22 10 • .36:1 2,00:l 3.66:1 5,34:l 
2.3 49.10:l :·5 55· l .. . ... 1.86: 1 18.84: 1 
24 1.5,3:l 1.42:1 1.90: l 1.62:l 
25 40.19 :l 2.78:l 5,48:l 16.15:l 
26 2.46:l 5,73:l 4,54:l 4.24:l 
27 4.58:l 18. 70: 1 21.29: l 14.86:l 
28 3.81:l 1.41:1 2.19: 1 2,47:l 
29 4.29:l 1.40: 1 2 .15: l 2.61:l 
Group 
Average 11,45: l 6,25:l 10 .2,3: l 9.31:l 
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Group III. Elevator "35" had the highest ratio because it had no 
current liabilities in 1953 and 1955. This elevator had the s.mallest 
amount of total liabilities and the fourth highest net worth. The smal-
lest ratio :was . that of elevator "34". This elevator had the largest 
amount of total liabilities, more than half of which was in the form of 
mortgages. 
The ratio of net worth to total liabilities averaged 8.80 to 1 for 
all elevators for the 3-year period. In 1953 the average was 10.41 to 
l; in 1954, 6.86 to l; and 9.12 to 1 in 1955. Only 5 elevators were 
below the recommended ratio of 1.50 to 1. Of the 5 below the recommended 
ratio, 2 were in Group I and 3 were in Group II. Using the average as a 
standard, 28 or 71. 79, percent of all the elevators in the study fell be-
low the average ratio of 8,80 to 1. An explanation of why more than 50 
percent of the elevators fell below the average ratio is found through 
examination of the liabilities. Some elevators reported no current 
liabilities at all; others reported only very small amounts. This gave 
these elevators a very high ratio, in one case as high as 43,52 to 1. 
Accounts Receivables to Current Assets 
Account.& receivable are one of the most important items on the 
balance sheet. They are usually expensive, and sometimes prove to be 
uncollectible, For this reason all elevators should endeavor to operate 
on a cash basis, if possible, and eliminate all, or nearly all, accounts 
receivable. The measure of the relationship between accounts receivable 
and current assets is commonly referred to as the ratio of accounts 
r~ceivable to current assets, This ratio should be below 40 to 100; the 
,. .. ! :-:-. 
lower the ratio the better the financial position of the elevator from 
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TABLE .30 
REIATIONSHIP OF NET WORTH TO TOTAL LIABILITIES, GROUP III, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLA}i~'!. 19 53, 1954,. AND 1955 ,, ',· : ' 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No, 195.3 1954 1955. Average 
30 1.27: l 7. 94: 1 10.01:l 6.41:1 
31 2.90:l 11.83: 1 9.8.3:1 8 .19: 1 
.32 2 .87: l l.29: 1 3,26:l 2.47:1 
.33 1 •. 76: 1 19. 86: l 4.6,3:l 8,75:l 
.34 ,78:l l.!58:l .3 .• 72: l 2,03:l 
.35 23.97:l 26.02:l 69. 70: l 39.90:l 
36 30,52fl 12.64:1 .3.68:1 15.61:l 
37 2: • .3.3: l 2 .18: l 1,72:l 2.08:l 
38 5,33:1 5,67:1 3.26:1 4,75:l 
39 15,97:l 18 ,67: l 20,.36:l 18 . .33: 1 
Group 
Average 8,77:l 10.77:l 1.3. 02: 1 10.85:1 
this standpoint. This ratio is calculated as follows: 
Accounts Receivable 
Current Assets = Ratio of Accounts Receivable to Current Assets. 
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Group I. The highest ratio of accounts receivable to current assets 
was that of elevator "9". Seventy-five percent of the current assets 
were accounts receivable. Normally this percentage would be too high, 
but a check of the balance sheet revealed that the Union Equity Co-
operative Exchange and the Commodity Credit Corporation were the source 
of the receivables. Receivables with strong organizations such as t hese 
are usually as good as "money in the bank~' Elevator 11 1" had the lowes t 
ratio because its receivables were small compared with its current as-
sets. From the standpoint of this measurement, it was in the best posi-
tion, credit wise, of all the elevators of this group, 
Group II. The least favorable ratio was that of elevator "20" 
(Table 32), Sixty-two percent of its current assets were in the form of 
accounts receivable. Elevator 11 16, 11 which had the most favorable ratio, 
had only 25 percent of its current assets in the form of receivables. 
Group III. Elevator "31" had the least favorable ratio in Group III 
(Table 33). Relative to its current assets its receivables were the 
largest of the elevators of this group. Elevator "37," which had a very 
conservative credit policy, had the smallest amount of receivables of 
any elevator in the group. 
The average ratio of the elevators in this study was 39 to 100, It 
was 40 to 100 in 1953, 42 to 100 in 1954, and 35 to 100 in 1955, There 
were 15 elevators, or 38.5 percent, above the recommended ratio of 40 
to 100, one equaled it, and the other 23 were below it. Four of the 
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TABLE 31 
REIATIONSHIP OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO CURRENT AS'SETS, GROUP I, 
$RAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA., 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No.;; 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 25:100 29:100 23: 100 26: 100 
2 43:100 51: 100 25:100 40: 100 
.3 41: 100 47:100 51:100 46:100 
4 50:100 .39: 100 39:100 43:100 
5 19: 100 42: 100 38: 100 33: 100 
6 16: 100 46: 100 21: 100 28:100 
7 .31: 100 71: 100 58:100 53:100 
8 40:100 18: 100 44:100 .34: 100 
9 74: 100 80: 100 71:100 75 :100 
10 28:100 15:100 53:100 .32: 100 
Group 
Average 37: 100 44: 100 42: 100 41: 100 
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TABLE 32 
REIATIONSHIP OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO CURRENT ASSETS, GROUP II, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 18: 100 40: 100 25:100 28 :100 
12 35:100 41: 100 41: 100 39: 100 
13 50: 100 44: 100 21: 100 38: 100 
14 34: 100 35:100 25:100 31: 100 
15 68:100 73: 100 38: 100 60: 100 
16 20:100 34: 100 20: 100 25:100 
17 51: 100 36:100 31: 100 39: 100 
18 41: 100 64: 100 25:100 43: 100 
19 59:100 35 :100 43:100 46:100 
20 47: 100 52: 100 88: 100 62 :100 
21 84:100 31: 100 38:100 51: 100 
22 26: 100 47:100 33:100 35:100 
23 35:100 33:100 38:100 35:100 
24 46: 100 69:100 49:100 55:100 
25 21: 100 52:100 29: 100 34: 100 
29 71:100 31 :100 30:100 44: 100 
27 66:100 47: 100 24: 100 46: 100 
28 18: 100 52: 100 15:100 . 28: 100 
29 46: 100 52: 100 45: 100 48:100 
' ' 
Group 
Average 44: 100 46: 100 35:100 41: 100 
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TABLE 33 
RELATIONSHIP OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO CURRENT ASSETS, GROUP III, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1922 1924 1922 Averase 
30 50:100 28:100 34:100 34: 100 
31 76: 100 72:100 57:100 68:100 
32 12: 100 43: 100 31:100 29:100 
33 14: 100 22:100 24: 100 20:100 
34 72:100 63:100 40:100 58: 100 
35 08:100 07: 100 14:100 10:100 
36 58: 100 20:100 37: 100 38:100 
37 06:100 10:100 05:100 07:100 
38 23:100 30:100 14: 100 22: 100 
39 50:100 37: 100 30:100 39:100 
Group 
Average 36:100 33:100 29 :100 .3.3: 100 
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elevators which had a ratio above 40 to 100 were in Group I, 9 were in 
Group II, and 2 were in Group III. Using the averages obtained from the 
study as the standard, 16 of the 39 elevators, or 41 percent, were above 
the group average of 39 to 100, _3 equaled it, and 20 were be low the aver-
.... ...,"->._~,,. 
age. 
Before making a decision based on this ratio, a check should be made 
of the items that comprise accounts receivable. Some accounts receivable 
may be extremely reliable, but others may be somewhat doubtful. Such was 
the case with a number of the elevators of this study, A check of the 
balance sheets revealed large amounts charged to the Union Equity Coopera-
tive Exchange and Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC). In all probabili-
ty, these accounts would be paid. Consequently, a larger ratio due to 
such accounts is both ·understandable and permissable, Taking this into 
consideration, the average ratios of the groups were not too large. 
PART II 
OPERATING STATEMENT RATIOS 
The data in the operating statements of an elevator may be evaluated 
by the use of ratios. Operating statement ratios are often referred to 
as sales or management ratios. The operating statement reveals those 
,-
phases of the business that are most directly affected by the policies 
and practices of the management. The analysis of the operating state-
ment by means of ratios may disclose the extent to which success or 
failure of the elevator is due to the efficiency of management. The 
term management is used here in its broad sense to include not only the 
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manager, who is responsible for the administration of policies, but 
also the board of directors and members who are responsible for the 
establishment of policies. Due to differences in credit policies, com-
modities handled, volume of business, costs, and many other differences, 
the use of ratios is limited to general comparisons between similar 
eleva~ors. The following operating statement ratios were computed for 
39 elevators: 
l. Gross earnings to gross sales. 
2. Operating expenses to gross sales. 
3. Net earnings to gross sales. 
4. Cost of goods sold to average inventory (in-
v~ntory turnover*). 
Gross Earnings to Gross Sales 
This ratio expresses the relationship between gross earnings and 
volume of business. Gross earnings include gross earnings on commodi-
ties plus gross operating earnings. The terms gross earnings, gross 
margins, and gross profits are used interchangeably •. The gross earnings 
to gross sales ratio is of significance because it is a direct measure 
of the spread between buying and selling prices determined by competitive 
conditions and ,is unaffected by actual operating expenses. The spread 
should be large enough to cover all expenses and leave some savings £Qr 
the members. This margin should not be so large that it will drive 
away customers, nor so small that it will not cover expenses. Since 
margins are governed by competition, at least to a degr~e, a "moderate" 
* . Inventory turnover is listed by most authors as a combined 
balance sheet--operating statement ratio. The reason for classifying it 
as an operating statement ratio only is explained later under the title 
''Inventory Turnover. " 
rate of gross margin is the most favorable. This particular ratio is 
calculated as follows: 
Gross Earnings 
Gross Sales = Ratio 'of Gross Earnings to Gross Sales. 
Group I. Elevator ".3," which had the highest gross earnings of 
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the group, also had the highest ratio of gross earnings to gross sales. 
The gross earnings were high because of the large amount of operating 
income. The lowest ratio was that of elevator "5" because its gross 
earnings were small relative to its sales. 
Group II. The most favorable ratio was that of elevator "1.3" 
(Table .35). This elevator had the largest amount of gross earnings. 
Elevator 1126" had the least favorable ratio because its sales were the 
largest of the group and its gross earnings were the smallest. 
Group III. Elevator ".39" which had the largest gross earnings, had 
the most favorable ratio of all elevators in Group III (Table .36). Be-
cause it had the second highest amount of sale,f~aacl -the second lowest 
amount of gross earnings, elevator ".30" had the smallest ratio of gross 
earnings to gross sales, 
The average ratio for all elevators included in this study for the 
3-year period was 18.95 to 100 or 18.95 cents per dollar of sales. The 
average ratio was 16.89 to 100 in 195.3, 20.31 to 100 in 1954, and 19.67 
to 100 in 1955. Seventeen elevators, 43.6 percent, had margins above 
the average ratio for all elevators. Four of these elevators were in 
Group I, 10 in Group II, and 3 in Group III. 
This ratio indicated that gross earnings increased at a faster rate 
than gross sales until gross sales totaled about $450,000. Beyond this 
point, gross sales increased at a faster rate than gross earnings. As 
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TABLE 34 
REIATIONSHIP OF GROSS EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP I, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 19. 3: 100 15. 7: 100 17,2:100 17,4:100 
2 15. O: 100 11.1: 100 10.3:100 12, l: 100 
3 28.4:100 37. 3: 100 53,2:100 39 .6: 100 
4 lL 1: 100 12,8: 100 11.6: 100 11.8: lUO 
5 9. 6: 100 1.16: 100 4 .,7: 100 8.6: 100 
6 4.4: 100 16. 9: 100 12. 0: 100 11. l i 100 
7 13.2:100 23,5:100 27,4: 100 21.4: 100 
8 16. 0: 100 15. 9: 100 19 .2: 100 17,0:100 
9 22.8: 100 33.2:100 27 .3: 100 27,8:100 
10 18. 3: 100 21. 6: 100 2.0.2: 100 20. 0: 100 
Group 
Average 15 .8: 100 20,0:100 20.3: 100 18. 7: 100 
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TABLE .35 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP II, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND i955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 16 ,3: 100 27 .1: 100 18 .2: 100 20.5: 100 
12 16.6: 100 23 . .3: 100 19 .4: 100 19 .8: 100 
1.3 27. 7: 100 45,8:100 47. O: 100 40 .2: 100 
14 14 . .3:100 20.4:100 22. 7: 100 19 .1: 100 
15 24 .6: 100 36.1: 100 1.3. 0: 100 25.6:100 
16 12,4:100 14.8: 100 14.4:100 13.9:100 
17 15,5:100 23.5:100 9.9:100 16.3: 100 
18 15.0:100 20,8:100 32.0:100 22.6: 100 
19 9,7:100 18. 9: 100 35 .6:100 21.4: 100 
20 23. 5: 100 48.6:100 31.9:100 34,7:100 
21 18 .4: 100 13.6:100 8 .2: 100 13.4: 100 
22 11. 1: 100 17 .o: 100 23.9:100 17,.3:100 
23 34.5:100 14.6: 100 25.6:100 24.9:100 
24 13.0:100 14. 5: 100 21. 5: 100 16.3: 100 
25 19 .8: 100 18. 1: 100 16.3:100 18 .1: 100 
26 18.8:100 6.7:100 4.0:100 9. 8: 100 
27 19.6:100 19. 9: 100 11. 7: 100 17,1:100 
28 12 .6: 100 20. 3: 100 16.0: 100 16. 3: 100 
29 28.8:100 30. 0: 100 30.4: 100 29. 7: 100 
Group 
Average 18. 5: 100 23.0:100 21. l: 100 20. 9: 100 
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TABLE 36 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP III, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 4.4:100 8.1:100 7,3: 100 6.6: 100 
31 19. 0: 100 12.6: 100 21,2: 100 17 .6: 100 
32 8 .8: 100 10.1: 100 12. 5: 100 10. 5: 100 
33 27 .4: 100 21,1:100 16.5:100 21. 7: 100 
34 6.8:100 7.6:100 26. 9: 100 13.8: 100 
35 17,7:100 14. 5: 100 10.2:100 14.1:100 
36 18. 6: 100 18,5:100 15. 5: 100 17,5:100 
37 7 ,3: 100 9. 9: 100 5,3:100 7. 5: 100 
38 10. 6: 100 29, 1: 100 18 .3: 100 19. 3: 100 
39 27. 9: 100 23,8:100 28.8: 100 26.8:100 
Group 
Average 14 .8: 100 15,5:100 16.2: 100 15,5:100 
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stated previously, an evaluation based upon the use of this ratio should 
be made with a knowledge of the existing competitive situation -- whether 
the margins are so high that they discourage patronage or so low that they 
do not cover costs adequately. A margin which would strike a "happy 
medium" somewhere between these two would be preferable. 
Operating Expenses to Gross Sales 
This ratio, also referred to as the op·erat:ing ratio, shows the re-
lationship between cost of doing business and the volume of business. 
Operating expenses are the total of all expenses involved in the opera-
tion of the elevator, and do not include "other deductions" as listed on 
the operating statement. Caution should be exercised when this ratio is 
used for direct comparisons between different elevators. Variations in 
accounting practices, types of business activities, credit policies, and 
other factors affect the cost of doing business. Within elevators , this 
ratio is an important measure of the relative cost of doing business from 
year to year. Operating expenses should be checked closely by manage-
ment because they may reflect existing "leaks" i n the operation of the 
elevator, Elevator operators should strive to minimize operating ex-
penses, but not at the sacrifice of remaining financially sound. This 
ratio is calculated as follows: 
Operating Expenses 
Gross Sales = Ratio of Operating Expenses to Gross Sales 
Group I. Elevator "2" with the largest sales and the third smal-
lest operating expenses, had the most favorable ratio of the elevators 
in this group. Elevator "10" had the highest ratio because it had the 
fourth lowest sales and the second highest operating expenses. 
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TABLE 37 
RELATIONSHIP OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO GROSS SALES, GROUP I, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
l 8 .9: 100 7.9:100 13.5:100 10. l: lOO 
2 8.5:100 5.4:100 8.1:100 7 ,3: 100. 
3 10.4: 100 12.2:100 12.2:100 11.6:100 
4 8 .8: 100 11.4: 100 10.2:100 10.1: 100 
5 7.6:100 8,3:100 11.8: 100 9 .2: 100 
6 7.4:100 19 .2: 100 8.4:100 11.7:100 
7 7.1:100 11.2: 100 9.6:100 9. 3: 100 
8 9 .1: 100 8.0:100 12.0: 100 9. 7: 100 
9 15.0:100 11.3:100 12.9: 100 13.1:100 
10 8.9: 100 11.2: 100 24,0: 100 14. 7:100 
Group 
Average 9.2:100 10.6:100 12.3: 100 10, 7: 100 
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Group II. Elevator 11 14'' had the lowest ratio of operating expenses 
to gross sales because it had the lowest amount of operating expenses 
(Table 38). Elevator ''23" had the least favorable ratio because of its 
high operating expenses relative to its sales. This elevator was third 
lowest in sales and third highest in operating expenses, 
Group III. By combining the second highest sales with the third 
lowest operating expenses, elevator 113011 had the most· favorable ratio 
of any elevator in this group. Elevator "33" with the third lowest sales 
and the highest operating expenses, had the highest rat.io of operating 
expenses to gross sales. 
During the 3-year period, 1953-55, operating expenses amounted to 
10,26 cents for each dollar of business transacted. There were 12 ele-
vators, or 30,77 percent, with ratios above the average ratio for all 
elevators of the study, Four of these elevators were in Group I, 7 in 
Group II, and 1 in Group III. 
The data indicated that up to gross sales of $450,000.00 operating 
expenses increase at a faster rate than gross sales. Beyond this point 
gross sales increase at a faster rate than operating expenses. 
Although the operating ratio is not a measure of financial condi-
tions, it is a yardstick by which the comparative operating efficiency 
of an elevator may be judged. Generally speaking, a low operating 
ratio in any particular line of business is a favorable indication, and 
a high operating ratio is an unfavorable indication. 
Net Earnings to Gross Sales 
This ratio is used to show the relationship of net income to volume 
of business. If businesses have comparable pricing and credit policies, 
this ratio is an excellent guide for comparing earning efficiency. Net 
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TABLE 38 
RELATIONSHIP OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO GROSS SALES, GROUP II, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Eleva~or Three Year 
Code No. 1923 1924 1922 Average 
11 7.6:100 10.6: 100 6.2: 100 8.1:100 
12 15.0:100 20.4: 100 15.2:100 16.9: 100 
13 10. 7: 100 15.9:100 20.2: 100 15.6:100 
14 4.6:100 6.0:100 5 .2: 100 5.3:100 
15 10.2:100 12 .1: 100 7 .5: 100 9. 9: 100 
16 3,1:100 13.8: 100 10,5:100 9.1:100 
17 7 .1: 100 8.8:100 7.8:100 7.9:100 
18 11.2: 100 8 ,2: 100 17.6:100 12. 3: 100 
19 7 .1: 100 9.1:100 15 .4: 100 10. 5: 100 
20 11. 3: 100 17 .6: 100 11. 9: 100 13.6: 100 
21 5.9 :100 4.5:100 9. 0: 100 6.5:100 
22 6.2:100 7. 9: 100 10.4:100 8 .2: 100 
23 36,5: 100 12 .4: 100 20.9:100 23.3:100 
24 8,8:100 7 .8: 100 12.6: 100 9.7:100 
25 10. 7: 100 10.8: 100 7,4:100 9 .6: 100 
26 13,7:100 8.4:100 4. 7: 100 8. 9: 100 
27 8.9:100 8 .2: 100 10.3:100 9 .1: 100 
28 7 .6: 100 9. 6: 100 6.6:100 7. 9: 100 
29 19 .1: 100 17 .2: 100 16.5: 100 17.6:100 
Group 
Average 10.8:100 11. 0: 100 11.4:100 11.1: 100 
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TABLE 39 
RELATIONSHIP OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO GROSS SALES, GROUP III,. 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three .Year 
Code No, 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 3.1:100 4.1:100 3.9:100 3,7:100 
.31 7 .9: 100 5 .4: 100 13.4:100 8.9:100 
32 6.9: 100 7 .4: 100 6.6:100 8 .6: 100 
33 . . i6 .'5': 100 17, 9: 100 9.8:100 14, 7: 100 
34 4.3:100 3.4: 100 16.9: 100 8.2:100 
35 8.6:100 6. 7: 100 7 .1: 100 7.5:100 
36 11.8: 100 6.2:100 11.2: 100 9,7:100 
37 3. 7: 100 5, 7: 100 4,5:100 4.6:100 
38 6.6:100 9,7:100 7 .9: 100 8. l: 100 
39 10.9:100 7.1:100 10,5:100 9. 5: 100 
Group 
Average 8.0:100 7.4: 100 9 .2: 100 8.2: 100 
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earnings are the residual after all expenses have been deducted from all 
receipts. The net earnings to sales ratio is significant because it is 
the outcome of all business activity. Maladjustments in any of the 
fundamental functions of the business affect the net earnings and usually 
will be reflected in an unfavorable net earni.ngs to sales ratio. However, 
it is possible that one unfavorable factor may be counter-balanced by an 
especially favorable situation in some other factor; he1!1lce the net eat·i.rt= 
ings to sales ratio will rwt be distorted. A thorough ratio analysis of 
the entire business will, however, reveal any unusual situations existing 
within a particular elevator. Net earnings are an important factor affect= 
ing membership morale and should be observed closely. An unfavorable 
ratio is a signal for an elevator to examine its basic activities and 
policies relative to turnover of inventories and receivables, relation= 
ships of volume of sales to plant investment, gross margins and purchasing 
policies, and direct expense and overhead charges. The ratio is computed 
as follows: 
Net Earnings 
Gross Sales = Ratio of Net Earnings to Gross Sales. 
Group I. Elevator ''3" had the most favorable ratio with 22.4 cents 
of each dollar of sales becoming net earnings, This elevator also had 
the largest net earnings. Elevator "4" had the least net earnings alll!.d 
the lowest ratio. Its net earnings were low because its patronage re~ 
fund was less than $500. 
Group II. Elevator "13", which had the highest patronage refund and 
the greatest net earnings of any elevator in this group, had the most 
favorable ratio (Table 41). With the third lowest net earnings armd the 
second highest sales, elevator 11 1611 had the lowest ratio. 
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TABLE 40 
RElATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP I, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 10.3:100 9 .2 :100 4.1:100 7.9:100 
2 10,2: 100 10. 3: 100 9.4:100 10,0: 100 
3 2.3,5:100 14.2:100 29 .5: 100 22.4:100 
4 1. 7:100 1.0:100 9.0:100 1.2: 100 
5 7.0:100 9.9:100 1.1: 100 6.0:100 
6 3,5:100 1.1:100 8.5: 100 4.4:100 
7 14.6:100 3.0:100 9.8:100 9.1:100 
8 15.0:100 15.0: 100 2 .4: 100 10 .8: 100 
9 12. 7: 100 15,4: 100 2.1:100 10.1:100 
10 5,7:100 9 . .3:100 4.5:100 6.5:100 
Group 
Average 10.4: 100 8.8:100 7.2:100 8.8:100 
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TABLE 41 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP II, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, A~ 1955 
·Elevator Three Year 
Code No, l9!t2 1954 1922 Averase 
11 15,3:100 22.6:100 10.2: 100 16.0:100 
12 15 .0: 100 2.4:100 3.9:100 7.1:100 
13 22.2:100 31.6: 100 26.3: 100 26.7:100 
14 15,7:100 10,2:100 15 .1: 100 13,7:100 
15 21,4:100 19. 9: 100 4.6:100 15 ,3: 100 
16 0,5: 100 1.3:100 3.3:100 1.7:100 
17 10 .2: 100 15. 7: 100 4. 7:100 10.2: 100 
18 8.2:100 9 .3: 100 l,5:100 6.3: 100 
19 6.4: 100 7.6: 100 10.3:100 8.1:100 
20 18 .6: 100 25,1:100 18 .3: 100 20, 7: 100 
21 16.4:100 13.8: 100 3,7:100 11.3: 100 
22 8 ,5: 100 10.4: 100 9,5:100 9 ,5: 100 
23 8.6:100 10, 7: 100 0.5: 100 6.6:100 
24 7. 7: 100 5. l: 100 3,5: 100 5,4:100 
25 12.2:100 8.5:100 5. 9: 100 8 .9: 100 
26 7 .2 :100 2.1:100 0,5:100 3.3: 100 
27 12.9: 100 13.8: 100 7.6:100 11.4: 100 
28 9.3:100 11.5: 100 8 ,8: 100 9.9:100 
29 12. l: 100 6.7:100 7 .6: 100 8.8:100 
Group 
Average 12.0: 100 12,0: 100 7,7:100 10.6: 100 
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Group III. Elevator "39" had the highest net earnings and the most 
favorable ratio of net earnings to gross sales (Table 42). Elevator "30," 
with the least favorable ratio, had the second highest sales and the 
second lowest net earnings. 
During the 3-year period, the average ratio of net earnings to 
gross sales for all elevators was 9.96 to 100 or 9.96 cents out of each 
dollar of business handled. Average ratios were: 10,98 to 100 in 1953, 
10.80 to 100 in 1954, and 7,83 to 100 in 1955, There were 17 elevators, 
or 43,59 percent, with 3-year average ratios above the 3-year average 
ratio for all elevators in the study. Four of these elevators were in 
Group I, 8 in Group II and 5 in Group III. 
Net earnings appeared to have the same relationship to gross sales 
as gross earnings and operating expenses had to gross sales. Net earn-
ings increased at a faster rate than gross sales until gross sales 
reached $450,000.00; beyond this point gross sales increased at a faster 
rate than net earnings. 
Inventory Turnover 
Inventory turnover is listed by most writers as a combined balance 
sheet - operating statement ratio. This ratio should be considered as 
an operating statement ratio because all the items needed in its compu-
tation are found, or should be found, in the operating statement. In 
computing inventory turnover, cost of sales and average inventory for 
the year are needed, Although it is agreed that the figure for the 
cost of sales comes from the operating statement, there is a difference 
of opinion as to the source of average inventory. Average inventory is 
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TABLE 42 
REIATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO GROSS SALES, GROUP III, 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
.30 1.2: 100 3. 7: 100 3.4: 100 2,8: 100 
31 15. 3: 100 10.1: 100 10,3:100 11. 9: 100 
32 3.8: 100 3.0:100 5 .1: 100 4.0:100 
33 10. 3: 100 11, O: 100 7.2:100 9.5:100 
34 4.8:100 5 ,5: 100 3.6: 100 4 .6: 100 
35 16.0: 100 10. 8: 100 9.9:100 12.2: 100 
36 15, 7: 100 15 .1: 100 11.0:100 13. 9: 100 
37 3.2:100 5,3:100 16 .5: 100 8. 3: 100 
38 6.8:100 19 .8: 100 9.9:100 12.2:100 
.39 18. 7: 100 20,2: 100 20,3: 100 19. 7: 100 
Group 
Average 9.6:100 10 .4: 100 9. 7: 100 9. 9: 100 
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computed by adding the beginning and ending i nventories and dividing 
by two. This average cannot be obtained from the balance sheet because 
the balance sheet has only the ending inventory. The average inventory, 
however, can be obtained quickly from a complete operating statement 
because such a statement will list both the beginning and the closing 
inventory. If the inventory obtained from the balance sheet is used 
i n computing inventory turnover, the inventory turnover figure would 
be inaccurate. 
The inventory turnover ratio indicates the relationship of the 
cost of sales for the period to the cost of goods carried in stock for 
sale. The main value of this particular ratio is to indicate the num-
ber of times during the year that the inventories were converted into 
sales. This gives a clue to the use that is made of capital for opera-
ting purposes , A high ratio is indicative that the capital is at work, 
while a low ratio shows that the elevator is handling slow-moving goods 
or that a large amount of capital is tied up in inventory. Since gross 
margins are usually established by competitive conditions, the faster 
the rate of inventory turnover the greater will be the gross returns 
upon the capital i nvested in inventories. 
The desired rapidity of the turnover for a connnodity is governed 
by the size of the gross margin that can be obtained from the connnodity. 
If the item yields a small gross margin it should have a large turnover, 
but if its gross margin is large a smaller yearly turnover may be satis-
factory. The importance of this ratio is that it shows the relative 
period of time that will be required to convert inventories into sales, 
and the amount of capital which will be required to finance inventories 
for a given volume of business. This ratio is computed as follows: 
Cost of Goods Sold 
Average Inventory = Inventory Turnover. 
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Group I. Elevator 112~ which had the highest cost of sales and the 
lowest average inventory of any elevator in the group, had the highest 
inventory turnover. Elevator "3~ with the highest average inventory 
and one of the lowest figures for cost of goods sold, had the lowest 
rate of inventory turnover. 
Group II. The large turnover for elevator "21" may be due, ilTh part, 
to the way its rate of turnover was computed. Siln!.ce its operating state= 
ment did not contain beginl!'lling and ending inventories, the inventory 
figure used was taken from the balance sheet. This was only the ending 
inventory and not an average inventory figure, Elevator "12~ with the 
lowest cost of sales and one of the largest average inventories of the 
group, had the smallest inventory turnover. 
Group III. Elevator "34," which had only one department and whic.h 
handled only wheat, had the largest turnover of any elevator in the group, 
In contrast, elevator "38'' had six departments and a very low rate of 
turnover. As the number of departments increased above four, the tendeimcy 
was for inventory turnover to decrease. 
The average turnover ratio for all elevators for the 3-year period 
was 31.17 to 1. The yearly ratios were 33.65 to 1 in 1953, 37,72 to 1 
in 1954, and 22.14 to 1 in 1955, There were oln!.ly 8 elevators, or 20,5 
percent, above the average ratio for all elevators. Two of these ele-
vators were from Group I, 4 from Group II, and 2 from Group III. 
The data indicated that inventory turnover increased as gross sales 
increased. An examination of the audits revealed two reasons for this 
apparent trend, First, some elevators reduce~ their inventories to low 
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TABLE 43 
RELATIONSHIP OF COST OF GOODS SOLD TO AVERAGE INVENTORY, GROUP 
I, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 19. l: l 21,5:1 14.6:1 18.4: l 
2 45.9:1 39,7:1 20.2: 1 35,3:1 
3 11.1:1 16.7:1 12.7:1 13,5:1 
4 20.1:1 15 .8: 1 15. 9: 1 17,3:l 
5 12.9:1 24.4:1 22.4:1 19. 9: 1 
6 22.6:1 18 .8: 1 21. 5: 1 21,0: l 
7 21.8: 1 29.8:1 .32,5:l 28.0:1 
8 27.0:l 31,7:1 11.9:1 23,5:1 
9 17.8:l 19. 4: 1 20.4:l 19 .2: 1 
10 27.l:l 37,6:1 .32,4:1 32.4: 1 
Group 
Average 22,5:l 25,5:1 20.4:l 22,8:1 
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TABLE 44 
REIATIONSHIP OF COST OF GOODS SOLD TO AVERAGE INVENTORY, GROUP 
II, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1922 Average 
11 16 .4: 1 23,4:1 47,6:l 29.bl 
12 10.1:l 10.0:l 11.8:1 10.6: l 
13 100,0: 1 77,5:1 4. 9: 1 60,8:1 
14 23,5:l 56.3:1 44.1:1 41.3:1 
15 28.9:1 22.0:1 5.6:l 18 .8: l 
16 15.7:l 13,7:1 13.2: 1 14 .2: 1 
17 23.6:1 17,6:l 16 .4: 1 19 .2: 1 
18 12, 9: 1 23.2: 1 13.9:1 16.7:l 
19 12 ,2: 1 61, 1: 1 4,7:1 26.0:l 
20 17,4:l 13,7:1 62.0:l 31.0:l 
21 138.l:l 89,5:1 54,7:l 94,1:1 
22 17.6:l 16.8:1 13,6:l 16,0:1 
23 16.0:l 27.7:l 2.3.9 :1 22,5:l 
24 19 .4: l 24.6:l 12.4:l 18. 8: 1 
25 10.4:1 15 .2: l 17.6:l 14 .4: l 
26 14.5:l 23,5:l 33.6:l 23. 9: l 
27 109. 0: 1 87,3:l 25,4:l 7.3. 9: l 
28 29,5:l 19 .4: l 20,2:l 23.0:1 
29 13.9:l 16 0 9: l 15,3:l 15 .4: 1 
Group 
Average .33.l:l 33,7:1 23.2: l 30.0:l 
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TABLE 45 
RELATIONSHIP OF COST OF GOODS SOLD TO AVERAGE INVENTORY, GROUP 
III, GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 195.3 1954 1955 Average 
30 29.1:1 26.4:1 27,3:1 27.6:l 
31 31.6:1 58.7:l 19 ,2: 1 36,5:1 
32 24.7:1 30.0:l 37 .2: l 30.6:l 
33 9.3:l 7.8:l 15 .1: l 10.7:l 
34 264.4:1 372,9:l 39.1:1 225,5:l 
35 10. 9: l 18.0: 1 19.2:l 16.0:1 
36 34,3:1 14 .8: 1 26.2:1 25.l:l 
37 24.0:l 16,5:1 18.3:1 19. 6: 1 
38 11.8:1 8.1:l 7.6:l 9.2:1 
39 17. 7: 1 23.0:1 8.8:1 16.5:1 
Group 
Average 45.8:1 57.6:l 21.8: 1 41. 7: 1 
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figures at the end of t~e year, and in some cases the audits failed to 
list a beginning and ending inventory. The second reason for this trend 
was that turnover was influenced by the number of departments. The 
higher the number of departments, the lower the average turnover. The 
elevator in Group III that influenced the average most, by having an 
average ratio of 225,5 to 1, had only one department and that was wheat. 
The policy of maintaining an equality between sales and purchases in the 
wheat department results in a small inventory and a large turnover. 
The risk of loss from price fluctuations, spoilage, and obsolescence 
increases with the length of time inventories are carried in stock, The 
costs of carrying inventories, such as warehouse space, finance charges, 
insurance, and taxes, increase per unit as the rate of turnover decreases. 
A relatively large ratio value reflects a rapid turnover and indicates 
efficient merchandising providing the gross margin and credit situation~ 
are in good order. Improvement of an unfavorable situation in either 
inventory turnover or gross margins should be made by adjusting the mer-
chandising practices on various individual items rather than by making 
comparable "across the board" adjustments on all conunodities handled. 
PART Ill 
BAIANCE SHEET-OPERATING STATEMENT RATIOS 
Balance sheet-opeiating statement ratios are often called dynamic 
ratios, These ratios are derived from comparison of amounts, one of 
which is derived from the balance sheet and one of which is derived from 
the operating statement. Through the use of these ratios it is possible 
to measure the relationship between items affecting the financial 
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position of the elevator and items affecting the policies and practices 
of management. Three balance sheet-operating statement ratios were com-
puted: 
1, . Net earn1mrgs1'."~o net worth. 
2. Sales to fixed assets. 
3. Sales to total assets (capital turnover). 
Net Earnings to Net Worth 
This ratio measures the relationship of net savings to membe:rs 0 
equity. It is important because it indicates how successfully the total 
investment of the members is being employed, Since it indicates the 
earning power of the elevator in relation to invested capital, all in-
vestors and potential investors are interested in this ratio. In the 
long run, the returns realized on such an investment should exceed the 
returns on sound securities. 
A number of variable factors affect this ratio. Some of these 
are: (l) type of business, (2) gross earnings, (3) operating policies, 
and (4) economic conditions in general. The computation of this ratio 
is as follows: 
Net Earnings 
Net Worth · = Ratio of Net Earnings to Net Worth. 
Group I. Elevator 112 11 (Table 46) returned its members 29 .4 cemi.ts 
for every dollar they had invested in it. This elevator had the second 
highest net earnings of the group. Elevator 11 10" had the lowest ratio 
because it had the third smallest net earnings and one of the largest 
net worth figures, 
group II. Elevator "17" had the second smallest net worth (Table 
47). The relationship of this small net worth to its net earnings 
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TABLE 46 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO NET WORTH, GROUP I., GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 19. 0: 100 16. 9: 100 6.6:100 14.2: 100 
2 32 .2: 100 37 ,5: 100 18. 5: 100 29 .4: 100 
3 21. 6: 100 12 .3: 100 22.4:100 18 ,8: 100 
4 18 .6: 100 7.0:100 8.1:100 11.2 :100 
5 38 ,2: 100 39.4:100 2,8: 100 26.8: 100 
6 15 .6: 100 2 .2: 100 29.8:100 15.9:100 
7 22,8:100 4.3:100 14. 7: 100 13, 9: 100 
8 26.0: 100 22.8: 100 2,9:100 17 .2: 100 
9 14.6:100 19 .2: 100 2.3:100 12. 0: 100 
10 14.4: 100 12. 3: 100 6.8:100 6.6: 100 
Group 
Average 22,3:100 17 .4: 100 10.1: 100 16.6: 100 
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TA.:BLE 47 
REI.ATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO NET WORTH, GROUP II., GRAIN 
ELEVATORS., OICLAHOMA, 1953., 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1923 1954 1922 ·Average 
11 20.0:100 20.7:100 14.8: 100 18.5: 100 
12 4.9:100 . 6.9: 100 13.2:100 8.3:100 
13 24.0:100 24.3:100 13.8:100 20,7:100 
14 33.7:100 17.3:100 21.8: 100 24.3:100 
15 23.0:100 17.3:100 6. 7: 100 15. 7: 100 
16 2.9:100 6.3:100 16.0:100 8.4: 100 
17 42.6:100 35. 7: 100 12.9:100 30.4: 100 
18 10.3:100 16.3:100 1.4: 100 9.3:100 
19 13.8:100 11.2: 100 10.2: 100 11. 7: 100 
20 21. l: 100 18 Jt:100 20.3:100 19. 9: 100 
21 23.8: 100 26.1:100 3.6:100 17.8:100 
22 19. 7: 100 19 .9: 100 12.5: 100 17.4:100 
23 5.0: 100 16.8:100 0,5:100 7 .1: 100 
24 1.7 .o :100 13,7:100 5 .8: 100 12.2: 100 
25 18.7:100 15.5:100 1.3A: 100 15. 9: 100 
26 11. 3: 100 4.8:100 1.8:100 6.0:100 
27 22.1:100 23. 7: 100 9.7:100 18 .5: 100 
28 17.,3:100 18 .1: 100 . 18.6: 100 18.0:100 .. 
29 19. 7: 100 11 • .3: 100 12.0:100 14 .,3: 100 
Group 
Average 18.5: 100 17.1:100 10.9: 100 15 .5: 100 
... 
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resulted in the large ratio figure, Elevator 1126 11 had the second smal-
lest net earnings. This, coupled with its large net worth, gave it the 
smallest ratio of net earnings to net worth. 
Group III. Elevator "30", which had the smallest net worth dollar-
wise, had the most favorable ratio of the elevators in this group. Bea 
cause of its large net worth in relation to its net earnings, elevator 
"33" had the smallest ratio. This elevator had the fifth highest net 
worth and the fifth lowest net earnings. 
The ratio of net earnings to net worth averaged 17,45 to 100 for 
all elevators during the years, 1953-55, This means that members re-
ceived a return of 17.45 cents for every dollar they had invested in 
the elevator. The average ratio was 20.60 to 100 1.n 1953, 19.58 to 100 
in 1954, and 12.18 to 100 in 1955, Twenty elevators, 51.28 percent, 
were above the average ratio for all elevators. Three of these ele· 
vators were from Group I, 8 from Group II, and 9 from Group III. 
This is the only ratio, of all ratios computed, that showed the 
effects of wheat production over the 3-year period. In 1953, the best 
wheat production year, this ratio was highest for all groups, and in 
1955, the poorest wheat production year, this ratio was lowest for all 
groups, Net earnings decreased with production, therefore this ratio 
decreased. 
Gross Sales to Fixed Assets 
This ratio shows the relationship between volume of business an.d 
fixed assets after depreciation. It is .an indication of the rapidity 
with which investment in fixed assets is being turned. This ratio can 
show undesirable situations by being either too high or too low. When 
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TABLE 48 
RELATIONSHIP OF NET EARNINGS TO NET WORTH, GROUP III, GRAIN 
'ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, ,AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 26.6:100 43,5:100 35 .1: 100 35 .1: 100 
31 36.4: 100 32.4: 100 11.4: 100 26,7:100 
32 18. 7: 100 14.2: 100 22.8:100 18.6: 100 
33 16.2: 100 15,5:100 18 .4: 100 16.7:100 
34 2.3.4:100 35 .4: 100 .3.l:100 20.6:100 
.35 26.0:100 22,6:100 18 .1: 100 22,2:100 
36 26.4:100 22,2:100 12. 5: 100 20,4: 100 
37 20.4:100 26.3: 100 9.7:100 18 .8: 100 
38 14.8: 100 26.1:100 15,5:100 18 ,8: 100 
39 20,7:100 27 • .3: 100 19. l: 100 22 • .3:100 
Group 
Average 2.3,0:100 26.6: 100 16.6:100 22. l: 100 
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the ratio is relatively low, it may mean that too great an investment 
in fixed assets has been made relative to the volume of business for 
which they are used. A high ratio is not necessarily indicative of 
business efficiency. It may be due to a policy of permitting the fixed 
assets to depreciate without any attempt to rebuild, repair, or keep 
them in satisfactory condition. Eventually such a policy would result 
in inadeq'u'ate facilities for efficient operation of the business. 
The ratio of sales to fixed assets is especially useful for new 
elevators and those considering expansion. This is true because the 
acquiring of more :facilities than are necessary for the operatio1m of 
an elevator may be just as unfortunate and costly as the payment of 
.an excessive price for facilities, tf elevators lease a large part of 
their fixed assets this ratio will be high; however, the ope:rat:Lng 
expense ratio, reflecti'lrng rental payments; will likely be higher. This 
ratio is calculated as follows: 
Gr<:>1313 sales·= Ratio of Sales to Fixed Assets. 
Fixed Assets 
Groµp t, . Elevator H4•; had the highest ratio because of its small 
fixed assets in relation to sales (Table 49). This elevator had the 
least amount of :fixed assets of any elevators in the group, Its fixed 
assets were low because there were not any investments in elevator 
buildings and equipment. Eleva tor 11 3" had the largest investment ilia 
fixed assets and the smallest gross sales - fixed asset ratio. Its 
fixed assets were largest because it had the largest investment in ele-
vator buildings and equipment. 
G:i:'Q~P II. Elevator 11 12 11 , which had the smallest total :i.1.twestment 
in fixed assets and third-smallest investment in elevator buildings and 
TABLE 49 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO FIXED ASSETS, GROUP I, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
. Elevator Three Year 
· Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 2.4:1 2.8:1 2.3:1 2.4:1 
2 2,6:1 4.8: 1 3.2: 1 3,5:1 
3 1, 4: 1 1. 0: 1 1,3:1 1.2: 1 
4 13.7:1 9 .2: 1 11.7:l 11.5:l 
5 11.9:1 9.1:1 5.4:1 8.8:1 
6 3. 9: 1 1. 8: 1 2. 9: 1 2.9:1 
7 3.1:1 1. 4: 1 2 •. 1: 1 2,2: 1 
8 4.3:1 3, 9: 1 . 9: l 3.0:1 
9 1.4: 1 1.5:1 1,6: 1 1.5:1 
10 8~6:1 4.0:1 1. 5: 1 4,7:1 
Group 
Average 5.3:l 4.0:1 3.3:1 4 .2: l 
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equipment, had the highest ratio of this group (Table 50). Because it 
had the largest investment in fixed assets, elevator "13" had the smal-
lest ratio. Its fixed assets were large because of the investment in 
elevator buildings and equipment. 
Group III. With the smallest investment in fixed assets and the 
second highest sales, elevator "30" had the highest ratio (Table 51). 
This elevator had the smallest investment in elevator buildings and 
equipment. Elevators 113611 and "39," both of which had a ratio of 2,5 
to l, had the lowest ratios of any elevator. As a result of ha.ving the 
highest investment in elevator buildings and equipment, these two ele· 
vatorS,1·ha,d the)highest investments in fixed assets. 
The average ratio of gross sales to fixed assets for all elevators 
during the 3-year period was 4,47 to 1. This means that there were 
$4.47 in sales for every dollar of net fixed assets, The average ratios 
were 4.98 to 1 in 1953, 4,17 to 1 in 1954, and 4,30 to 1 in 1955, There 
were 10 elevators, or 25.64 percent of all elevators studied, which had 
higher than average ratios. Three of these elevators were in Group I, 
2 were in Group II, and 5 were in Group III. 
All the elevators except two had favorable gross sales to fixed 
assets ratios, One of these two exceptions was from Group I and had a 
ratio of 11,5 to l; the other was from Group III and had a ratio of 40,4 
to l. Both of these elevators had very small amounts of fixed assets; 
this accounted for the high ratios, The management of these elevators 
should investigate the possibility of enlarging the investment in 
facilities in any one or all departments, If this is not feasible, 




REIATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO FIXED ASSETS, GROUP II, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKI.AROMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 192~ 1924 1922 Averaae 
11 2.4:1 1.0:1 2.0:l 1.8: l 
12 5.6:l 5.1:1 6.9:l 5.9: 1 
1.3 1.2: 1 1.1:l .8: 1 1.0:1 
14 2.1: l 2.4:1 .3.2:1 2.6:1 
15 1.2: 1 1 • .3:l 2.4:1 1.6: 1 
16 4.9:1 4.5:1 5.7:l 5,0:l 
17 2.8:1 2.4:1 2.1: l 2.4:l 
18 2.2:1 2.2:1 1 • .3: l 1.9: 1 
19 5 .8: 1 1.8: 1 1.2: 1 .3.0: 1 
20 1.5: l 1.0: 1 1. 7:1 1.4: 1 
21 3.2: 1 4.6:1 2.1: 1 .3 • .3:1 
22 4.7:1 2 .• 2: 1 1.9: 1 2. 9: l 
2.3 1.4: l .3,2:1 l • .3: l 2.0:l 
24 2.3:1 2.8:l 2.1:1 2.4:1 
25 .3.5:l 2.1:l 3.5:l .3.0:l 
26 2.2:1 .3.6:1 6.0:1 3. 9: 1 
27 2 • .3: 1 2.9:l 2.2:1 2.5:l 
28 2.5:l 1.4: l 2.6:l 2.2: 1 
29 ·2.5:l 1.5:l 1. 7: l l. 9: 1 
Group 
Average 2.9:l 2.3:1 2,7:l 2.6:l 
TABLE 51 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO FIXED ASSETS, GROUP III, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLA.HOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
30 43.1:1 31.8:1 46.3:1 40,4:1 
31 4.1:1 7 .2: 1 2.8:1 4,7:l 
32 12.3:1 4 .2: 1 6.2: 1 7.6:l 
33 3.1:1 2.8:1 6.2: 1 4.0:1 
34 3.3:1 8.6:1 1.4: 1 4.4:1 
35 4.0:1 6.4: 1 4.9:1 5,1:1 
36 2.7:1 2.9:1 2.0:l 2.5:l 
37 8.5:l 6.7:1 9.4:1 8 ,2: 1 
38 3.3:1 2 .2: 1 2.5:1 2.7:l 
39 2.3:1 3,2 :1 2.1:1 2.5:l 
Group 
Average 8.7:1 7.6:l 8.4:1 8 .2: 1 
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Gross Sales to Total Assets 
This ratio measures the rate of turnover of total capital employed 
and is known as capital turnover. It expresses the relationship of the 
volume of business to the total assets used in the business. This measure 
is important because it indicates the efficiency with which the capital 
invested in the business is being used. It also indicates the amount 
of capital that can be justified for a specified volume of business. 
This ratio is computed as follows: 
Gross Sales 
Total Assets = Ratio of Gross Sales to Total Assets. 
Groupt, Elevator "4," which had the smallest investment iu total 
assets, had the highest capital turnover of any elevator in the group 
(Table 52), This elevator also had the least investments in current 
and fixed assets, The lowest rate of capital turnover was found with 
elevator "3," which had the greatest investment in total assets, The 
total assets were large primarily because of extra heavy investments 
in fixed assets, most of which were elevator buildings and equipment. 
Group II. The largest capital turnover of any elevator in this 
group was that of elevator "1611 (Table 5.3). This elevator had the 
second smallest total investment in assets and ramked second highest 
in total sales, Elevator "13," with the largest investment in total 
assets, had the smallest capital turnover. 
Group III. By combining the second highest sales with the least 
investment in total assets, elevator "3011 had the greatest rate of 
capital turnover of any elevator in this group (Table 54). It also 
had the least investment in fixed assets. Elevator "39," which had 
the greatest investment in fixed assets and the greatest investment in 
total assets, had the lowest rate of capital turnover. 
TABLE 52 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO TOTAL ASSETS, GROUP I, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLA.HOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
1 1.4:1 1.6: 1 1.3:1 1,4: 1 
2 1.7:1 2.5:1 1.5:1 1. 9: 1 
3 . 9: 1 .6: 1 ,7:1 ,7:1 
4 5,7:1 3.7:1 4.4:1 4.6:1 
5 4.6:1 3,7:1 2.4:1 3.6:l 
6 2.5:l 1.1:1 1.9: 1 1.8:l 
7 1.4: 1 .8:1 1.1:1 1.1:1 
8 1.6:1 1.2: 1 .6:1 1.1:1 
9 ,7:1 ,8: 1 .9:1 .8: 1 
10 2.4:1 .9:1 ,9:1 1,4: 1 
Group 
Average 2.3:1 1. 7: 1 1.6: 1 1.9: 1 
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TA,BLE 53 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO TO'J!AL ASSETS, GROUP II, GRAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No, 1953 1954 1955 Average 
11 1.3: 1 .7:1 1 . .3: l 1.1:l 
12 2.5:1 2.4:l 2.7:1 2.5:l 
13 .8: l .6:1 .5:1 .6:1 
14 1.3:l l.l:1 1 • .3:1 1,2: l 
15 .8: l .a: 1 1.4:l 1.0: l 
16 .3.0:1 2.7:1 2.9:l 2.9: l 
17 l, 9: l 1.6: l 1.5: l 1. 7: l 
18 1.0:l 1.1:l . 7: l .9:1 
19 1,9: l .9:l .8:l 1.2: l 
20. l.O:l .6:l 1.0:l .9:1 
21 1.4: l 1.8: l 1.0:l 1.4: l 
22 2.l:l l. 3: l l.O:l l.5:l 
2.3 .6:1 l. 3: l ,7:l • 9: l 
24 1.3:l 1.6: l 1.1:l 1.3:l 
25 1.5: l 1 • .3: 1 1.9: l 1.6:l 
26 1.1:l 1.9: l 3,5:l 2.2:1 
27 1.4: l 1,6: 1 1.2: 1 1.4: l 
28 1.5:l .9: l 1.5: l 1.3:l 
29 1.3:1 1.0:l 1.1:1 l.l:l 
Group 
Average 1.5: 1 l • .3: 1 1.4:l 1.4: 1 
TABLE 54 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS SALES TO TOTAL ASSETS, GROUP III, GBAIN 
ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Elevator Three Year 
Code No. 1953 1954 1955 Average 
.30 12.0:l 10 ,2: 1 9.5:l 10.6:1 
31 1.8:1 .;a. 9 : 1 1.0:1 1.9: 1 
32 3.6:l 2.6:1 .3,5:l .3.2:1 
3.3 1.4: l 1.3:l 2.5:l 1.7:1 
34 2,1:1 4.0:l .7:1 2.3:1 
35 1.6:1 2.0:l 1.8: l 1,8:l 
36 1.6:1 1.4: 1 1.1:1 1,4: l 
37 4.4:l 3.4:l .3.7:1 .3.8:l 
38 1.8: 1 1.1:l 1,2: l 1.4: 1 
.39 1.0:l 1 . .3:1 • 9: 1 1.1:1 
Group 
Average 3.1:l 3.0:1 2.6:1 2.9:1 
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The average ratio of gross sales to total assets for the 3-year 
period, 1953-55, was 1.91 to 1, or $1.91 in sales to every dollar i n 
total capital. The yearly average ratios were 2.10 to 1 in 1953, 1,85 to 
1 in 1954, and l.76 to l in 1955, There were 9 elevators, or 23 , l per-
cent, with average ratios above the average ratio for all elevat ors . 
Two of these elevators were in Group I, 3 i n Group II, and 4 in Group 
III . 
The two elevators with the highest average ratios, 10 .6 to 1 and 
4.6 to 1, had smal l amounts of fixed assets . This caused their total 
assets to be comparatively small and resulted in a high rat io. 
Uneconomical use of capital may be as inefficient as uneconomica l 
use of labor, and it is much harder to correct, An unfavorable rate of 
capital turnover may be the result of several factors. Some of these 
factors are : (1) too small a volume of sales, (2) too much capital 
tied up in receivables, (3) too much capital invested i n slow-moving 
inventories, and (4) over-investment in plant facilities. Elevators 
with large capital turnover ratios will be in a much better condition 
to show favorable earnings than those with small capital turnover ratios, 
Since competition tends to set limitations upon the amount of operating 
earnings an elevator may realize upon each dollar of sales, advantages 
to be gained through greater efficiency in the use of capital materially 
enhance the business to show favorable earnings. 
Comparison of Average Standings of Six Elevators 
To aid in the analysis and to show how the various ratio are re-
lated to each other, two elevators were chosen from each group and their 
standing in each ratio were shown. 
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Table 55 indicates that an elevator's standing in one ratio has no 
influence upon its standing in another ratio, unless the same items, or 
some of the same items, are used in the computation of both ratios. Be-
cause of this, each ratio must be considered separately in evaluating 
an elevator's relative financial and operating condition, 
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TABLE 55 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE STANDINGS OF RATIOS, 6 SELECTED 
GRAIN ELEVATORS, OKLAHOMA, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Group I Group II Group III 
Ratio 10 Ele- 19 Ele- 10 Ele• vators vators vators 
Elevator No. 11411 "9" II lb11 II 1811 13211 "32" 
Current Ratio Last 1st Last 1st Last 1st 
Acid Test Ratio Last 1st Last 1st Last 1st 
Net Worth to Total Assets Last 7th Last(tie) 13th 8th 2nd 
Net Worth to Fixed Assets 7th(tie)7th(tie) 18th 10th Last 5th 
Net Worth to Total 
Liabilities Last 6th(tie) Last 13th 8th 4th 
Accounts Receivable to 
current Assets 4th Last 1st 9th 6th 8th 
Gross Earnings on Sales 8th 2nd 17th 6th 8th 2nd 
Operating Expenses to 
Gross Sales 5th(tie)2nd llth(tie) 6th 5th Last 
Net Earnings to Gross Sales Last 3rd Last 16th 9th 6th 
Inventory Turnover 9th 7th 18th 14th 3rd 9th 
Net Earnings to Net Worth 9th 8th 16th 15th 9th Last 
Sales to Fixed Assets 1st 9th 2nd 15th(tie) 3rd 7th 
Capital Turnover 1st 9th 1st 16th(tie) ,3rd 7th 
CHAPTER V 
REIATIONSHIP OF SELEC~ED ITEMS TO VARIOUS FACTORS 
OF THE ACCOUNTING STATEMENTS . 
··'This_ chapter treats the relationship of different items to various 
factors of the accounting statements. A knowledge of the interrelation~ 
ship of items which appear on the accounting statements affords an 
opportunity for management to make.more intelligent decisions. The 
itemsselected for compari~on were (l) number of departments, (2) labor 
expense, (3) salaries, (4) inventory turnover, (5) capital turnover, 
(6) total gross margins on sales, (7) total gross margins on wheat sales, 
and (8) gross margin per bushel of wheat. 
Number of Departments 
In many instances grain marketing alone does not permit the most 
efficient use of elevator facilities and labor. By handling sidelines, 
facilities and labor may be used more efficiently throughout the year. 
Sidelines may be added to offset a small volume of business. In addi-
tion to increasing the volume of business, sidelines also aid in diversi-
fying and stabilizing the business. In some instances it may be fruitful 
for an elevator to handle a sideline for accomodation purposes only. 
Important sidelines handled by the elevators in this study were feed, 
seed, coal, petroleum, farm supplies, and general merchandise. Several 
of the elevators also ground and mixed feeds. 
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Elevator managers are interested in knowing how far they should 
diversify their businesses by adding departments or sidelines. The 
relationship of the number of departments to selected factors is shown 
in Table 56. As the number of departments increased from 1 through 6, 
total assets increased. Total assets decreased slightly for elevators· 
with 7 departments. Liabilities followed no definite trend. They were 
highest for elevators with 4 departments and lowest for elevators with 
7 departments. Net worth an4 volume of sales increased with the number 
of departments. Gross earnings fluctuated slightly; the largest gross 
earnings were for elevators with 7 departments and the lowest for ele-
vators with only one or two departments. The remaining factors faile,d 
to show definite tren~s in relation to the number of departments. 
From the data obtained in this study, it was difficult to determine 
just what sidelines and how many sidelines an elevator should handle. 
A few important measures of operating efficiency suggested that an 
elevator with three departments was the most efficient. For example, 
elevators with three departments had: (1) the least expense per dollar 
of sales, averaging 8 cents; (2) the lowest total gross margins. perceltllt-
agewise, on sales, 3.35 percent; (3) the highest average total net earnw 
ings per dollar of average total labor expense, averaging $3.83; (4) 
the highest total net earning .per dollar of total expense, with $1. 73; 
(5) the second highest rate earned on investment, averaging 17.14 per-
cent; and (6) the second highest average total sales per dollar of 
average total labor expense, averaging $29.59. 
TABLE 56 
REIATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS OF 39 OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Number of Deeartments 
Factor l ;.;.2 3 4 2 b 7 
Number of Elevators 5 6 7 10 7 4 
Average Total Assets $177,316.84 $261,638.81 $221,249.17 $226, 092. 10 $302,397.72 $301,157.96 
Average Total Liabilities 55,750.46 46,044.51 47,514.31 47,175.94 57,094.58 33,605,16 
Average Total Net Worth 121,566.38 215,593.45 163,734.86 179,108.76 245,445.99 267,552.79 
Average Total Sales 301,766.59 342,249.10 344,618,75 343,060.14 414,003.53 489,342.47 
Average Total Gross 
Earnings on Commodities 8,453,42 10,414.33 21,799.64 24,023.17 25,533.86 51,243.66 
Average Total Gross 
Earnings 35,960.34 64,932.64 59,722.31 59,008.68 77,265.29 82, Tf2. 71 
Average Total Expenses 22,386.71 27,180.22 33,343.00 29,500.00 40,506.91 44,453.26 
Average Total Operating 
·Earni11gs 13,573.63 37,752.42 26,379,31 29,508.68 3,675.84 38,319.46 
Average Total Labor 
Expense 9,530.90 12,600.46 17,476.94 15,306.20 21,58-1. 06 20,566.-66 
Average Total Labor 
Expense to Total Expense 42.91 45.90 52.59 51,84 54. ll 47,78 
Average Total Sales per 
Dollar of Labor Expense 29.62 29,59 19. 91 23.04 20.83 24.28 
Average Total Overhead 




TABLE 56 (CONTINUED) 
REIATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS OF 39 OKIAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 -
Number of De~artments 
Factor l - 2 3 4 5 b 1 
Average Total Overhead 
Expense to Total Expense 32,15 29 .93 27.18 26.72 25.26 25.55 
Average Total Depreciation 
Expense 4,Ai~22 4,441.58 4,114.79 .{(;214.18 6,203.93 8,324.76 
Average Total Depreciation 
Expense to Total Expense 19 .19 16.46 12.26 14.44 14.48 18 .27 
Average Total License and 
Tax Expense 1,305.09 2,189.74 2,703.30 2,261.38 2,581.65 3,696.26 
Average Total License and Tax 
Expense to Total Expense 5,75 7.71 7,97 7.01 6.16 8.40 
Average Total Net Earnings 20,164.30 48,829.83 22,490.21 31,499.10 40,872.51 55,,910.46 
Average Total Net Earnings per 
Dollar of Labor- Expense 2.16 3.83 1.53 1.90 2.02 2.80 
Average Total Net Earnings per 
Dollar of Total Expense .96 1.73 ,73 .95 1.03 1.34 
Average Total Expense per 
Dollars of Sales 9r/. Br/. lU 9t 12r/. 9r/. 
Average Gross Margins per Bushel 
of Wheat 3,52i 4. 7lr/. 8,55r/. 5.20¢ 2.9lr/. 15,75r/. 
Average Gross Margins on Total 
Sales (percent) 3.39 3,35 7.85 8.71 7.42 11.41 
Average Gross Margins on Wheat ..... 
Sales (percent) .99 2.36 4,79 7.32 1.90 10.12 \,J 
°" 
Average Rate Ea-med on Investment 
13.56 14.03 18.10 (percent) 11.50 17 .14 9.43 
1.37 
Labor Expense 
Expenses incurred by elevators varied consid,rably dep,nding upon,. 
size of business, proportion of grain to sidelines, types of commodities 
and ty~es of services performed. Labor, constituting about one-half the 
' ' 
total of all expense, was the largest single item of expense. Average 
total labor expense ranged from $5,033.43 t.o $30j012.51 and averaged 
·• $16,403, 81 for the 3-year period. (Tab le 57) • 
I 
The wide variations were 
' 
due principally to differences in volume of business. variations in 
labor expense were also associated with the number of departments, the 
average total gross margins on sales, and the average total net earn-
ings. 
Sales increase4 until lab~r expense reached $25,000, thereafter 
they qecreased. Except for the range of $10 1 001 to $15,000, the average 
i' 
gross margin on sales increased with avetage total labor expense. Aver-
age total net earnings increased untii average total labor expense re~ch-
ed $25,000. Beyond this level of labor'expense net earnings decreased. 
' i·· 
Manager's Salary Expense 
Manager's salary was ~he largest single labor expense, accounting 
for 13.45 percent of tota~ operating expenses. Salaries ranged f.rom 
$2,716.67 to $6,876.~2 with an average of $4,395.20 (Table 58), 
Increases in managers' salaries were associated with increases in sales 
and the number of departments. Gross margins on sales and net earnings 
increased until salaries reached $5,500, then they decreased. The data 
indicated a direct., relationship between gross sales and number of 
TABLE 57 
REIATIONSHIP OF LABOR EXPENSE OF .39 OKIAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 195.3, 1954, AND 1955 
Labor ExEense No. of Average No. of Average Average Average Average 
Range Average Elevators Total Sales Departments Gross Total Net Gross Margins 
Margins Earnings Margins per bu&hel 
on Total on-Total of Wheat 
Sales Wheat 
Sales 
(Dollars) (pefcent) (Dol;ars) (percent) (cents) 
$ 5,0.3.3.43 - $10,000 $7,898.58 7 227,698.77 3 3,.4.3 22,750.26 1.49 4.31 
10,001.00 - 15,000 12,110.16 1.3 .317,.382.01 4 8.48 26,68.3. 71 7,77 6.51 
15,001.00 - 20,000 17,504.20 7 463,448.24 5 4.03 41,8.36.47 2.41 4.20 
20,001.00 - 25,000 2.3,529.01 6 476,469.09 6 9 ,.35 5.3,059,72 5,55 1.3.02 






2,716.67 - 3,500 
3,501.00 - 4,500 
4,501.00 - 5,500 
5,501.00 - 6,876.82 
TABLE 58 
REIATIONSHIP OF SAIARY OF MANAGERS OF 39 OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
No. of Average Average Average Average Average Average 
Average Managers Total Total No. of Gross margins Gross 
Sales Net Depart- Margins per bushel Margins 
Earnings men ts on Total of Wheat on Total 
Sales Wheat Sales 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (percent) (cents) (percent) 
3,235.27 7 221,405.43 15,125.46 3 5,97 7.21 3,07 
4,119.80 15 394,434.76 30,070.62 4 5.71 6.32 3.11 
4,885.94 15 363,759,70 46,912.66 5 9.07 6.09 6.75 





departments and managers' salaries, One reason for this apparent trend 
could be because that managers' responsibilities and duties increase 
as sales and departments increase. 
Inventory Turnover 
If it is assumed that the gross margin on similar commodities is 
reasonably well established by competition, a higher rate of inventory 
turnover would be accompanied by a greater gross return on the money 
invested in inventory. Due to variations in types and proportions of 
commodities handled, inventory data are only rough guides to business 
profitability. 
Inventory turnover. ranged from 9,2 to 225,5 and averaged 34.53 per 
year for the 3-year period (Tab'le 59). The gross margin on sales was 
the only factor that showed a definite trend. As inventory turnover 
increased, average total gross margin on sales decreased, The number 
of departments tended to decrease as inventory turnover increased, ex-
cept through the inventory turnover range of 24.1 to 29.0. The data 
indicated that inventory turnover had little or no effect upon managers' 
salaries. 
Capital Turnover 
Capital turnover is a measure of the efficiency with which the 
total investment in assets is being employed. A relatively high capital 
turnover affords a greater opportunity to realize favorable earnings on 
sales than does a lower turnover. Average total capital turnover ranged 
from .6 to 10.6 and aver~ged 3.2 (Table 60), The data did not reveal 
any definite trends in the relationship of the various factors to capital 
Inventor;2: Turnover 
Range Average 
9 .2 - 14.0 11.0 
14.1 - 19. 0 16.6 
19 .1 - 24.0 21 . .3 
24.1 - 29 .o 26.7 
29 .1 - 39 .o 32.5 
39.1 -225.5 99 .1 
TABLE 59 
I 
REIATIONSHIP OF INVENTORY TURNOVER OF 39 OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTOR~, 1953, 19~4, AND 195~ 
Average Average Average Average Average Average Average 
No. of Total Total Net Manager's Number Gross Margin Gross Sales Earnings Salary of Depart- Margins per Margin on Elevators men ts on Total Bushel Total 
Sales of Wheat Wheat Sales 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Percent) (Cents) (Percent) 
4 369,509.50 39,144.38 4,587,47 5 10.73 10.42 5.36 
ll 367,222.25 36.,254.17 4,296.22 5 8.01 9.52 4.35 
9 277,641.16 18,217.93 4,175.75 5 7.51 2.83 6.31 
4 474,.344.83 36,548.47 4,741.11 6 7,87 6.23 6.00 
6 379,665.57 36,879.11 4,732.05 3 4.65 3,69 3.01 





REIATIONSHIP OF CAPITAL TURNOVER OF 39 OKIAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Average Average ,. Average Average Average Average Average 
Total Total Manager's Number · Gross Margin . Gross . 
Ca~ital Turnover No. of Sales Net Salary of Margin on per Marg iii 
Range Average Elevators Earnings Depart- Total Bushel of on Total 
men ts Sales Wheat Wheat Sales 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Percent) .(Cents) (Percent) 
.6 - 1,0 .8 7 288,316.23 46,184.55 4,478.91 5 8.95 2.71 8.15 
1.1 - 2.0 1.4 23 347,797, 12 37,949.89 4,489.62 4 6,35 7,38 4.22 
2.1 - 3,0 2.5 4 448,645.10 17,664.95 3,96~.44 4 7.74 3.63 .88 
3.1 - 4.0 3.5 3 491,260.92 20,446,58 5,295.05 5 5,93 7.63 3.67 
4,1 -10.6 7,6 2 473,872.06 11,916.72 3,765.06 5 9.32 14. 73 5.66 
I-' 
to 
tu1Cs11ove:r, Except fo:r. the rairuge 3, 1 to 4, 0 » avell'.'age t(Q)tal zt1eit ea:r.~ti',:ngiS 
dec:reaSJed as capital t.u!."a,0ve.:r i@c:rea55ed, Ma1t1iage:rs O :sa la:rde:s, ,mumbe,r o>f 
de.pa:rtme-sn.t:s, arrv:l average t(Q)tal gross ma:rgit:m er@ lBaleSJ seemed to have m:11)) 
<OlI' little effect upi0l1ffi capital tun,miover, 
The am(Q)UJTitt of g:r.<Ql:BS m®lr.g:iL:t b imp(il11t$1:tci'.: because it mu81t CIQlve.:r. e:r,;Q 
pe:ir.&iles and rn,et ear.·:,t:n,;ii:.gs, Ave,rag;e total g1f.lD!S&S mairgi::n81 0:11, sales ira;mg;ed 
fr1Jm L27 pen~em,t t(Q) 36,30 pe:rrcemit (Table 6JL), :l1)(0!'Jte of the :lf:c~ictors aJPl= 
peaired tr:J be as sod.ate& with peircem,t gl!:oss e,air:,d:::rtgs, 2lt h dlU:f:n,c.ult 
t© dete:ruiitM~ just what ma.rgi:m should be takefil\» b1))1t measul!:e/Sl iLTI>.dic:ated 
that e leva t(Q)lfS which tG1oik margii]ii;i betwee1it 7 Q~?8 pe:!'.."cemit &1::rtcl 9 ,~7 pe:!bce@t 
we.ll;'e the mol:lt effic:tem:·c, Elevators irm t!m:1.s marfg;itrm gi:r:IQJr.J1,)Plll.rn1g eat'·1:1.ed. the 
!mi.ghes t irate IQl!:ffi imwe:Bi tmem::t 3 l 7 0 06 pe:rcern::t 3 e..v;~d hacd the g:1Ceate.s t ave If.age 
t.i:»tal 1:net e.2Jr1mi,:t!.g5l pe:r dollal" of average t101tal labQl11 e:iq:))e.rmse arn(l]l avenr:age 
tir.rJ::al expem;se» with $3,4..3 a'il'.id $L66 :re:specUvely, Aforni,g wU:h ele.vatOJ1t&3 
i,,\'. the g11oss nM3ll'gi::m X$J,m:ie of 1 o ~7 tiQI .3. 27 p~,:irce'i:1:t, these eleva t10,1·1s had 
the le/g\:st amiQIU'imt of e.xJpil:\·:mse per dollar of r5ales, 
IG\ t' IQ) :s :s ma:r.gi'JilS (Q)'l~ w!mi:Ml!.t :r.1S.1mged f:r.om a l(Q)$)8 l()Jf 30(6~~ C.lf.J::ti\tS tcOJ Ii!\ gai:Jt 
(Q)f 47,68 cem:ts peE <0.1Dllb.:r. (!Jf .sale.s (Ta'b le 6:t::)! 0 '.J.r:he s :f~2:e of the gt'(G)!&i!IE,l 
mar.gimi pet' bushel of whea.tt :lt.s impo:rtlBltmt because ll.m1 t.he. l(Q1@g=i:n.ll'.in it m,u,t 
cover all wheat expe!(i)Ses O '.!{his ma:rgit(i) sh1Q1\\Jlld be c.01mp1.Jltted foll: ea"!m 8ide-
li'.lte, No1:r.te ,of the fact101:rcs a.ppeared to be 2&>s1Dici,!ll.ted with t.he am{J,\\JZt:t 01:f 
ave.irage gross mall:giws iQl:Jl!. t©ta 1 wheat sa le.s ~ h<1:llwevie::ir the marg:rr.rm~ t.8lkerm 
TABLE 61 
REIATJU)NSHIP OF GROSS MARGIN OF .39 DlaAHOJfAA COOPERATJ!'.VE ELEVATORS TO VARIOUS FACTORS, 
1953» 1954, A}ID 1955 
Gross Margiu as Perce~t of Total Sales Factor 
1.27--3o~n 3.28-5J~7 5,28-7)27 7,28-~--°1f.7 9,28-1.3.27 13.28-3(5,30 
Average Gross Margin (peibcent) 2,27 4JW 6,.31 8.2.3 1L57 20.63 
Number of Elevators 
Average Total Sales 
Average Total Net Earnings 
Average Total Assets 
Average Total Liabilities 
Average Total Net Worth 
Average Total Purchases 
Average Total Expense~ 
Average Total Labor Expe~~e 
Average Manage:r 0 s Salary 
Average Tot.al Labor Expem1iSe 
to Total Expense 
Average Total Net E~r~iug~ peE 













Ave&age Total Net Eat'1Dli@g5 per Dolla~ 
of Labo~ ExpeMse 2,79 
AveEage Total Expe2~e pet Dolla& 
of Sales Bi 




26.9405 ,40 41.))949.00 
210J625,46 297"214,22 
4.3»357,92 66,206,38 
167J489,75 231,118 o 95 
225,,943,20 439,710.25 




.98 1. 11 
2, 17 2, 19 
10¢ 9¢ 
13,35 14,99 
4 4 4 
$449A55,66 $283,303.04 $396,581.49 
5aJ727.o.3 17.,257,27 36,862.88 
317,201.87 167 J .398. 10 246 ;i4 77 . .37 
32,~77,95 572387,65 31]820.52 
284,923092 1101010.45 214,656,85 
357.,514.58 254,696.88 202,014, 12 
32,831, 72 31.)) 732. 92 45,6.30,16 
16.9143,24 18»069 ,22 22,547,56 
4)1689,52 4»043,34 4,417, 19 
49,73 58,10 50.65 
1.66 ,55 ,81 
3,43 1.03 1.66 
Br/. 11¢ 13¢ 
17,06 9, 79 1.3.06 !--' ~ ~-
TABLE 62 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS MABGIN ON WHEAT SALES OF 38 OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
°l:fQl VARIOUS FACTOR.SJ 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Factor 
Average 
Number of Elevators 
Average Total Sales 
Average Total Net Ear~i~gs 
Average Total Assets 
Average Total Liabilities 
Average Total Net Worth 
Average Total Purchases 
Average Total Expe~ses 
Average Total Labor Expem:.se 
Average Ma1mager 8 ~ Sala~y 
Average Total Labor Expe~se to 
Tota 1 Expense , 
Average Total Net Ear~i~gs per 
Dollar of Total Expe~se 
~ro$S Margim:. as a Perce~t of Total Wheat Sales 
-3__. ~ - <f - .... . _.JO= l. 00 .. . . l_._0]._:2. 00 2. 01= J. 00 
l.46 .73 1.46 2.38 
5 3 6 6 
$280,,770,45 $:263, 547 .14 
22,471.15 27,581.81 





18,, 174.14 16/726.29 




59,699 • .37 
327,,879.31 
75:,726.37 
252 J' 152 D 94 
458,554.92 
















Average Total Net Earuiblgs per Doll2r 
of Labor Expe~se 1.55 1.68 
Average Total Expe@se per Dollar of Sales .13 .12 









TABLE 62 (CONTIN~) 
RELATIONSHIP OF GROSS MARGIN ON WHEAT SA.I.ES OF 38 ~KEAli~ ~OOPERATIVE ELEVATORS 
~O VARIOUS FACTORS, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Factor 
Average 
Number of Elevators 
Average Total Sales 
Average Total Net Ear~ings 
Average Total Assets 
Average Total Liabilities 
Average Total Net Worth 
Average Total Purchases 
Average Total Expe~ses 
Average Total Labor Expettse 
Average M.ana.gerus Sala~y 
Average Total Labor Expe~se to 
Total Expense 
Average Total Net Ear~i~gs per 
Dolla:ic of TQlti!!l Expem;se 
IG:rrnss Mar~llt as_~Peicent @f Total Wheat Sales 
3.01-4.00 4.01=5.00 5.01=9.00 9.01-47.68 
3.40 4.56 7.29 21.97 































4,11092, .35 4,556.77 
53.58 47,78 
1.27 1.03 
Average Total Net Ear!IT.i1;tg$ pe~ Dollar 
of Labor Expeti$e 2.48 1.94 











varied. widely amo:mg elevat(Q)lt'S. I.t is difficult tco, de.teirmi\l'l\e f:r001 the 
data obtained just what margi~ on total wheat sales should be take@. 
However a few measures of operating efficie@cy suggested that elevat(Q)lr$ 
which took margins betwee~ 1.01 a@d 2.00 perce~t of sales were the 
most efficient. Elevators that took these ma.rgi@s had (1) the highest 
average total net ear~irrogs per dollar of average t@tal expe@se, $1.49; 
(2) the highest average total ~et ear:mimig;s per dollar average total labor 
expe@se, $3.05; (3) the second highest total sales; (4) the third l(Q)west 
average total expe@se per dollar of average t(Q)tal sales, 9 ce\l'l\ts; a~d 
(5) the sec~~d highest ~ve~age rate ear~~d o~ i~vestme®t9 15,92 percettt. 
Gross margi~ per 11.lm11it of commodity l'ML~dled ehould be computed f@r 
each departmellilt, iGroH margimi per bushel of wheat rairoged flt'@m a l©se 
of 5. 35 cei:mts to a gai:m of 39. 69 ce@ts psir bushel (?able 63), As the 
~rgi~ per bushel imicreased» purchases imi~reased. The other factolt's 
seemed to have little or mio affect upomi the umirgi~ per bushel of wheat. 
Elevators that took margi~s per bushel of wheat frlOOll 3.01 to 5 ce~ts 
weire most efficielltt. Fe>r example» elevatolt'$il tTmat toiok these ma\lrgiEns 
had ( l) the high.est. rate e.ar:l'D.ed QJITil imive~tm!El·@tp 15 ,25; (2) the highest 
average total miet ear&ii:mgs per dollar of avelr~ge total expemise» $1.59; 
(3) the highest average total miet eairITili@gs per dollar of aveirage t@tal 
labor expemise, $3.37, aliil.d (4) aloITilg with two other gr@ups had the lOlWest 
average total expe~se per dollar of average t~t~l sales, 8 ce~ts. 
TABLE 63 
RElll,'TIONSHIP OF GROSS MAR«]IN FER BUSHEL OF WHEAT @F ~ IQII.{I,,AHOMA COOPERATIVE 
ELEVATORS TO VARIOUS FACTORS:, 1953, 1954, AND 1955 
Gross Mar~in 2er Bushel {Centsl 
Factor =,2 • .32=0 0.00-.3.00 3.01-2,00 2.0l-8.00 8, 01=14. 00 
Average =3.05 2.05 3.99 6.8.3 9,60 
Number of Elevat~rs 2 6 8 7 7 
Average Total Sales $281,940,70 $281;,906.24 $425,360.18 $.337,833,56 $4.33.?309.29 
Average Total Net Earni~gs .39,029,40 41,337.56 47,660,.35 31,178,04 37,946.83 
Average Total Assets ,328,,376.00 30~.836. 18 305,s~.4.3 2~6,349,01 272:, 150,06 
Average Total L:i.a.biliUes 55_.089,07 66;057, 10 66,319013 46;,242.82 52,880.94 
Average Total Net Wir:n:th 27:3»286.87 236,779.08 239 ,523,30 180,, 106, 19 219,554,83 
Average Total Pu~c!wses 86,857.10 118 ,,254 0 .33 242,943,05 288,125.46 .318,347 ,82 
' 
Average Total Expenses 44,898019 34,704.62 30,527.79 25,978.18 40,209.38 
Average Total labolf expe~~e 21,,064.02 16_.788.05 15,323.12 123,388.70 19,569.80 
Average Mali'Mige~ 8 $ Sala~y 4,, 735 .64 4,087.09 4.9597 .44 4,,435,98 4,830,96 
Average Total Labo~ Expe~~e to 
Total Expell't/Se 46,52 48.04 49.55 47.72 48,40 
Average Total Net Ea~~irn:.g$ peir 
Dollar of Total Expei:t~e .94 1.18 1.59 l, 18 1.06 
Average Total Net E~lf&i~g$ per Dollalf 
of Labor Expett~e 2. 12 2,53 3,27 2.57 2,26 
Average Rate E&r.rged ©1£L J.::.we$tmer:tt 
(PeiriceEtt) 11,50 13.15 15.25 13,46 13.95 
A,~~l;'@gis. 'll:'@ti::&li. E~J;»~~~ )Pl~~ Jlll@l!JL£t: -·· 
@f ~<fill® (e~ni:,f~g]) .16 0112 .OS .oe • JLO 
14. Ol-,29. 69 
27.21 
2 




180,280 0 64 









• OJS +" ©O 
CHAF'EER 'WI 
Thiroughout time people have fouwi it. tio their adva1Tu.tage t(QJ wo'.'fk 
t1'.llgethe:!: li,;.iasmuc:h as W<illll'ld.:xg togethe:r :reisulted. i:m mo:re bemie.fits t,') 
each t'hai:.lil c.0·1tld be attai~:te.d by wo:rki::,tg al~:nie, Be.cause of t!mh Zl:'eal~ 
hatfo·.iil» tlhe:.c>e 1u:oise the g;llllil&s of (G:.lfe.ece a.md llil!<Qt"t~fter&·:m Eurcipiep the 
Flrie~"'.Ud.ly Societies ,rj)f E:tr.gL'l1tM.il.,. am:d» eve,it·::uaUy JJ the Roc.hd\,de Pi©i'.:.,\e.e:r.ai, 
The~e 1Qlrg~:lilizat.il()!\1MJ we:=e the fo1Ceru.2tiaeir.tS <OJf triie c.f;;.;:,pe:rtative movemetir.t 
:ll..:(11. t be U@i ted Sta te-s • 
Oliver. Hudsc1c1 Ke Uy .o who i,Th 1861' c1:q~;l!J:·:ii:.iz~,d1 the tG:·rt.m~tge,9 watS tfu:e 
leader of the coope:r2t;ive. m@veme.:r:.t :!1::i the U:rd:te\\A :St~te.s, 'l!.'lmh m@veme1.:11::;. 
bstd its largest growtl-1. dl!)l!l.'i:;.oig the last h.~lf ~,f tt:1'r.te 'Jt:i1ll\ete~:mtlm ce:.\i:tl(;::'r:f, 
Tih.@ firr:st col())pe:rlBlt.ive g:r.sirni elev,!lJ.tl()):'L" i:.l'I:. 'i::h:!.s t:t111.1.:::1::tlby was buUt ibu 1857 » 
at MadisiCIJ'.I'1» Wisic:01tt.si::i:i. Flt'@m this begir:.rhli1:S~d>,?.;» the Rili\l\mlo®l' of l1ocsil C(t•©IJP®ll:'1B1°~ 
tive. elevatoI' ~@S<0lC:i..G1.tic,;.~:s l1.:m the Uttited St.atf:8 ::reached a piei&1k ©1f ab(Q)u;t 
4~000 :bt 1921. Coope~·s.dve g:rcaii1. ma1tketil.l'cg b la:rgely a :rce.sult ©>f tfu,e 
desire of g:taimi grr:owell:'s tin Qlbtad.rit rr:epl!'ese~~ta.U:0,Ri1 OIT!l li)J©a1 m2rr:kets o 
Oklahoma farmeifs we:rr:e amc,mig the last «)f t:me majlQ>:r w]:rce2t p!'©J.li;~c.1sfo'~ 
\t(Q) e@tel' i:~to the coo,pieiraUve gl'aiZt. bws:!.:1t:si~s, r:1s firs:t f<Birm@rcei O ic,rvClpie~,®.~· 
Uve :bt Oklahoma was o:rgarn:.:!i.zed at: Alva i::.i 1898, At pire.iserr1~t their@ air.t~ rn101:@. 
tham. otte hum.d!'ed wel1Q101rg1;11tize.d faume.:rr: Ci.Gl©J?el'tative elev<!ll.t<ili:r@ ©Jp@:ts'at.i,;tg ,Lt 
t.lliie ist$te, 
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, Rec(Q)rds are impo:rta~t bec~ll.llSS they pr@vide ~L~geme~t with defi~ite 
ISlw:d. accuirate ittf((l;rmatiiCJl!.il relative ti()) the l!l>JP)erati@'iit am:dl :fi1:Q\P!!1.m:ia1L caJt·~ 
diti((l;@ of the busim:.ess. Accurate records ~eveal sources of busi~ess ef 0 
ficieffi\cy .as well as ~esi1·.1.r.'&'ces of i!li'.efficie~c.y. two of the maitiil f~t..t@rs 
C((l)@tributittg to the success of a cooperative associatio!li'. ~re (1) it mll.lliet 
be bormi of m.eceH:!i.ty:. ,1md (2) it must adloipt g0ioid i(Q):U\:riid bll.lldll't<HIS plt'iLt= 
ciples a~d practices, 
Tlmis study was IX!.la'.dAll @f 39 Oklahoma. C\O)@pe:raU.ve gird.tm elevators.v 
mciiet of which .mre l,oclSltsd :il .• \.m the II!l'Olll:'t1m ce.\ii\'~3:'al secti(IJ\R'. OJf this St1&1te. All 
the ele,vate:irs selected wel'f.e ed:,(llgle=u1m:.it elevat,mt'i!!I f10>r w!micfui all.lldlit!S w®:ire 
available for the t!m1t"ee .. ye11tr period» l95.3···ll.955. The &lLta for thh t.imei9i.s 
r,eiire obtai:-.ied from t!me am1t~JJal audits cf these elevatlO>l'@. 'Jt'he itudy walill 
u.lltiM:lerr.takemi to provide ma1.tt\!i'.gers amid membe~s cf <e(Cl)l01p.ie.irat.ive ~Hociat:ia.'\Jlii'.rJ 
with ( l) acclO>u.ll'/Jtirmg i:~'lf@maUor.m iim a fQJ:tml tflli&..t <r::@\\l\ld be ecadly l.ll:mdl.err.stt1r1il<i» 
a;;~d (2) a meam.a roif c<001.par~.:mg theilt' buai:itieH O)J)Sit'atilO>t,'l\l!!I witlm tkt\ll:!Jree <fl)f st.mi= 
la~ coope,rative ass10>ciati~~~. 
C@mpa~at:i.ve ll.'ati01s W®ll.'e compl.llted t.@ e1msble t.!me ma1tt\1S!.gem.emit. 4'f C©<DIJ?l(l;l,:J;'®.~ 
t.ive elevators 1);(!) det:et"ll!.i:,a\e more ea.1!!1:Uy tfo:e str©:s'D.g axed weak ptOl!.Eutei @f theil1' 
oi:rr:g.ai.fil.hati«:ntei. Jr.ta IQ\lfdeir t@ hs.ve a baisil!!I f:r(Q)!ll which. the mal!r.ageme1!.l'.t ©:f f;,i," 
dividuail elevators cOJuld m&ke compairisotr~~» the g:iroup ave,rage fol1:' sa©1i ,~,;! 
the ratios was used a1 a stil.lltda:rd. Tlme me£.at:l.01g ©if these :rati@$ W&$ ie:it:= 
pilaim1.ed a1Tud p:reserffite.d i:1t such a way that t~ie ma~lMl.ge,rs @f l@ical elev~t,~:::;&, 
c@uld calculate ,ratios frooi theiit:' audits ei.md\ c:@mpair:e tl'mem with tlhie l'!'aU~,i.1 
©:f elevators sim:il.lar irri.1 l!!lize al!td orga1mb;atiCJ:(f;. 
The al!MAlysis i~diicated that the elevato:irsJ as a g:r@up,,were i~ ~ 
sou~d filril$~cial positio~. The e~uity of members was 80 peirce~t @f ~~e 
tlQ)tal assets, leavim.g 01J.ntsiders a cb.1.im tQ, @~tly 20. peiricem..t. '!'ih~ avelf~ge 
total ope:rati~g expe~se for all elevatol'f$ i~~l'feased each yeal'f. Salal:rrie~ 
accou~ted for slightly more tha~ 50 perce~t (i)f the total opeirati~g ex-
peIDlses. 
?he U\iililCllfill Equity Coopel'f.ative Exch.2rrege amid time Collllsuimeir6l {}o@pe,lfative 
Aeisociatiomi we,re the majOJr scuirces of pat!::'©1filage iref\1Jl11tds. Tlme~e ,,,rg~.m:.iza= 
tiomus accourmted f<!:/Jr 98 peiC'ce:n.t of the t<!:/Jt&l!.l pat:rriCll\!Mlge irefu@ds 'l.r.'eali~ecll 
by all elevat(Q):rrs. 
(Gross sc!ll.les 1n~d ia~i 1.:l\'.fluem.ce 1.lll:)IQl\iil :seve1ral !Qlf the acc@11.tm:tb1g st~te= 
meact. items. 'Elhle foUIQIWfs:icg items i'ilil~:reaeed c!ll.!Sl g;l1'o:·$S sales i[r~cirea&iled g 
(1) cuif.'lt'emi: aseeU 9 (~) i::;i:vestm.eULU.9 (.3) 1m~t W\<11l'ft?m.9 (4) total glt',QlH e$t:'~(L'"' 
im:gs, (5) 10ipe1!.'atirnig e!B).n~iJugs,, (6) othe:r de.duicU<OJrru:.sJ) (7) pat,r,,:1~ag~ t'efui~tiis,, 
alli;.d (8) m1et earJf\ir.."D.gs. Iilll the case 1C>f mo83t elev&1t.©Jt'S.9 t1me c1JJ,r11em.t lfi!l'.U@ 
i:it.;ciresused with g;,r(Qlss sales 1.it'il\'.tU giroH s&Jte,s amail!.ll'ili.\t:ed !\:(ill &J?JPl!s'IO!xJl.matel1 
$450,000. Bey11JJ:md this p,@i::.11,t the CU\11.''!b'ernit iraU©l dlec,reased alil gir1.,H salei'.i'! 
i31'1C1"eased. 
All the elevat<0iris <a;f tkfi.s study lm/!ll.d ecid-test rafdlO!s ab@ve the il'ieCOOll"' 
me'il\'.ded. 1 t(()) l ratio. C&1re should be used,, 1rmwE1VIS\'ir,9 iEii. ma!.dtstg dl.eci~i,~isu~ 
based UJ?IOili'il this :rr:atio si1.Tu©e U; is depeimd'.ern:.t u1.pi<!!,@ a :roW11.bell:' <t1Jf vad.ablas. 
'li:'W(l) of these variables a!t'e: ( 1) wbetheit t!:1\e ru:,0;te$ payable, wUl be psiJ.d 
im, the: 'ili\ear future ar.id w!met!melt:' they caiTu be t'ett~ew11Ml'l.9 a.1md (2} tlme tli.m5 r.·~= 
~\1,llll.red tr!> ,realLbe Qiiil\ ,re.iceivables o 
All the elevators of this study 1™1.d avell:'&!.ge ratiCJs above tfoe ire,c,.(),m,= 
memided 50 t.o 100 f@:r the :relati@llts!mip of 'il\'.et. w@i.t"it:h to t(O)U.l S$Sets. ".IT.'hd@ 
ratio irmcreased with gif@®S sales for tw(Q) maj@is 1ceaStQ,;.1J.:S1: (].) afll\ gE'@S~ 
s~les i~creased f1!.'mn member. busi~ess, mo~e pat.~o~sge refu~ds W®~e ~~e 
members, amid (2) membeir 0s e1uities we,re i~crea~ed flrlQJm year to ye~,r 
because of the policy rJ;f retaimd.ng the !li:i.;lt ililavi~gs .ib'il tlme budm:.eais i1m= 
stead oif distribut.itTug them to the patrom:s. 
An SJ.Mlysis of the opeitatirmg statememr:t: by mea.rrr.i of r.a.t.iQJS may dis-
cll\)se the extermt to which s11.u:cess lQlt' failure of a1m eleva.t10r!l:' is due to 
the efficiermcy of ma~geme~t. Due to diffe:rettces i~ credit policiesi 
commodities harmdledi volume of busirmessJ costsJ armd othe'/!." diffe:re~ces» 
t:me use of :rati©ls i:s limited to ge;.,te:ral ci:»mpal!h01\fi\S betweet.'i\ !Slimil/9.\:rt 
elevato'/!."s. 
A1:L ev~lu.atiorm of the rati(!) of giriOJH ea.rr:":id:.itgs tlO! gir©>H sale'SI sfu.11:fmld 
be made w:U:.h a k.:mowledge @f the exbtim.g C(O>mjpetitive situai.ti<Ci>:-,11 = = 
whethelt' the ma1rgi1Tus are ®<0 high that they db;e:cw.:::,agtl!l JP>1&tll;'@m.ag;e ©>it &1;0 10>w 
th.at they do liil~t ade1u1&t.ely cove:ri:- costso A ms..rgirru wM.ch Wl())uld stl!:'ike ~ 
10rtt.appy mediumn s001ewheir:e betwee\m these tW(Oi would be p,refe:rable. 
Durim.g the 3-ye.ar pe.l1'i(Q)d.)) 1953-55.? IOlpeu:at:!.m1g expe!ii!.H.s a.m@'lll',\i;teicll t:':@ 
l0Ji6 ce1rets f@rr: each d@lla.:n: l())f busil.l'J).ess tira.11:sacted. Although the ~>per.'~-
ti::mg ,rati(Q) is m.ot a measut'e of the f:bria!Ulcial C©ill:d.ition 1/Jlf a busi~lleS~ !l 
it h a "ya.rdsticku by whi.ida the compa.!.'a.tive opell."aU.i!r.g e.fficie~icy i0>f • <Sl,ill 
elevato1r m£y be judged. Ge:meirally !ilpeaki:~,9 a low opel't.'$ll.t:l!.::01g irat:t:;;i i:;t 
amiy pa1rticub:.!t busi.):.1l.ess h a i!:'.mv;bi~blie i1sr.dlicaiti0!iiliJJ amwl a high @pieir:at:i'.Jtg 
lt'$!.tio is arm u1itfav-o:rable it\ildicatic@, 
Maladjustme:rets i":111 1e:c,1;~y of the fu1w.da.me.:ir.tal fu·acti<Q\'@S Q,f a bust:xess 
affect the m.et earrtili"llgi, a:.:t-d usu.a.Uy will be t>efleictedl iilil 1!1l.i:.t u:,tfav@'ir®lbl~ 
ml.et ea,rsii:-..'llgs to sales ratio. Hcweveli. J it is )?IQ)SSible tlh.at Qirte · n;;c1.favoll."abl~ 
factiat' may be cou:ir.te:rc-balarmced by a~m especi1&Uy fav(C):rable g;:ift:ts1ati1tt 1.:til 
s001.e 0>ther factor; helt.ce the ttet earm;i;mgs tiOJ sales ratio wi:U ;.,1tff~ be di~= 
t.oirted, A thorough rado a~lys:i.s of t!ma e:r,iUre ~usim.ess will.,, l'mowievelf.,9 
:reveal almy unusual f:i.:marmcial situa.tic;rr.s existim.g withi:m a pa:1rti!::iculair, 
elevator asslO!ciati,nii, 
I:rtvern\tory tur1.tove:r imv:-.reased as grc,ss sale~ i.:ttc:Ce<ffised. ".ll.'!~elfe we:re 
two reaso~s for this appare.~t trend, Fir~tJ some elevators reduced their 
i~ventories to low figures at the e~d of the year; other elevato~s failed 
to show a begbr,rilimig amd. emidizi,,g i.:li).Vellntory. Secr;,tJldJ> turm'.ove:r was i::.<llf hliet.:ced 
by the number of depart.me~t.s; the higher the ~umber of departme~ts, the 
lower the average tuz'CT.,over. The elevator im1 ((Jro·iJ!p Ill that i,:rufluem\ce<d the 
average most,, by havit<ug ~tt ave1rage i1;iver1.tJ:;iry tu1.r:iM.wei:: :ratio of 225, 5 t.('lJ l.? 
had o~ly omie departme~t. a~d that was whe<ffit. 
The ratio of \lilet e,1,n,~:;d.1tt.gs to rmet W4j)t"t:'m ave:ttaged 17 ,45 tl!l> 100 f©J'!r all 
elevators dull.':L1.tg the J~yea:rt pell.'iod.9 1953,~55, A rur1imber ll:»f variable factrni:s 
affect t.his it·atio, Some of these a1I'e: ( 1) type @f busiEt.eH jl (2) g:ro~s 
eal'.mifil.gs .9 C3) opeiratim1g policies 9 amwi (4) eccv'ililomic c©CT1ditiom1!il i~il ge:o\~ll.'$11. 
All the elev1&t(D~S except two had a fav@l!'able relatiicnt@J!mip betweetm 
groH sales airod fixed aHets. 'flmis rat.iiCi is Hjpecially useful for m.1.;ewly 
formed elevatClr assoc.iaticrn1.s agud those which are co:n'.iside:rn'L::mg exr,i~rresiti:rt, 
Th.h is tirue because time ac<lj\ubiZil,g of m©J1r:e facilities t.ham1 are \ffiece&\.'l~ar;,r 
f@r the operatiorm of arm elev2tor may be just a~ u11t.fortu1mate am:.d c@&itly a~ 
the payme~t of a~ excessive pirice for facilities, 
Capital tur1IlYij)ve:r r&ti@ measur11M1 the ir:a.te @f tur:iiovel' of ;eapiital em= 
ployed irm t.he bus:biess. Aru uimfavcrable l'ate ©f capital tv.,nt,)Venr, may be 
the result. of seve:ra1l fact.:»rs, SOOlle of thei:/te f~ctc1i1·~ are: {].) t:©@ ffilm.:9-U 
a volume of salesJ {:?;) t@G much capital ourd.ed up 01 izu t"eceivables, {3) 
too mllc.h capital btvested i:Tu slowQmm,i;mg i11tveitt©t>ies,, a1rurd {4) over=;1.;;tvei&it= 
me:ret iii'il. pla1mt facilities, Elevators wit!:l!. lal'ge. capital tul'z,,tQ>veir :icatiQ@ 
are usually i:m a much better co.mditioiTh to sh©Jw favOlrable eanr.i;regs tt1'rL<ffiffi'. 
those with small capit&l ttu~oveir ratios. Sirmce ciompetiti@~ te~ds to 
set limitations upoiit the amou'il'i'.t of operati~g ~a~~iw;gs alTh elevator may 
realize upo~ each dollar of .sales, advalffitages to be gaim.ed through 
greater efficielThcy i~ the use of capital materially e~haiitce the opportWility 
of the busil.ii1ess to show favorable earmiiili'.gs. 
Most of the elevators of this study ~ad favorable ratios, the a@&ly-
sis showed t7rnat aim elevator Os. standi!!.'il.g imi ctme ratio did m.ot iimfluem:.ce its 
standi!.ir.g imi. arm.other l!:'at.io u1:mless the same items 1 or some of the same items 9 
were used it'll CIOIDpUti!mg b(Qlt1m ratios. Beca\\l.\se of t!tld.s, each rati:oi must be 
comisidered separately :l.:t evalu.mtti:mg a .. il elisvat@r Os relative fbra@d.al a1Q' •. i 
OJ!lle:rati?.ag co'il'i'.ditimr.il, 
The data i!!.'il.dicated that elevators with th~ee depar1J;mefil.tS were m~st 
efficiellilt. These elevators had (1) t~e least expelThse per dollar of sale$» 
8 ce~ts; (2) the lowest gross margi~ o~ sales, 3.35 perce~t; (3) the 
highest rmet ea:r!lti.:\i'.gs ;pelt' dollar Jt··,~.·al,s~~ -"~3,.S',3; , .. armd (4) the hig;he~t ·,met 
ear~ings per dollar of tctal expermse, $1.13. 
The largest simigle item of expe~se was l~bor which accou~ted f@:r 
about 50 perce\Tht of the t@tal of all expe~see, A!!.'il. irmcrease i~ lab@r ex= 
pe:rese was associated with am1 irmcl'.C'ease im. gross sales, 1Th1.l!mber of depaist.-
me.mts, gross margitris o@ sales, aID1d l.ffiet ear:ti'.~.rmgs. M2m~ge:r Os sala1r.y w~uli 
the largest simigle item IOlf labor experir.se, Jl:'..lil<creases i~ ma~ge1r~ 1 @abi,= 
ries were associated witfm i:m.:.reases iu gisir»iss sales al.ffid with tlhe ;..'l'il.llmbert 
of departme.r11ts • 
!u'iNe~tory tur~over had little effect upo~ ma~age~s 0 sala~ies, t@e 
~umbe~ of departme.r11ts a~d gross margi~s @~ sales te~ded to dec~ea8e ~a 
i.rllve~tory tur~over i.rllc~eased. 
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'!'he data irrt.<dlicated that ele.vatolt'S w!midm t@@k 0 $ll''6iH!ll mairgim',~ ©:St ~&1.le~ 
betweetm 7 .28 alffid 9 ,27 peirce1Jtt were the m<CD!P.lt. efficiem1t, Eleva.tlOJ'!iS im,, 
this margi@ gir:oup,:l!,::iV,g !mad the hig!me®t :irate e.a.11:(l;,e@ <Ql\s11 i1mvestmem.t 9 17,06 
perce::mt, ar,;,:id the gl'ea test ;met ear@.imig;s per diOl Ua.r of labor expern:;®e a:red 
total expe~sei $3,43 a$d $1,66i ,respectively. 
Eleva.tors that realized g:ross ma:rgirn:.~ @:.t wheat sales betweerm 1,00 
~n~d 2. 00 perce.Zi\t we:re m(Q)st effic.iemit, lt!.e.vat<n1t"i with these IM,I'gi;t.~ ~d 
(1) the higheli!t 5iet e&iI':.tti:~iigs pe:r d.<Qlllair @f \t!QJtal exJP)e.rrr,se» $1.49; (2) 
the highest ~et e~:ir~i~gs pe:ir d@lla:ir iOlf lab@ir: e.x?e~ieJ $3,05; (3) the 
:secos'lld highest gir<0i:se: S$ ltes ; a:md ( 4} the i\lec<en-m,d hig!mes t 11&1 te ea!f,'~tei@ ©1m!. 
i"&:.vestmeID;t, 15,92 p®ll:'~,ij1rmt. 
The molSlt efficie:mi~ elev1.ton were t!m~s<lll thi9.t c!mair:ged gll:'@H maitgil.~i.t&il 
peiC' bushel of whe.m.t of h'(()}tll .3, O 1 to 5 , 0 c.ei.gtt:re • 1'1mese '!mad ( l) the ~iigtt,M 
est ri1.te earm:.ed <r.'D:l.il i211ve!l.ltme:r.~t, 15 .25; (2) ·~he hi.igfuiei;t ::met e.$'il'.''1\itlligi pier 
dolli\'11.' of total expe!-:~Hp $1,59; en the !cig'.'ree!aiil: m:<Sit ea:r::ru:!l;angs piei:!1' @ii'llUa~ 
<Qi£ labor expe\ltse, $.3,.31; /il1~md (4) afom.\g w:li.t1m twc» o,\t!meil." gi.'f©llllpiia had! t'.':t6 llciw~ 
e$t total expe.l'Lrtse pell," dolla:ir of gircH saltitei, 8, 0 celJ'ilU, 
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